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Abstract: Much of our understanding of critical phenomena is based on the notion of
Renormalization Group (RG), but the actual determination of its fixed points is usually
based on approximations and truncations, and predictions of physical quantities are often
of limited accuracy. The RG fixed points can be however given a fully rigorous and nonperturbative characterization, and this is what is presented here in a model of symplectic
fermions with a nonlocal (“long-range”) kinetic term depending on a parameter ε and a
quartic interaction. We identify the Banach space of interactions, which the fixed point
belongs to, and we determine it via a convergent approximation scheme. The Banach
space is not limited to relevant interactions, but it contains all possible irrelevant terms
with short-ranged kernels, decaying like a stretched exponential at large distances. As
the model shares a number of features in common with φ4 or Ising models, the result
can be used as a benchmark to test the validity of truncations and approximations in RG
studies. The analysis is based on results coming from Constructive RG to which we provide
a tutorial and self-contained introduction. In addition, we prove that the fixed point is
analytic in ε, a somewhat surprising fact relying on the fermionic nature of the problem.
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Introduction

Renormalization group (RG) is a pillar of theoretical physics, explaining how long-distance
collective behavior emerges from microscopic models. Critical phenomena are thus understood in terms of RG fixed points (Wilson [1–3]) and universality is explained in terms of
basins of attractions. While this beautiful picture qualitatively works very well, quantitative applications often lead to practical difficulties. To compute critical exponents, one
typically does perturbation theory in a small parameter, like  = 4−d in the -expansion [4].
The accuracy of this procedure is limited by the proliferation of Feynman diagrams, and
by the slow convergence of Borel-resummed series (while without resummation it normally
diverges). As a consequence, predictions of critical exponents using perturbative RG [5, 6]
are often less accurate than lattice Monte Carlo simulations or the conformal bootstrap [7].
It should be stressed that Wilson did not consider RG limited to situations with a small
coupling. Two strongly coupled RG examples can be found [2]. One is his famous solution
of the Kondo problem. The other is less known but no less impressive: an RG calculation
for the 2D Ising model in a space of 217 couplings, concluding that “one can do precise
calculations using pure renormalization group methods with the only approximations being
based on locality.”
Other developments in theoretical physics suggest, indirectly, that Wilson ideas are
non-perturbatively correct. We can mention here exact results in two-dimensional field
theory (see e.g. [8]), obtained by conformal field theory, integrable models, exact S-matrix
bootstrap etc., which have provided many examples of exact non-perturbative RG flows,
never finding any inconsistency with Wilsonian expectations. In higher dimensions, exact results in supersymmetric theories (see e.g. [9]) as well as the gauge-gravity duality
considerations (see e.g. [10, 11]) have always confirmed Wilson ideas.
It is therefore somewhat surprising that the most straightforward interpretation of
Wilson’s vision, as a non-perturbative machine which would allow non-perturbatively and
with an essentially unlimited precision to compute the properties of any RG fixed point
of interest, has not so far been achieved. It is fair to say that this was not for the lack of
trying, see e.g. [12] for the early attempts.
Two notable, although not fully successful, attempts have been the Functional Renormalization Group (FRG) [13, 14] and Tensor Network Renormalization (TNR) [15–17].
The FRG calculations include couplings with arbitrary powers of fluctuating field, but
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See section 8.1.8 and appendix K for more details about the rigorously constructed bosonic fixed points.
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only up to some finite derivative order. Unfortunately, with more derivatives, FRG results tend to become more and more sensitive to the parameters specifying the regulating
function [18, 19]. This has been traced to increasing violations of conformal invariance,
except at some special parameter values satisfying a “principle of minimal sensitivity” [20].
It remains to be understood why the convergence to the fixed point does not hold more
robustly in FRG. As to the TNR, it works well for simple 2D lattice models such as the
2D Ising model but hasn’t been yet as effective in higher dimensions.
So, in spite of these attempts, although it is generally believed that the non-perturbative
Wilsonian RG fixed points do exist, at present they often remain Platonic objects, confined
to the world of ideas and accessible to us only via approximations of rather limited accuracy. Take e.g. the RG fixed point for the 3D Ising model. If it exists, which Banach space
does it belong to? Can we access it via a provably convergent approximation scheme? At
the moment these questions are wide open.
Note that Wilson believed in the Ising RG fixed point very concretely: as a fixed-point
Hamiltonian invariant under a Kadanoff block-spin transformation. As mentioned above,
for 2D Ising, he found an approximate fixed-point Hamiltonian numerically, truncating to
a space of 217 lattice spin interactions [2]. But the convergence of his scheme has never
been proven, nor has it been implemented in 3D. Incidentally, Wilson did worry about
rigorous convergence properties of RG maps; e.g. in [21] a model RG transformation was
shown to be convergent for a rescaling parameter larger than 4 × 106 .
Of course, as already mentioned, there are nowadays other methods to get precise
values of critical exponents, most notably the conformal bootstrap [7]. However, this does
not mean that the RG should be abandoned. First, RG is more general than the conformal bootstrap, since many RG fixed points important for physics do not have conformal
invariance, such as any fixed point involving time evolution or relaxation, and having a
dynamical critical exponent z 6= 1. Second, it is quite possible that there exist much better
RG implementations, and we just haven’t found them yet.
Since theoretical physicists have not been able to find a fully successful implementation
of non-perturbative RG in spite of many attempts, can mathematical physics give any hint
about what we have been doing wrong? In mathematical physics, the rigorous construction of non-trivial RG fixed points has been achieved in different cases using Constructive
RG (CRG). It has been obtained in bosonic scalar field theories1 [22–26] and interacting
fermions [27] with long range interactions, in cases where the system has a scaling dimension differing from marginality by an ε. It has also been achieved in models with marginal
interactions of strength λ and asymptotically vanishing beta function, such as 1D interacting fermions [28–31] and 2D spin, vertex and dimer models [32–39]. In all these cases,
the non-perturbative existence of a non-trivial RG fixed point, close to the Gaussian or
free Fermi one, has been proved for ε or λ sufficiently small, and the critical exponents
can be computed at an arbitrary precision in terms of resummed perturbative expansions,
with rigorous bounds on the remainder. A feature of the CRG is that the fixed point is
found, without any approximation, in a Banach space of interactions where all the irrele-

2

For a fair comparison it should be noted that FRG calculations are often performed in terms of the 1PI
effective action, not the Wilsonian effective action used here. Also, some FRG schemes do attempt to go
beyond the local derivative expansion. See section 8.1.7.
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vant terms are nonlocal, even though fast decaying (e.g. like a stretched exponential): this
is in striking contrast with the FRG, where the space of interactions is typically spanned
by a sequence of local functions of the fluctuation field and its derivatives.2
One lesson of all this body of rigorous work is that weakly coupled non-perturbative RG
is possible, both in the bosonic and fermionic case, although it is easier in the fermionic
case because in this case convergent perturbation theory captures full non-perturbative
physics. We emphasize that, in general, fermionic perturbation theory is expected to be
convergent only in the running rather than the bare coupling, see section 1.3. On the other
hand, strongly coupled non-perturbative RG has so far been out of reach of mathematical
physics research. For this reason we will, as a first step, focus in this paper on the weakly
coupled fermionic case, well understood by mathematical physicists, and aim to transfer
this knowledge into the theoretical physics realm.
With this in mind, we will present here the rigorous construction of a non-Gaussian
fixed point for a fermionic model with weakly relevant quartic interaction. This is possibly
the simplest model of this kind where to test field-theoretical RG methods, and a perfect
example to provide an introduction to CRG accessible to a wider audience. We will explain
how these methods allow one to characterize a non-trivial fixed point without any ad-hoc
assumption or any uncontrolled approximation. The above mentioned crucial role played
by the space of mildly nonlocal interactions, as opposed to expanding all interactions in
local functions of the field, will be evident from our presentation.
A complementary goal of our work will be to prove a new result, which is the analyticity of the ε-expansion for our non-Gaussian fermionic fixed point. This is in contrast
with bosonic ε-expansions, which are, at best, Borel summable. Although we will focus
on ε > 0 in much of the paper, eventually we will show analyticity in a complex disk
around ε = 0. Although the sign of ε is correlated with the sign of the fixed point quartic
interaction, Dyson’s argument against analyticity does not apply for our model because
fermions are allowed to have quartic interaction of either sign. Moreover, analyticity in ε
of the fixed point is not in contradiction with the divergence of perturbation theory in the
bare couplings, see section 1.3 for further comments.
Note that in this paper we only construct RG fixed points, and we do not discuss in
detail the RG flow between the microscopic model and the constructed fixed points. In
any case, the result about analyticity is only valid for the fixed point and does not extend
to the full RG flow, whose very structure changes discontinuously with the sign of ε. For
positive ε we will have the gaussian model at short distances, perturbed by the relevant
quadratic and quartic couplings and flowing at long distances to the nontrivial RG fixed
point. For negative ε it will be the other way around: starting from the nontrivial RG
fixed point we may flow to the gaussian model at long distances, with the quartic coupling
then describing the leading irrelevant interaction at long distances. The former situation is
referred to as ‘IR fixed point’, while the latter as ‘UV fixed point’. To avoid any ambiguity
we stress that no reverse RG flow is implied: all RG flows are from short to long distances.

The convergence of our CRG scheme lets us hope that it will be used as a starting point
for developing systematic and stable truncation schemes for the fermionic FRG. Although
we have been able to prove our theorems only for small ε, it might be that the range of
practical applicability of our scheme is order one and includes strongly coupled fixed points
— in the future one should try to see if this is the case (see section 8.1.5).
Rigorous non-perturbative constructions of bosonic fixed points present several complications compared to the fermionic case discussed here (see section 8.1.8). Extracting
lessons from those constructions for practical RG calculations remains another important
open problem for the future.
The model

The model we consider is schematically described by the following action:
Z

aMFT(ψ) + ν0

d d x ψ 2 + λ0

Z

dd x ψ 4 ,

(1.1)

where aMFT is an ‘anticommuting Mean Field Theory’ of the fermionic3 field ψ with N
components, and the two additional terms are quadratic and quartic interactions preserving
Sp(N ) global symmetry. Our fermions will be scalars under rotation, rather than spinors.
So the model is not reflection-positive, but reflection positivity will play no role in the RG
analysis.
Local models of this kind were considered in [40] under the name ‘symplectic fermions’,
and are relevant for the description of polymers and loop-erased random walks [41, 42]. In
3D, interacting symplectic fermion models have been recently considered in the context of
dS/CFT correspondence [43]. See also [44, 45] for theoretical studies of related models,
and [46–48] for other speculative appearances of symplectic fermions in physics. Our model
is a variant of those, with a nonlocal (“long-range”) kinetic term of the schematic form
#
#
ψ ∂ 2 ψ where ∂ 2 is a non-integer power of the Laplacian. Similar long-range models
in a large N limit were recently considered in [49] in relation to the SYK model.
More precisely, our model is defined as follows: take an even number N of real Grassd 4
mann fields ψ = (ψa )N
a=1 in R , with d = 1, 2, 3. The reference Gaussian theory (the
aMFT mentioned above) is characterized by the following two-point function:
hψa (x)ψb (y)i = Ωab P (x − y) ≡ Gab (x, y),

(1.2)

1
at large distances (see the next section for the explicit expression),
where P (x) ∝ |x|d/2−ε
with ε small and positive, and Ωab is the symplectic N × N matrix:





1


 −1


Ωab = 




..

3

.
−1







1


(1.3)

Fermionic=anticommuting=Grassmann in this paper.
We will not make a distinction between the lower and upper Sp(N ) and Euclidean indices whose position
is determined only by typographic convenience: ψ a ≡ ψa and ∂µ ψ ≡ ∂ µ ψ.
4
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1.1

ν = γ d/2+ε (ν + I1 λ + · · · ),

λ = γ 2ε (λ + I2 λ2 + · · · ),

(1.4)

where I1 and I2 are positive constants given by the one-loop Feynman diagrams. Neglecting
the higher-order terms, we get a nontrivial fixed point λ∗ = (1 − γ 2ε )/I2 , ν∗ = I1 λ∗ /(1 −
γ d/2+ε ), which is O(ε), close to the Gaussian one. This is just an approximation, and we
want to be sure that the existence of the fixed point is not spoiled by non-perturbative
effects caused by higher orders or irrelevant terms. Moreover, we want to define a scheme
whose truncations provide arbitrarily good approximations of the actual fixed point, with
apriori bounds on the error made.
1.2

Strategy and open questions

Our rigorous construction of the fixed point goes as follows. First, we identity a space which
is left invariant by the RG iteration. We cannot restrict to the (finite) space of relevant
couplings, since the RG transformation generates the irrelevant interactions, whatever the
input action is. Similarly, we cannot restrict to the space of local irrelevant interactions,
because it too is not left invariant by the RG map. The right choice turns out to be the
span of all possible monomials in ψ and ∂ψ with nonlocal, but sufficiently fast decaying,
kernels: this space is left invariant. We stress that this mild nonlocality is unrelated to the
long-range character of our reference Gaussian theory; it has to do with the fact that the
IR-cutoff propagator is not fully local although short-range; it would be present also for
the local kinetic term. Note that we couldn’t find an invariant space of nonlocal monomials
involving ψ only: in our construction the presence of derivative fields ∂ψ is generated by
what we call the trimming operation, which consists in extracting from a nonlocal monomial of order 2 or 4 its local part, and in re-expressing the nonlocal remainder in terms of
irrelevant monomials of the form ∂ψ∂ψ or ψ 3 ∂ψ. Note also that our construction does not
exclude the existence of other invariant spaces, with different (non)locality properties of
the kernels; in particular, it remains to be seen whether there exists an invariant Banach
space consisting of local monomials in ψ and its derivatives (of arbitrary order), but we
are not aware of any rigorous result in this sense. The construction of an invariant Banach
space of interactions comes, in particular, with a non-perturbative definition of the RG
5

See however [50] for a non-perturbative analysis in non-integer d using the conformal bootstrap.
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The quadratic and quartic monomials ψ 2 and ψ 4 in (1.1) must be interpreted as Ωab ψa ψb
and (Ωab ψa ψb )2 . Given the form of P (x), the fields ψa are assigned the scaling dimension
[ψ] = d/4 − ε/2, so that the quadratic and quartic terms in (1.1) are both relevant, the
quartic one being barely so for ε small and positive. The parameter ε plays a role similar
to the deviation of spatial dimension d from 4,  = 4 − d in the Wilson-Fisher -expansion,
which, contrary to ours, is not at present suitable for a rigorous non-perturbative RG
analysis because the space of 4 −  dimensions has not been rigorously defined so far.5 For
d = 1, 2, 3, there are no other local relevant or marginal terms in addition to those included
in (1.1). In perturbative RG, the lowest order RG equations for the fixed point are, letting
γ be the scaling parameter:

Therefore, the problem of obtaining the correct Banach space to which the fixed point
belongs, and of computing the fixed point via a provably convergent approximation scheme,
while still open for 3D Ising, is completely solved in our fermionic case, at least when ε is
sufficiently small.
Our results have similarities with those of Gawedzki and Kupiainen (GK) [27], with
some differences. GK had fermions transforming as spinors and the model (long-range
Gross-Neveu) was reflection positive. This is a minor difference and we could have considered their model, the only complication being an extra spinorial index. Their quartic
interaction was weakly irrelevant rather than weakly relevant, and so they have obtained
an ultraviolet fixed point,6 while our fixed point for ε > 0 is in the infrared. Our proof
establishes estimates on the irrelevant fixed point interactions which are of natural size
suggested by perturbation theory. Finally, we establish fixed point analyticity that, as far
as we know, has not been previously pointed out. Let us mention that the fixed point we
construct can also be obtained by using a different, rigorous, CRG scheme, based on a tree
expansion [51], which bypasses the use of the contraction mapping theorem, as well as the
apriori definition of an invariant Banach space of irrelevant interactions (see appendix J).
Open questions, to be addressed in future work, include: the computation of critical exponents and their independence from the cutoff, rigorous derivation of conformal invariance
and the operator product expansion (OPE) the connection between our mildly nonlocal
representation of the fixed point with the local operators used in conformal field theory,
the relation with analytic regularization and Wilson-Fisher -expansion, computer-assisted
computation of the radius of convergence, crossover to the local symplectic fermion fixed
point for ε = ε∗ = O(1) in d = 3 (Do critical exponents coincide with the Wilson-Fisher
-expansion for the local symplectic fermions in such a limiting case?), etc. See section 8
for a complete list of open problems (9 pages!).
6

One of the purposes of [27] was to construct rigorously a healthy theory at short distances from a nonrenormalizable effective theory at long distances, hence their title. This was made possible by the small
parameter (weakly irrelevant interaction). Unfortunately, their paper is often misunderstood as a license
to search for the UV theory in terms of IR degrees of freedom even when there is no weak coupling in sight
(as e.g. in the asymptotic safety program for gravity).
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map: this is achieved via combinatorial cancellations due to the ± signs in the series expansion, ultimately due to the fermionic nature of the fields. In order to take advantage of
these cancellations, we need to organize the perturbative expansion in the form of series of
determinants, rather than in the more standard form of series of Feynman diagrams. This
may be thought of as a smart rearrangement and partial resummation of the perturbative
series: while the Feynman diagrams expansion is not absolutely convergent, the determinant expansion is. Once the invariant space has been identified and the RG map defined at
a non-perturbative level, we prove that the RG map is contractive in a suitable neighborhood of the approximate lowest-order fixed point: this implies existence and uniqueness of
the actual fixed point in such a neighborhood. (More precisely, the RG map is contractive
near the fixed point along all directions but ψ 2 , but this complication is easily taken care
of.) Remarkably, such fixed point is analytic in ε.

1.3

Convergence, analyticity and non-perturbative nature of the fixed point

for a suitable positive constant c2 . The solution to (1.5) with initial condition λ(0) = λ0 ,
which we assume to be positive and smaller than 2ε/c2 , is:
λ(t) =

e2εt

+

λ0
c2 λ 0
2ε (1

− e2εt )

.

(1.6)

The infrared fixed point is λ∗ = limt→−∞ λ(t) = 2ε/c2 , which is obviously analytic in ε.
At any finite t, λ(t) is analytic in λ0 , but non-uniformly in t, as |t| grows. This effect is
clearly due to the running and to the nontrivial structure of the RG flow: small positive
λ0 eventually flow to λ∗ , while small negative λ0 flow away to large negative values of the
coupling. However, λ(t) is Borel-summable in λ0 > 0 uniformly in t. The complete flow
is more complicated than the toy model (1.5), but it retains the same qualitative features
as the above illustration. In our fermionic setting, fixed point observables, such as critical
exponents, are expected to be convergent power series in λ∗ and, therefore, analytic in ε.
Observables (e.g. correlation functions) at intermediate distance scales can be expressed
as convergent power series in the whole sequence {λ(t)}t60 (see appendix J.1 for further
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Some readers may feel that our result about the analyticity of the ε-expansion contradicts
quantum field theory lore, and here we wish to explain why this is not the case.
There are two main reasons for the divergence of perturbation theory in quantum field
theory: classical solutions (instantons) and renormalons. Since our theory is fermionic,
it does not contain instantons. A related difference of fermions vs bosons is that bosons
only make sense for positive quartic while fermions are defined for quartic of any sign, and
indeed our fixed point coupling λ∗ will be positive or negative depending on the sign of ε.
As for the renormalons and associated divergences (see e.g. reviews [52, 53]), they
exist both for fermions and bosons, but only if there is running over a long range of scales.
Also in our model, the full RG flow from UV to IR would not be analytic, for reasons
similar to renormalons in asymptotically free theories like QCD. However, in this paper
we focus exclusively on the fixed point physics, so there is no running, and we are immune
to renormalons.
Let us illustrate this point by a short computation, considering for definiteness the
weakly relevant quartic case (positive ε). Note that the infrared fixed point can be constructed in two equivalent ways. The first, which is the one we use in the rest of this paper,
is to construct it as the fixed point of the single step Wilsonian RG transformation. The
second, which we briefly discuss here and in appendix J.1, is to construct it dynamically,
as the infrared limit of the flow of the running couplings. We will not consider the full flow
from the gaussian fixed point, but a “half-flow” which starts at an intermediate scale and
flows to the IR fixed point. Even such a “half-flow” is already non-analytic, as we will see.
In our model, the beta function flow equation for λ(t) (the running quartic coupling
at scale t, where t 6 0 is the logarithm of the infrared cutoff scale) at lowest order has the
following form:
dλ(t)
= −2ελ(t) + c2 λ2 (t),
(1.5)
dt

1.4

Summary

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present the model and we state informally our main results. In section 3 we identify an approximate nontrivial fixed point
by truncating the RG map at lowest order (explicit perturbative computations are in appendix G). The rest of the paper will be devoted to a non-perturbative proof of its existence:
in section 4 we introduce the Banach space of interactions consisting of monomials in the
fields with mildly nonlocal interactions, and we equip it with a suitable norm, tailored for
our smooth slicing cutoffs (whose properties are in appendix A). In section 5 we show that
the assumed form of the interaction is left invariant by the RG map, a fact made apparent rearranging the output via a trimming operation (more details are in appendices B
and C). We show also there that the action of the RG map can be expressed as a series
which is absolutely convergent in norm; this follows from a number of results described in
appendix D, such as determinant bounds for simple fermionic expectations and a suitable
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details on this point). Due to the non-analytic dependence of λ(t) in the bare coupling λ0 ,
such observables are expected to be “just” Borel-summable in λ0 .
Finally, let us comment on the setup of massless perturbation theory, i.e. when the
gaussian fixed point is perturbed by only the (weakly relevant) quartic coupling, setting
mass to zero and working directly in the continuum limit. Such a setup, under the name of
“conformal perturbation theory” [54–56], is often considered when perturbing non-gaussian
fixed points (see e.g. [57, 58] for recent applications), but it could be used in our problem
as well. It is a form of perturbative expansion in the bare coupling. At a small but fixed ε,
the first n terms of the resulting perturbative expansion will be finite, where n ∼ 1/ε, while
subsequent terms have infinite coefficients (because the corresponding integrals diverge at
long distances). Thus, the perturbative expansion itself is ill-defined beyond the first few
terms in this framework.
Some authors, e.g. ref. [56], argued that this pathology is a possible signal of the
appearance of non-analytic terms in the infrared fixed point observables (although, as [56]
admits, “their actual presence is unclear at the moment”). It has to be emphasized that
we are talking here about the situation when the RG flow leads to a fixed point, and
only about the infrared fixed point observables, such as the critical exponents. We are
not concerned with the situation when the flow leads to a massive phase, in which case
the mass of the particles is indeed generically non-analytic in the bare couplings. While
non-analytic terms may affect bosonic relatives of our model (see section 8.1.8), in our
fermionic model we rigorously exclude them, see remark 5.1 and appendix H. Our analyticin-ε fixed point defines the infrared theory in a fully non-perturbative way. Thereby,
results based on convergent perturbation theory lead in our case to a fully non-perturbative
description. The key point allowing this to happen is that in finite volume Grassmann
integrals are finite dimensional. Therefore, in presence of any finite-volume cutoff, there is
no room for non-analytic terms. Furthermore, uniformity in the volume of our estimates,
in combination with uniqueness theorems for the limit of uniformly convergent analytic
functions, imply that the absence of non-analytic terms carries over to the infinite-volume
limit, see appendix H for details.

2

Definition of the model and formulation of the problem

Let us now discuss the model more in detail. The propagator (1.2) is defined in terms of
P (x), which is chosen in the form
Z

P(x) =

dd k
P̂ (k)eikx ,
(2π)d

P̂ (k) =

χ(k)
d

|k| 2 +ε

.

(2.1)

The function χ(k) here is a “UV cutoff”, a short-distance regulator of the model. We will
choose it satisfying the following conditions (see figure 1):
(

χ is a radial C

∞

function,

0 6 χ(k) 6 1,

χ(k) =

1, (|k| 6 1/2)
0, (|k| > 1),

(2.2)

In fact we will require something a bit stronger than χ ∈ C ∞ , namely:
χ belongs to the Gevrey class Gs for some s > 1.

(2.3)

This “Gevrey condition” will be defined in section 4.2, see eq. (4.14), and is not used
until then. As explained there, it is needed so that the fluctuation propagator g(x) (see
section 2.1) decays at infinity as a stretched exponential. There are many cutoff functions
satisfying both conditions (2.2) and (2.3); an explicit example is given in appendix A.1.
As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2), P (x) is uniformly bounded, and its large-x asymptotics is proportional to 1/|x|d/2−ε , as stated after (1.2).
We denote by dµP (ψ) the Gaussian Grassmann integration with propagator (1.2),
which can be formally written as:
dµP (ψ) = DψeS2 (ψ) ,
Z
1
dd k
S2 (ψ) =
P̂ (k)−1 Ωab ψa (k)ψb (−k).
2 (2π)d
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representation of connected expectations. Absolute convergence allows to rigorously estimate the action of the RG map, and this allow us in section 6 to prove, see theorem 6.1, the
existence of the fixed point, together with its independence of the slicing parameter and
its analyticity in ε. This result relies on the crucial Key Lemma 6.1 and its variants, which
ensures that the Banach space is invariant and the RG map is contractive. The key lemma
is in a sense optimal, as it predicts a dependence on ε of the effective interactions which
is exactly the one suggested by perturbation theory; this is obtained by a careful choice of
constants done in the proof, presented in section 7 and appendix F. section 8 is devoted to
conclusions and open problems. The fact that our convergent analysis fully reconstruct the
theory and provides non-perturbative information is proved in appendix H. In appendix I
we show that the fixed point can be obtained via a formal series expansion; perturbation
theory is similar for boson or fermionic models but for fermions the series converges, a fact
offering, see appendix J, a way to construct the RG fixed point alternative to the path via
Banach space and contraction method, using instead the direct tree expansion technique.
Finally in appendix K a review and comparison with previous results in bosonic theories
is presented.

χ

1
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Figure 1. The function χ(k) (red curve), and the resulting function χ(k) − χ(γk), eq. (2.10) (blue
dots).

hψa1 (x1 ) . . . ψa2s (x2s )i ≡
=

Z

dµP (ψ)ψa1 (x1 ) . . . ψa2s (x2s )
X
π

(−)π

s
Y

(2.5)
Gπ(a2i−1 )π(a2i ) (x2i−1 , x2i ),

i=1

where the sum is over all pairings of 2s fields and (−)π is the sign of the corresponding
permutation.
The full model is defined by an “interacting” Grassmann measure
Z −1 dµP (ψ)eH(ψ) ,

(2.6)

where the “interaction” H(ψ) is a bosonic function of Grassmann fields, and
R
Z = dµP (ψ)eH(ψ) is the partition function. The simplest interaction includes only the
local quadratic and quartic terms:7
Z

HL (ψ) = ν

dd xΩab ψa ψb + λ

Z

dd x(Ωab ψa ψb )2 .

(2.7)

This interaction has Sp(N ) global symmetry rotating the fermion indices, as well as O(d)
spatial invariance. We will assume N > 4 so that the quartic interaction does not vanish
identically.8 We will furthermore assume
d ∈ {1, 2, 3},

0 < ε < min(2 − d/2, d/6) = d/6,

(2.8)

where the second condition guarantees that the two terms in HL (ψ) are the only O(d) ×
Sp(N )-invariant interactions which are relevant, see section 5.3.9
7

Here and below we denote the local couplings by ν, λ, rather than by ν0 , λ0 , as in (1.1). The change
of notation is meant to highlight the difference between the bare couplings ν0 , λ0 , and the running ones,
which will be their meaning from now on. In fact, in the following, we shall construct the interaction H
corresponding to the infrared fixed point, whose local quadratic and quartic couplings correspond to the
fixed point values ν∗ , λ∗ computed at lowest order in section 3. The notation ν, λ is used for generic values
of the parameter entering the RG equations.
8
For N = 2 the quartic interaction vanishes, while for N = 4 it is proportional to ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 .
9
The notion of relevance in our setup involving mildly nonlocal kernels will be made precise below in
eq. (5.37), and it will agree with the usual rule that the interaction containing l fields and p derivatives is
relevant if l[ψ] + p < d.
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[Since P̂ (k)−1 is non-analytic in k 2 near k = 0, such an action is called “long-range”.]
More precisely, dµP (ψ) is characterized by the expectations of an even number 2s of
fields, via:

RG transformation of the model will be acting in a more general space of interactions
H(ψ) = HL (ψ) + HIRR (ψ),

(2.9)

where HIRR (ψ) stands for an infinite number of generally nonlocal (although mildly so)
terms corresponding to irrelevant interactions. Like HL (ψ), interactions in HIRR (ψ) will
respect Sp(N ) × O(d) invariance.10

2.1

Renormalization map

Let us fix a “rescaling parameter”11 γ > 2. We will define the “renormalization map” which
maps H(ψ) to another interaction H 0 (ψ). It will be a composition of integrating-out and
dilatation.
Integrating-out consists in splitting the field ψ as ψ = ψγ + φ where ψγ is the “lowmomentum component” of ψ, and defining the effective interaction eHeff (ψγ ) by eliminating
φ. Concretely, we split the Grassmann propagator as (see figure 1)
P(x) = Pγ (x) + g(x),

cγ (k) =
P

χ(γk)
|k|

d
+ε
2

,

ĝ(k) =

χ(k) − χ(γk)
d

|k| 2 +ε

.

(2.10)

Note that Pγ is just a rescaled version of P (see eq. (2.14)), while g(x) is called “fluctuation propagator”. This decomposition implies factorization of the integration measure
dµP (ψ) as
dµP (ψ) = dµPγ (ψγ )dµg (φ),
ψ = ψγ + φ,
(2.11)
where ψγ and φ are two independent Grassmann fields with propagators Pγ and g. As
mentioned, eq. (2.3) will guarantee that g(x) decays at infinity as a stretched exponential.
Correlation functions of ψγ with respect to the interacting measure (2.6) can equivalently be computed with respect to the measure
dµPγ (ψγ )eHeff (ψγ )
10

(2.12)

In the trimmed representation of section 4.1.1, HIRR (ψ) will consist of H2R , H4R , H6SL , H6R and H` for
` > 8.
11
Although at this point any γ > 1 would do, we assume γ > 2 from the start, as some estimates below,
specifically eq. (5.43), will require that γ is separated from 1. The fixed point construction will require
raising γ even further.
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Remark 2.1 Eq. (2.6) as written is not immediately meaningful in infinite volume, because partition function is infinite: Z = ∞. To give it a rigorous meaning, we should
e.g. put the model in finite volume and pass to the limit. To speed up this introductory
part of the paper, let us work directly in infinite volume and consider the interacting measure (2.6) in the sense of formal perturbative expansion in H(ψ). In perturbation theory,
the normalization factor Z −1 in (2.6) means that diagrams with disconnected interaction
vertices should be excluded when computing expectations. In the main text we will show
that infinite-volume perturbation theory is convergent (this is a general feature of fermionic
models at weak coupling). The rigorous definition as a limit from finite volume is postponed to appendix H. Taking this limit will be easy once the infinite volume behavior is
understood. See also remark 5.1 below.

(normalization understood) where eHeff (ψγ ) is defined by “integrating out the fluctuation
field” φ:12
Z
eHeff (ψγ ) =

dµg (φ)eH(ψγ +φ) .

(2.13)

Note that the propagator Pγ is related to P via
Pγ (x) = γ −2[ψ] P(x/γ)

(2.14)

with [ψ] = d/4 − ε/2 as above. This motivates to consider the dilatation transformation:

which maps the measure (2.12) to the measure dµP (ψ)eH
as in (2.6) but with a different interaction:

(2.15)
0 (ψ)

h

i

H 0 (ψ) = Heff γ −[ψ] ψ(·/γ) .

with the same gaussian factor

(2.16)

This formula defines the renormalization map R = R(ε, γ) : H 7→ H 0 (also called “RG
transformation”). Note that R also depends on d, N, χ but this dependence will be left
implicit. As a function of γ for a fixed ε, the renormalization map satisfies the semigroup
property:
R(ε, γ1 )R(ε, γ2 ) = R(ε, γ1 γ2 ).
(2.17)
Our main goal will be to construct the fixed point of the RG transformation. We would
like to remind the reader that although our RG transformation is obtained by integrating
out the degrees of freedom with momenta between Λ ∼ 1 and ΛIR ∼ Λ/γ, one should not
think of ΛIR as some sort of mass which breaks criticality of our fixed point. The correct
interpretation is that we have only one RG scale, Λ, while ΛIR entered the game because
we find it technically convenient to consider the discrete RG transformation rather than
the continuous one, such as Polchinski’s equation [59]. At an intuitive level discrete RG
transformation can be obtained by integrating the continuous one, and they are expected
to have the same fixed points (although to make rigorous sense of the continuous RG may
be nontrivial, see remark 5.4 below). In particular, it would be wrong to think that some
sort of ‘IR cutoff removal’ has to be performed with our result to extract the fixed point
physics. On the contrary, all of this physics is already contained in the fixed point H∗ . E.g.,
the critical exponents can be obtained by linearizing the RG transformation (the same one
which leads to the fixed point), near the fixed point, and computing the eigenvalues.
After this warning, the informal formulation of our main result goes as follows:
Fix χ, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and N > 4, N 6= 8. For γ large enough and ε > 0 small enough, there
exists a nontrivial interaction H∗ (ε) which is a fixed point of R(γ, ε) for all γ:
R(ε, γ)[H∗ (ε)] = H∗ (ε).
12

(2.18)

We will drop the ψγ -independent term in Heff (ψγ ), since this constant drops out when normalizing and
does not affect the expectations. As we will discuss in appendix H, this constant is finite in finite volume
although it becomes infinite in the infinite-volume limit.
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ψγ (x) 7→ γ −[ψ] ψ(x/γ),

3

The fixed point equation at lowest order

Let us go back to the lowest order fixed point equation (FPE), whose structure was anticipated in eq. (1.4), and let us discuss its derivation more carefully, in view of our choice of a
smooth cutoff function. The most naive approximation one can do is to compute the FPE
by neglecting all couplings but the relevant ones, ν and λ, and, assuming these couplings to
be of order ε, to retain only the dominant contributions to the beta functions for ν and λ,
which are of order ε and ε2 , respectively. While very natural, we would like to convince the
reader that such a naive approximation leads to a wrong lowest order FPE, whose solution
differs from the correct one by O(ε) rather than O(ε2 ): the important contribution missed
by this scheme is the O(ε2 ) contribution to the beta function for the quartic coupling λ,
due to the self contraction of the “semilocal” sextic term (the tree graph contribution to
the sextic interaction, of order O(ε2 )), see below for details.
Let us start by describing the most naive approximation (the wrong one). Consider a
local interaction, H(ψ) = HL (ψ), see (2.7), and integrate the fluctuation field via (2.13).
After this integrating-out step the local couplings are modified as follows:
ν → ν + ∆ν ≡ νeff ,

λ → λ + ∆λ ≡ λeff ,

– 13 –
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Moreover, H∗ (ε) can be extended to an analytic function of ε in a small neighborhood of
the origin.
A precise statement is the content of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, which rely on Key
Lemma 6.1 and Abstract Lemma 6.2. The condition N 6= 8 comes from requiring a
non-vanishing one-loop beta-function. The condition that γ is sufficiently large arises for
the following technical reason: the fixed point H∗ (ε) will live in a Banach space, and only
for sufficiently large γ will we be able to show that R(ε, γ) is a bounded operator on this
Banach space, so that eq. (2.18) makes sense.
The definition of the Banach space requires a suitable representation of the interactions,
called trimmed representation, and discussed in section 4 below. In order to define it, we
will distinguish, quite naturally, the local (relevant) terms from the nonlocal (irrelevant)
ones. Moreover, we will rewrite the nonlocal quadratic or quartic interactions in terms of
derivative fields, via the trimming operation, defined in section 5.2 below: the usefulness of
a representation in terms of derivative fields is to make the irrelevance of these interactions
apparent, already at the level of the linearized RG map. An additional feature of the
trimmed representation is that it distinguishes a so-called “semilocal” sextic term from the
fully nonlocal sextic interaction. This splitting may look strange at first sight. In our setup
with a smooth cutoff in momentum space, it is needed to obtain the correct lowest-order
approximation to the fixed point, which is in turn important for defining a neighborhood in
the Banach space where the RG map (or, better, a suitable rewriting thereof) is contractive.
In order to better motivate it, let us explain more explicitly the structure of the
splitting of the sextic term and the intuitive reason behind its definition: we’ll do it in the
next section, before getting to the formal definition of the trimmed representation.

where the leading contributions to ∆ν, ∆λ are given by the diagrams
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<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>
<latexit

+· · ·
+ ...

(3.2)

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

loc

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

Here (·)loc stands for the local part of the nonlocal term generated by the second diagram. 13
Note that the diagram • = O(ε2 ) does not contribute to ∆λ because its local part
vanishes. Indeed, the propagator g vanishes in momentum space at k = 0, or equivalently
R d
= 0. For this reason, ν insertions on external legs never give rise to local terms:
 d xg(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL56Bq10QN6Qh1E0AR9oi/07Zw5t86D8/gndWqzmlM0F87LL/q90Gs=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

= 0. One can easily check by inspection that, starting from H = HL , there are

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

loc

no other contributions of O(ε) to ∆ν and of O(ε2 ) to ∆λ, beyond those shown in (3.2).
We now rescale the fields as in (2.16) and find ν 0 = γ d−2[ψ] νeff and λ0 = γ d−4[ψ] λeff ,
that is, recalling (3.1),
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

ν 0 = γ 2 +ε (ν + I1 λ + . . .),

(3.3)

λ0 = γ 2ε (λ + I2

(3.4)

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

λ2 + . . .),

•
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

where I1 and I2

are the one-loop diagrams in the two lines of (3.2), respectively. Per-

•

forming Ω-tensor contractions, one finds I2 ∝ N − 8 = 0, since we are assuming N = 8.14
•
It is now extremely tempting• toFconclude that the fixed point equation for λ is
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

•

λ = γ 2ε (λ + I2

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL
<latexit
sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

F
F

F

λ2 + · · · ),

(3.5)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

•

•

F the fixed point is λ∗ = (1 − γ 2ε )/I2
up to terms of O(ε3 ), so that
up to an error O(ε2 );
plugging this intoF the fixed point equation for ν, one• would find ν∗ = I1 λ∗ /(1 − γ d/2+ε ) up
F •2
to an error O(ε
). Even if extremely tempting, this conclusion is wrong!
F
Where is the problem? FThe point is that neglecting the irrelevant terms, and in particu•
lar the sexticFone,
leads to an error of O(ε2 ) in the FPE for λ; such an error is comparable in
F
<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

F

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">AAACk3icbVFdS8MwFM3q9/yaik++FMfAp9GKoODLUBFfhAlOB20ZaXq7hSVpSVJl1P4CX/XH+W9M6x724YXAybnn5p6bG6aMKu04PzVrZXVtfWNzq769s7u33zg4fFFJJgn0SMIS2Q+xAkYF9DTVDPqpBMxDBq/h+LbMv76BVDQRz3qSQsDxUNCYEqwN9XQ/aDSdtlOFvQzcKWiiaXQHB7UPP0pIxkFowrBSnuukOsix1JQwKOp+piDFZIyH4BkoMAcV5JXTwm4ZJrLjRJojtF2xsxU55kpNeGiUHOuRWsyV5L+5SJUP/pfyMh1fBTkVaaZBkD8PccZsndjlj9gRlUA0mxiAiaRmDJuMsMREm3+rt2a7QEYwK+a5sqFUsSoWvZaGSlbAO0k4xyLK/ZBlUHhukOd+NXteEU23WNBJiOZk5b1SmX25i9tZBi/nbdfgp4tm52a6uU10gk7RGXLRJeqgB9RFPUQQoE/0hb6tY+vaurHu/qRWbVpzhObCevwFWYTNkQ==</latexit>
<latexit

F

•

F

F

size with the term I2 λ2 that we included above: therefore, dropping blindly the irrelevant
• not consistent Feven at the F
terms is
lowest order. To see this, notice that, by starting with
F
a local interaction, H = HL , after having integrated out the fluctuation field, we obtain
an effective interaction HeffF, whose Fsextic term contains the treeF diagram
= O(ε2 ).
Therefore,
in order to find an interaction H solving the fixed point equation H = H at
F
2
F
O(ε ), we cannot avoid assuming that H contains
a sextic irrelevant
term with the same
F
structure
as
. Let us then take H = HL + HIRR , with HIRR containing the following
F
F
sextic ‘X-term’ interaction:

F

Z

F

= Ωab Ωa b Ωcc

F

dd xdd y(ψa ψb ψc )(x)X(x − y)(ψa ψb ψc )(y),

(3.6)

F
F13 Th s operat
on s done n momentum space by eva uat ng the d agram w th a externa momenta set

F

to zero A ternat ve y n pos t on space one rep aces the kerne o the non oca operator by ts ntegra
14
See append x G or the computat ons o these coeffic ents where we a so comment that van sh ng o
I2

s an acc dent wh ch does not reproduce at h gher oops

•

F
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<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL56Bq10QN6Qh1E0AR9oi/07Zw5t86D8/gndWqzmlM0F87LL/q90Gs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

with the particular shown contraction of ψ indices. This term might be called ‘semilocal’:
there are two ψ 3 groups interacting via one nonlocal kernel. The gothic X is meant to
remind about the shape of this diagram. Upon integrating out, the unique new contribution
to X comes from the tree-level diagram contracting two quartic vertices:
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL56Bq10QN6Qh1E0AR9oi/07Zw5t86D8/gndWqzmlM0F87LL/q90Gs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>

⇒

F

∆X(x) = −8λ2 g(x).

(3.7)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

At the fixed point,
we thus expect X = O(λ2∗ ) = O(ε2 ). On the other hand, X gives a
F
direct contribution to ∆λ, which therefore has to be included explicitly: the equation for
∆λ thus has to be corrected
F as follows:
<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>





∆λ =

F

+ ...

+

(3.8)

loc

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">AAACk3icbVFdS8MwFM3q9/yaik++FMfAp9GKoODLUBFfhAlOB20ZaXq7hSVpSVJl1P4CX/XH+W9M6x724YXAybnn5p6bG6aMKu04PzVrZXVtfWNzq769s7u33zg4fFFJJgn0SMIS2Q+xAkYF9DTVDPqpBMxDBq/h+LbMv76BVDQRz3qSQsDxUNCYEqwN9XQ/aDSdtlOFvQzcKWiiaXQHB7UPP0pIxkFowrBSnuukOsix1JQwKOp+piDFZIyH4BkoMAcV5JXTwm4ZJrLjRJojtF2xsxU55kpNeGiUHOuRWsyV5L+5SJUP/pfyMh1fBTkVaaZBkD8PccZsndjlj9gRlUA0mxiAiaRmDJuMsMREm3+rt2a7QEYwK+a5sqFUsSoWvZaGSlbAO0k4xyLK/ZBlUHhukOd+NXteEU23WNBJiOZk5b1SmX25i9tZBi/nbdfgp4tm52a6uU10gk7RGXLRJeqgB9RFPUQQoE/0hb6tY+vaurHu/qRWbVpzhObCevwFWYTNkQ==</latexit>
<latexit

Assuming that X is O(ε2 ) and that all the other irrelevant interactions of order 6 or more in
the fields are O(ε3 ) or smaller (while the nonlocal, irrelevant, contributions of order 2 or 4
are O(ε2 )), one can check by inspection that the dots in (3.8) are O(ε3 ). At this point some
readers may be thrown out of balance: who has ever seen this second diagram? In fact
Wilson and Kogut discuss it, [1], eq. (5.23) and below. They do observe that it is O(ε2 ) and
thus would need to be included. Only if one uses a sharp cutoff, then this diagram drops
out because its local part then vanishes (momenta along the wavy and curved lines do not
overlap). Since we use a smooth cutoff, we have to include both diagrams. The corrected
leading approximation to the FPE thus involves ν, λ and the X-term parametrized by X(x);
it takes the form
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d

ν = γ 2 +ε [ν + I1 λ + O(ε2 )],
λ = γ 2ε [λ + I2

λ2 + (N − 8)

(3.9)
Z

dd xX(x)g(x) + O(ε3 )],

•

(3.10)
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<latexit

X(x) = γ 2d−6 ψ [X(xγ) − 8λ2 g(xγ)],

(3.11)

the• factor (N − 8) coming from Ω-tensor contractions. This allows us to compute the fixed
point couplings ν∗ Fand λ∗ at order ε, while X∗ will be order ε2 . The approximation is
consistent: all the irrelevant terms not explicitly shown contribute to the error terms only.
F that (3.11) allows us to express the fixed point X∗ in terms of λ as a geometric series:
Note
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X∗ (x) = −8λ2

F

∞
X

γ (2d−6 ψ )n g(xγ n ).

(3.12)

n=1

Plugging X =FX∗ in the right side of (3.10) gives the FPE for the quartic coupling λ =
γ 2ε (λ + I2 λ2 ) up to an error O(ε3 ), with I2 = I2 + I2X and I2X the constant coming from
R
•
the term (N − 8) dd xX(x)g(x). We
are thus led to the FPE (1.4), which we now expect
to be correct at dominant order, contrary to (3.5). Interestingly, in the ε → 0 limit the sum
of the two diagrams I2 = I
+ I X ≈ I¯2 log γ, where I¯2 is independent of the choice of the
2

•

2

cutoff function• (appendix G). Therefore
the fixed point coupling λ∗ is universal at order
F
ε. This is similar to the well-known scheme independence of the first two beta-function
F
coefficients.

•

F
F
F
F
F
F
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In conclusion, the inclusion of the irrelevant sextic terms is crucial for computing the
correct coefficients in the lowest order FPE. One expects that the inclusion of more and
more irrelevant terms will produce better and better approximation to the FPE, unless
non-perturbative effects come into play. Therefore, in order to compute the exact FPE,
we’ll assume that H belongs to a space of interactions including all possible irrelevant
terms, of arbitrary high order in the fields, as discussed in the next section.

4

The Banach space of interactions
Representation of interactions by kernels

In order to conveniently represent the interaction, we use the following condensed notation
for fields, their first derivatives, and products thereof:
(

ΨA =

ψa , A = a,
,
∂µ ψa , A = (a, µ)

Ψ(A, x) =

l
Y

ΨAi (xi ),

(4.1)

i=1

where A = (A1 , . . . , Al ) and x = (x1 , . . . , xl ) are finite sequences. |A| will denote the
length of A, and d(A) the number of derivative fields in Ψ(A, x). See section 5.2.2 for why
we allow fields with zero or one (but not more) derivatives.
An interaction H(ψ) is a sum of terms with some kernels H(A, x):
H(ψ) =

XZ

dd xH(A, x)Ψ(A, x),

(4.2)

A

where dd x = dd x1 . . . dd xl . The kernels satisfy various obvious constraints following from
the Grassmann nature of the fields and from the Sp(N ) × O(d) symmetry of the model.
E.g., the kernels are assumed antisymmetric.15 The individual interaction terms being
bosonic, “the number of legs” l = |A| must be even.
The local quadratic and quartic interactions in (2.7) correspond to δ-function kernels:
Z

ν
Z

λ

dd xΩab ψa ψb ↔ νΩab δ(x1 − x2 ),

dd x(Ωab ψa ψb )2 ↔ 13 λqabce δ(x1 − x2 )δ(x1 − x3 )δ(x1 − x4 ),

(4.3)
(4.4)

where qabce = Ωab Ωce − Ωac Ωbe + Ωae Ωbc is totally antisymmetric. We will represent interactions of HIRR by nonlocal kernels rather than expanding them in local interactions.
We divide the kernels into groups (“couplings”) Hl according to their number of legs
l (l > 2 even):
Hl = {H(A, x)}|A|=l .
(4.5)
This means H(πA, πx) = (−)π H(A, x) for any permutation acting simultaneously on A and x. If not
P
already antisymmetric, the antisymmetrized kernels H A (A, x) = l!1
(−)π H(πA, πx) define the same
π∈Sl
interaction. The kernel dependence on Sp(N ) indices will be made out of Ωab tensors. Their dependence on
xi will be an SO(d)-invariant tensor built out of (xi −xj )µ where µ are spatial indices contained in A (if any),
times a function of pairwise distances |xi − xj |. Finally, O(d) also contains spatial parity ψa (x) → ψa (−x),
Ψ(A, x) → (−1)d(A) Ψ(A, −x). Therefore, the kernels will satisfy H(A, −x) = (−1)d(A) H(A, x).
15
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4.1

The interaction is thus represented by a coupling sequence (Hl )l>2 . This is a general
representation. It is useful to introduce a notation also for the restriction of Hl to the
kernels with a specified number of derivatives:
Hl,p = {H(A, x)}|A|=l,d(A)=p .

(4.6)

We emphasize that A’s are sequences: the ordering is important and terms with different
orderings appear separately in (4.2). This convention leads to somewhat simpler combinatorics.
Trimmed representation

General representation has too much redundancy in the couplings with a small number of
legs. In view of the discussion of section 3, it is convenient to assume that the interaction
has a more specific structure. In particular, we want that: H2 consists of a local term
like (4.3) plus an irrelevant term schematically of the form (∂ψ)2 ; H4 consists of a local
term like (4.4) plus an irrelevant term schematically of the form ψ 3 ∂ψ; H6 consists of a
semilocal term like (3.6) plus higher order terms. More precisely, we will assume that
the interaction H, to be used as the input for the RG map, is written in the trimmed
representation, which imposes the following extra requirements on kernels with l 6 6:
1. For H2 we require:
i. H2,0 should be purely local, i.e. be the δ-function kernel reproducing the local
R
quadratic interaction ν ψ 2 given in (4.3),
ii. H2,1 = 0 (no kernels with one derivative).
We will denote the nonzero parts of trimmed H2 as
H2L = H2,0 ,

H2R = H2,2

(4.7)

With some abuse of notation, we will identify H2L with the prefactor ν in front of
the delta function, and similarly below for H4L with λ and for H6SL with X.
2. For H4 we require that H4,0 should be purely local, i.e. be the δ-function kernel
R
reproducing the local quartic interaction λ ψ 4 given in (4.4). We denote the parts
of trimmed H4 as
H4L = H4,0 , H4R = {H4,p }p>1 .
(4.8)
3. For H6 we demand that it comes split into two pieces:
H6 = H6SL + H6R ,

(4.9)

where H6SL contains only a ‘semi-local’ interaction with no derivatives, of the
form16 (3.6), parametrized by a function X(x). Thus we have
H6,0 = H6SL + H6R,0 ,
H6,p = H6R,p
16

(4.10)

(p > 1).

Its kernel is the antisymmetrization of Ωa1 a2 Ωa4 a5 Ωa3 a6 δ(x1 − x2 )δ(x1 − x3 )X(x1 − x4 )δ(x4 − x5 )δ(x4 −

x6 ).
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4.1.1

For the moment we do not make any specific requirement on the no-derivative part
of H6R .17
Mnemonically, L stands for local, SL for semi-local, R for the rest. The trimmed representation thus corresponds to a coupling sequence (H` ) where the index ` takes values from
the ‘trimmed list’
` ∈ TL = {2L, 2R, 4L, 4R, 6SL, 6R, 8, 10, 12 . . .}.

(4.11)

Remark 4.1 The reason for requirements 1,2 is as follows. The H2R and H4R interactions
are irrelevant due to the presence of derivatives, while H2,0 , H2,1 , H4,0 would be relevant
by the same criterion, see section 5.3. However, all these “would-be relevant” interactions
with arbitrary kernels can be equivalently written as local quadratic and quartic couplings
plus an irrelevant H2R and H4R (section 5.2). Therefore, requirements 1,2 make manifest
the fact that our model has only two relevant couplings: ν and λ.
Requirement 3 originates from the fact that, as discussed in section 3, isolating the
semilocal sextic term is important for deriving the correct lowest order FPE; this, in turn,
will be crucial for defining the correct neighborhood on which the FPE (or, better, a
suitable rewriting thereof) is contractive, see section 6.
Remark 4.2 Even if the input interaction H is in the trimmed representation, in general
the interaction Heff , obtained via the integrating-out step (2.13), won’t be trimmed. In
order to put it in trimmed form, we will need to suitably manipulate the kernels of Heff , via
an operation called trimming, discussed in section 5.2 below. This is one of the operations
needed for proving that the space of interactions is left invariant by the action of the RG
map.
4.2

Norms

The interactions in the trimmed representation form a vector space. In order to promote
it to a Banach space, we need to equip it with a norm: for this purpose, we will first
specify the norm in the subspace associated with ` ∈TL, see (4.11), and then the norm of
a trimmed sequence.
4.2.1

The norm of H`

We will be measuring the size of interaction kernels by means of the weighted L1 norm
kH(A)kw =

Z

dd x|H(A, x)|w(x),

(4.12)

x1 =0
17

Eventually, we shall impose a norm condition which will make the no-derivative part of H6R smaller by
an extra ε factor, compared with H6SL .
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The corresponding number of legs, an integer, will be denoted by |`|. As for the general
representation, we let H`,p be the restriction of H` to the terms with p derivatives. We will
always use ` for labels from the trimmed list (4.11) and l for integer labels: l > 2 even.
When ` and l appear in the same equation, they are related by l = |`|.

where w (x) is a translationally invariant weight function. In view of translation invariance
we perform the integral fixing one of the x coordinates to zero. We also let
kHl kw = max kH(A)kw ,

(4.13)

|A|=l

max |∂ α χ(k)| 6 C |α| |α||α|s

(4.14)

k∈Rd

for some constant C = C(χ) > 0. The Gevrey condition is stronger than C ∞ but weaker
than real analyticity. Importantly for us, Gevrey class contains compactly supported functions. An explicit example of a cutoff functions satisfying both condition (2.2) and (2.3) is
given in appendix A.1.
As usual, decay of g(x) is related to the smoothness of its Fourier transform ĝ(k), i.e.
to the smoothness of χ(k). It turns out that the Gevrey condition (4.14) implies a stretched
exponential decay. Namely, we have the following bound for the fluctuation propagator, as
well as its first and second derivatives needed below:
|g(x)|, |∂µ g(x)|, |∂µ ∂ν g(x)| 6 M (x) ≡ Cχ1 e−Cχ2 |x/γ|

σ

(x ∈ Rd ),

(4.15)

where σ = 1/s < 1. The constants Cχ1 , Cχ2 depend on χ but are independent of γ. See
appendix A.2 for a detailed proof, while here we only give two simple remarks. First, the
decay scale x ∼ γ in (4.15) is as expected from the IR momentum cutoff ∼ γ −1 . Second,
stretched exponential is the best we could hope for: exponential decay (σ = 1) would
require analyticity of χ, incompatible with the compact support.
Kernels H(A, x) are expected to decay at large separation with the same rate as (4.15).
We choose w(x) growing with a similar rate. A convenient choice turns out to be
σ

w(x) = eC̄(St(x)/γ) ,

(4.16)

where St(x) is the Steiner diameter of the set x, defined [60] as the length of the shortest
tree τ connecting the points in x (the tree may contain extra vertices as in figure 2).19 We
will fix C̄ = 12 Cχ2 so that M (x) has a finite weighted norm:
kM kw =

Z

σ

dd xM (x)eC̄(|x|/γ) = Const .γ d < ∞.

18

(4.17)

To avoid any misunderstanding, we stress that kH6SL kw and kH6R kw are two independently defined
quantities.
19
To be precise, St(x) = minx0 minτ (x∪x0 ) L(τ ), the minimum taken over all possible trees τ with vertices
x ∪ x0 , with the tree length L(τ ) defined as the sum of the edge lengths. St(x) coincides with the usual
diameter if all points lie on a line (e.g. for sets of 2 points). See appendix E for an explanation of why we
use the Steiner diameter.
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and similarly kH` kw and kH`,p kw are defined as the maximum of weighted norms of all
kernels belonging to the corresponding trimmed coupling.18
By choosing w (x) growing at infinity appropriately, we will incorporate the information
about the decay of the kernels H(A, x), induced by the decay of the fluctuation propagator
g(x). Recall that we are requiring the Gevrey condition (2.3): χ ∈ Gs , s > 1. Concretely,
this means that derivatives of χ of arbitrary order α are uniformly bounded by

x1•
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<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="F7LuodEVoB6yczM+a26mXsm5zLQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="fb+UTY2fABwoyHrZOkuxjyd2zwI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="s27GEzbywV6X8w3d3UD2grjxyZM=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL56Bq10QN6Qh1E0AR9oi/07Zw5t86D8/gndWqzmlM0F87LL/q90Gs=</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="hNkKP8XiqcfUeeV3hP6l9wNWigA=">AAAClXicbVHLTsMwEHTDq5Rn4cCBS0RViVOVFCS4ICFAiBtFUEBqo8pxNq1V24lsB6hCPoErfBt/g5P20AcrWRrPznpnvX7MqNKO81uylpZXVtfK65WNza3tnd3q3rOKEkmgTSIWyVcfK2BUQFtTzeA1loC5z+DFH17n+Zc3kIpG4kmPYvA47gsaUoK1oR4/es3ebs1pOEXYi8CdgBqaRKtXLX12g4gkHIQmDCvVcZ1YeymWmhIGWaWbKIgxGeI+dAwUmIPy0sJrZtcNE9hhJM0R2i7Y6YoUc6VG3DdKjvVAzedy8t9coPIH/0t1Eh2eeykVcaJBkLGHMGG2juz8T+yASiCajQzARFIzhk0GWGKizc9V6tNdICGYZbNc3lCqUGXzXnNDOSvgnUScYxGkXZ8lkHVcL027xexpQdTcbE4nIZiR5fdCZfblzm9nETw3G+5Jo/lwWru8mmyujA7RETpGLjpDl+gOtVAbEdRHX+gb/VgH1oV1Y92OpVZpUrOPZsK6/wNRKs5s</latexit>
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Figure 2. The optimal Steiner tree τ for this configuration of 4 points contains two extra vertices.

4.2.2

The norm of a trimmed sequence

The norm of an interaction H associated with the trimmed sequence (H` ), ` ∈TL, will have
the form kHk = sup`∈TL kH` kw /δ` , for a sequence δ` to be fixed conveniently. In order to
decide how to let δ` scale with `, let us first develop an intuition about the expected size
of H` at the fixed point. If we parametrize H by (ν, λ, X, u), with u = (H` )`6=2L,4L,6SL ≡
(u` )`∈{2R,4R,6R,8,10,...} , we expect that at the fixed point ν and λ are of order ε, X is equal to
the kernel X∗ in eq. (3.12), which is of order ε2 , and u` is of the order of the corresponding
tree graph (i.e., the leading Feynman diagram with vertices all of type λ contributing to
the interaction labelled `), namely: of order ε2 if ` = 2R, 4R; of order ε3 if ` = 6R; of order
εl/2−1 if ` = l > 8.
In the following, in order to determine the fixed point, we will fix X = X∗ , thought of
as a function of λ, see (3.12), and parametrize the fixed point interaction by the remaining
coordinates, y = (ν, λ, u). On this subspace, we will use the following norm (depending on
R
R
the parameters δ, A0 , AR
0 , A1 , A2 , A):
(

kykY = max

kul kw
|ν| |λ| ku2R kw ku4R kw ku6R kw
,
, R 2 , R 2 , R 3 , sup
l/2−1
A0 δ A0 δ A0 δ
A1 δ
A2 δ
l>8 Aδ

)

,

(4.19)

where, motivated by the intuitive discussion above, the parameter δ will be chosen to
be proportional to ε. Eq. (4.19) defines the Banach space of interest.20 Eventually, the
R
R
constants A0 , AR
0 , A 1 , A 2 , A will be fixed in such a way that the action of the RG map (or
better, of a suitable equivalent rewriting thereof, called F in the following, see section 6.2)
on the sequence y returns a new sequence y 0 in the same Banach space Y . Even more,
we will show that there is a neighborhood Y0 in Y on which the fixed point map F is a
contraction and, therefore, F admits a unique fixed point in Y0 . All this will be proved in
sections 6 and 7 below. As a preparation to these proofs, we need to specify how the RG
map explicitly acts on the space of trimmed sequences. This will be discussed in section 5.
20

It is easy to see in particular that the space is complete with respect to the introduced norm (because
weighted L1 spaces are complete).
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Finally, it will be convenient to use definition (4.13) also for the δ-function kernels of the
local quadratic and quartic interactions. Since w = 1 when all points coincide, we have
(see (4.3), (4.4))
1
kH2L kw = |ν|,
kH4L kw = |λ|.
(4.18)
3

In particular, the result of the RG map on the trimmed sequence (H` ) will be expressed
in the form of a series, see eq. (5.24) below, which is absolutely convergent in the norm of
interest, thanks to the bounds discussed in section 5.6 below.

5

The renormalization map

5.1

Integrating-out map

Let H be an interaction associated with the trimmed sequence (H` ), ` ∈TL, and consider
the integrating-out map (2.13). For the effective interaction Heff we have a well-known
perturbative formula in terms of connected expectations (see appendix D.2):21
Heff (ψ) =

∞
X
1
n=1

hH(ψ + φ); H(ψ + φ); . . . ; H(ψ + φ)ic .
{z
}
n! |
n

(5.1)

times

We write the interaction in the trimmed representation using the same eq. (4.2) as in the
general representation. Kernels H(A, x) now come from couplings H` . The H2,1 kernels
are absent due to trimming requirements. The H6,0 kernels are understood as a sums of
H6SL and H6R,0 kernels, see (4.10). All the other kernels H(A, x) are associated with a
unique coupling H` .
Replacing ψ → ψ + φ in (4.2), each term gives rise to ‘interaction vertices’ with
‘external’ ψ legs and ‘internal’ φ legs. Parametrizing the external legs by a subsequence
B ⊂ A,22 and the internal ones by B = A \ B, we write:
H(ψ + φ) =

X X

(−)

#

Z

dd xH(A, x)Ψ(B, xB )Φ(B, xB ),

(5.2)

A B⊂A

where (−)# is the sign, which we won’t need to track, produced by reordering the fields
to put all ψ’s first. The xB and xB are the corresponding restrictions of the coordinate
vector x. Substituting (5.2) into (5.1), we obtain the following formula for the kernels of
21

In eq. (2.13) the argument of Heff was ψγ , the low-momentum component of ψ. The momentum-range
restriction turns out unimportant for working out (5.1), so we replaced ψγ by a generic ψ.
22
Sequences being ordered sets, a subsequence inherits ordering from the parent sequence.
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In this section we detail the structure of the RG map, thought of as a map from the
vector space of trimmed sequences into itself. We proceed in steps: we first describe the
integrating-out map (2.13), assuming the input to be a trimmed sequence (section 5.1). In
general, the output of the integrating-out map is not trimmed: therefore, we explain how to
make it so, via the trimming operation (section 5.2). Next, we perform the rescaling (2.16)
(section 5.3). In section 5.4 we combine these three steps and derive the representation
eq. (5.24), which expresses the image of the RG map as a series in the multi-indices (`i )ni=1 ,
`i ∈TL. Remarkably, this series turns out to be absolutely convergent in the relevant norms,
i.e., those introduced in section 4.2 above, thanks to the norm bounds discussed in section 5.6.

the effective interaction (see appendix B for more details):
Heff (B, xB ) = A

∞
X
1
n=1

n!

X

X

(−)

#

Z

dd xB C xB

n
Y

H(Ai , xAi ),

(5.3)

i=1

B
P1 , . . . , Bn A1 , . . . , An
Bi = B
Ai ⊃ Bi

where the sum is over all ways to represent B as a concatenation B1 +. . .+Bn , and then over
all ways to extend Bi ’s to Ai ⊃ Bi . The integration is over points xB , B = B1 + . . . + Bn ,
Bi = Ai \ Bi , while the unintegrated parts of the vectors xAi form xB = xB1 + . . . + xBn ,

and the integration kernel C xB is the connected expectation:
D

E
c

.

(5.4)

Finally, A in eq. (5.3) denotes the antisymmetrization operation, see footnote 15. Note
that the set of kernels Heff (B, xB ) produced by this formula will not in general satisfy the
trimming requirements, even if the kernel H(A, x) did. This will be dealt with in the next
section.
We write eq. (5.3) more compactly and abstractly as
(Heff )l =

X

Sl`1 ,...,`n (H),

H = (H` )`∈TL .

(5.5)

(`i )n
1

Each term in (5.5) is numbered by a sequence (`i )n1 = (`1 , . . . , `n ), n > 1, `i ∈ TL, and
by an even l > 2. The map Sl`1 ,...,`n (H) in (5.5) is the sum of all terms in (5.3) which
have |B| = l and H(Ai , xAi ) ∈ H`i ,while Bi can be arbitrary, subject to the requirements
P
Bi ⊂ Ai , Bi = B.23
Let Bl and B` be the vector spaces of couplings Hl and trimmed couplings H` , reN
spectively, and let Btrim = `∈TL B` be the vector space of trimmed coupling sequences
H = (H` )`∈TL . The map Sl`1 ,...,`n then acts from Btrim to Bl and is homogeneous of degree
n. Of course, this map only depends on the couplings H`i whose index `i occurs in the
sequence (`i )n1 . If index `i occurs ni times, this map has homogeneity degree ni in H`i .
It will be also useful to define a closely related map Sl`1 ,...,`n , obtained by replacing
Qn
Qn
i=1 H(Ai , xAi ) →
i=1 hi (Ai , xAi ) in (5.3) with independent hi ∈ B`i . This gives a
multilinear map:
Sl`1 ,...,`n : B`1 × . . . × B`n → Bl .
(5.6)
Note that this map is symmetric, i.e. invariant under the interchanges of indices `i accompanied by the simultaneous interchange of arguments. By identifying the arguments of
Sl`1 ,...,`n , we get back the map Sl`1 ,...,`n :
Sl`1 ,...,`n (H) = Sl`1 ,...,`n (h1 , . . . , hn ),

hi = H`i

(5.7)

It will be very important that the maps Sl`1 ,...,`n and Sl`1 ,...,`n vanish unless
|`i | > l +
2(n − 1). Otherwise, the number of fields in the connected expectation (5.4), which is
P
|`i | − l, is not enough to get a connected Wick contraction.
P

23

As noted above, H6,0 kernels are a sum of H6SL and H6R,0 . Picking one or the other part of the sum
is understood when defining the map Sl`1 ,...,`n with `i = 6SL or `i = 6R.
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C xB = Φ(B1 , xB1 ); . . . ; Φ(Bn , xBn )

We will see that the defined maps are continuous with respect to the norms from
section 4.2.1, see section 5.6.1 below.
While generally Sl`1 ,...,`n acts into Bl , in two cases it can be considered to act into B` :
• For ` > 8 since then B` = Bl .
• For n = 1 and l = |`1 |, because in this case Sl`1 is the identity map: Sl` (H` ) = H` .

5.2

Trimming

We wish to realize the renormalization map in the space of trimmed couplings. Unfortunately, as mentioned, the kernels (Heff )l provided by eq. (5.5) are not in general trimmed.
To correct this, we need an extra “trimming” step, which will find an equivalent trimmed
representation of the same interaction. This step corresponds, in different notation, to the
rewriting of Heff in the equivalent form LHeff + RHeff used in many papers in CRG, see
in particular [51] and [71]. In the CRG literature, LHeff and RHeff are usually called the
“local” and “regularized” parts of the effective interaction, respectively. Before describing
this step in detail, let us first discuss what it means for two representations to be equivalent.
5.2.1

Equivalent coupling sequences

A coupling sequence (Nl ) is called null if the corresponding interaction vanishes as a function of classical Grassmann fields ψa (x) (an explicit example of what we mean is discussed
24

We wish to draw here a parallel with fermionic models of condensed-matter physics, which have convergent perturbation theory at finite temperatures (a notable exception being fermions at finite density
in 3d continuous space, unstable with respect to collapse to a point for attractive interaction). One often
studied example is the Fermi-Hubbard model, whose perturbative series in the onsite repulsion U has a finite, T -dependent, radius of convergence. A simple extension of the GKL bound for connected expectations
discussed in appendix D.4 (see section 3 of [28]; see also [61] and section 6 of [62]) easily implies convergence
of the series, but with a far-from-optimal temperature dependence (U ∝ T d+1 , with d the spatial dimension
of the lattice). For realistic estimates on the convergence radius, see e.g. [63–68]. The perturbation series
for Fermi-Hubbard can be evaluated to high order, and convergence checked, by Diagrammatic Monte Carlo
(DiagMC) method [69, 70]. We thank Kris Van Houcke and Felix Werner for discussions about DiagMC.
See also footnote 55.
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Remark 5.1 Eq. (5.3) is going to be the basis for all further considerations. Although
derived so far by perturbation theory, in our model this equation will be non-perturbatively
true. Let us discuss first why this may be expected on physical grounds. Non-perturbative
validity of eq. (5.3) means that in our model the full effective action is captured by perturbation theory, with no extra contributions. Extra “instantonic” contributions are common
in models involving bosonic fields, but these are absent in our model since we only have
fermions. Perturbation theory may also break down if fermions form a bosonic bound
state, but this typically requires a coupling that becomes large when iterating the RG,
and in our model all couplings will stay weak. In the main text we will show in particular
that the series in the r.h.s. is convergent provided that H(ψ) is sufficiently small, and so
Heff (ψ) is well defined.24 In appendix H we will give a rigorous justification of eq. (5.3),
by first deriving this equation in finite volume and then passing to the limit, in line with
remark 2.1.

below). Two coupling sequences with a null difference are equivalent (represent the same
interaction). Interactions are thus identified with coupling sequences modulo this equivalence relation.
The basic mechanism to produce equivalent couplings, referred to as “interpolation”,
starts with the Newton-Leibniz formula:
Z 1

ψa (x) = ψa (y) +

ds∂s ψa (y + s(x − y)) = ψa (y) +

0

Z 1

ds(x − y)µ ∂µ ψa (y + s(x − y)). (5.8)

0

Z

dy [f (x, y)ψa (y) + f µ (x, y)∂µ ψa (y)] ,

ψa (x) =

(5.9)

where f µ (x, y) can be expressed in terms of f .25
R
Now take a single interaction term dxH(A, x)Ψ(A, x) corresponding to some A
with at least one field not differentiated, e.g. the first one: A1 = a1 . Pick a function f (x, y)
and replace ψa1 (x1 ) inside this interaction term via the identity (5.9). This generates an
equivalent representation of the same interaction of the form
XZ

dd xH̃(B, x)Ψ(B, x),

(5.10)

B

where the sum has d + 1 terms: either B = A or it is obtained from A replacing A1 →
(a1 , µ), µ = 1, . . . , d. The corresponding kernels H̃ (B, x) are obtained integrating H(A, x)
against f and f µ . We can also apply this procedure to multiple interaction terms in the
original interaction H(ψ), summing up the new kernels H̃ (B, x) to the kernels H(B, x) to
which the transformation has not been applied. The resulting total interaction, which we
call H̃(ψ), is equivalent to H(ψ). The difference of coupling sequences (Hl ) and (H̃l ) is
null.
We stress that the Newton-Leibniz formula and the interpolation identities will be
applied only to those ψ’s in the interaction terms which do not carry any derivatives.
Then, all the produced terms contain ψ’s with at most one derivative. This explains why
in (4.1) we allowed fields with zero or one (but not more) derivatives.
5.2.2

Trimming map

We now explain the trimming map, which maps the sequence (Heff )l in (5.5) to an equivalent sequence of trimmed couplings. Of course, the restriction of the sequence (Heff )l to
l > 8 is already trimmed (see the end of section 5.1), so we only need to do something for
l 6 6.
For l = 6, we define
(Heff )6SL = H6SL + S64L,4L (H4L , H4L ),
Explicitly f µ (x, y) =
ciently fast at large y.
25

R1

ds
[(x
0 (1−s)d

(5.11)

− z)µ f (x, z)]z=(y−sx)/(1−s) . This is finite if f (x, y) decreases suffi-
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We can also integrate the r.h.s. in y against some function f (x, y) of unit total integral:
R
dyf (x, y) = 1. We get a family of “interpolation identities” expressing ψ a (x) as a weighted
linear combination of ψ a (y) and ∂µ ψa (y):

i.e. the two terms in the (Heff )6 series which manifestly have the form (3.6). We define
(Heff )6R as the sum of all the other terms in the (Heff )6 series.
For l = 2, 4 trimming will involve “localization” and “interpolation”. “Localization”
extracts the local parts of (Heff )2,0 and (Heff )4,0 (see the example below):
2,0
(Heff )2L = T2L
(Heff )2,0 ,

4,0
(Heff )4L = T4L
(Heff )4,0 .

(5.12)

(Heff )4R,p =



0

if p = 0
4,0
(Heff )4,1 + T4R
(Heff )4,0 if p = 1


(Heff )4,p
if p > 1,
(

(Heff )2R,p =

(5.13)

0
if p = 0, 1
2,1
2,0
(Heff )2,2 + T2R (Heff )2,1 + T2R (Heff )2,0 if p = 2.

(5.14)

This can be also written succinctly as
4
(Heff )4R = T4R
(Heff )4 ,

2
(Heff )2R = T2R
(Heff )2 ,

(5.15)

4 , T 2 in subspaces with a definite number of
where (5.13), (5.14) define components of T4R
2R
derivatives.
Consider l = 4 as an example. The coupling (Heff )4,0 corresponds to an interaction
the form
Z
Ωab Ωce dd xF (x)ψa (x1 )ψb (x2 )ψc (x3 )ψe (x4 )
(5.16)

(plus two other terms with Ωac Ωbe and Ωae Ωbc ). Substitute into this an interpolation
identity
Z 1

ψa (x1 )ψb (x2 )ψc (x3 )ψe (x4 ) = (ψa ψb ψc ψe )(x1 ) + ψa (x1 )

0

dt∂t [ψb (xt2 )ψc (xt3 )ψe (xt4 )],
(5.17)

where

xti

= x1 + t(xi − x1 ). The first term gives a local quartic interaction with
Z

dd xF (x),

λ=

(5.18)

x1 =0
4,0
which defines T4L
in (5.12).26 The second term in (5.17) gives a sum of interactions where
4,0
one of ψb , ψc , ψe is differentiated: this defines T4R
(Heff )4,0 .
2,0
2,1
2,0
2,0
The l = 2 maps T2L , T2R , T2R are defined analogously. For T2R
one needs to apply
interpolation twice, to get from a term with no derivatives to a term where both fields carry
derivatives. See appendix C for the full construction of these maps, and for the analysis of
how they behave with respect to the norms measuring the size of interaction kernels.
26

This equation can be equivalently written in momentum space as λ = F̂ (0, 0, 0, 0), i.e. evaluating the
kernel with all external momenta set to zero.
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“Interpolation” rearranges the other components setting to zero the parts of (Heff )2R,p and
(Heff )4R,p in agreement with the trimming requirements, and making sure that the resulting
coupling sequence is equivalent as in section 5.2.1. This operation will have the following
structure:

Remark 5.2 Note that our trimming map T is just one of infinitely many possible trimming maps, corresponding to different choices of interpolation identities. E.g. instead
of (5.17) we could have used
ψa (x1 )ψb (x2 )ψc (x3 )ψe (x4 ) =


Z 1

ψa (x1 ) ψb (x1 ) +

dt
0

dψb t
(x )
dt 2

Z 1



ψc (x1 ) +

ds
0

dψc s
(x )]
ds 3

Z 1



ψe (x1 ) +
0

dψe u
(x ) .
du 4
(5.19)


du

5.3

Dilatation

After having integrated out the fluctuation field and rearranged the result so that it is
equivalently rewritten in trimmed form, we rescale the fields, see (2.15)–(2.16). We call
this rescaling step dilatation, and denote it by D. Note that D preserves the trimmed
representation. The action on the kernels is:
D : H`,p (x) 7→ γ −Dl −p γ d(l−1) H`,p (γx),

(5.20)

where we recall that l = |`|, p denotes the number of derivatives in the interaction term,
and we denoted
Dl = l[ψ] − d = l(d/4 − ε/2) − d.
(5.21)
For the special cases ` ∈ {2L, 4L, 6SL} eq. (5.20) becomes:
d

ν 7→ γ −D2 ν = γ 2 +ε ν,

λ 7→ γ −D4 λ = γ 2ε λ,

X(x) 7→ γ −D6 γ d X(γx).

(5.22)

In terms of the norms of section 4.2.1, the irrelevance condition for H`,p will be Dl + p > 0,
see eq. (5.37) below. As stated in eq. (2.8) we are assuming d ∈ {1, 2, 3} and 0 < ε < d/6.
Under these conditions it’s easy to check that D2 , D4 < 0,so that ν, λ are relevant, while
D2 + 2, D4 + 1 > 0,

D l > D6 > 0

(l > 6).

(5.23)

so that H2R , H4R , H6SL , H6R and H` (` > 8) are irrelevant. These interactions comprise
HIRR in (2.9).
5.4

Renormalization map in the trimmed representation

The renormalization map R is obtained composing the three operations: integrating-out,
then trimming, then dilatation. It is the map defined in section 2.1 but now written in a specific set of coordinates (the trimmed representation). Summarizing sections 5.1, 5.2.2, 5.3,
we represent R = R(ε, γ) follows: if H ∈ Btrim (the vector space of sequences of trimmed
couplings), then R : H 7→ H 0 ∈ Btrim , with
H`0 =

X

R``1 ,...,`n (H),

(`i )n
1
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Such alternative trimming maps T̃ differ from T by a map which is null (gives a null
sequence of couplings when applied to any interactions). In our construction we will use
T , but any other trimming map satisfying the same norm bounds (see appendix C) would
work equally well.

where R``1 ,...,`n is a homogeneous map of degree n obtained by identifying the arguments
in a multilinear map R``1 ,...,`n :
R``1 ,...,`n (H) = R``1 ,...,`n (h1 , . . . , hn ),

hi = H`i .

(5.25)

This multilinear map can be written explicitly as follows. For (n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) = (1; `) we
have
R`` = D,

(5.26)

R``1 ,...,`n
`1 ,...`n
R6SL
`1 ,...`n
R6R

( ` ,...,`
n
1

=D

Sl
`>8
`1 ,...,`n
l
T ` Sl
` ∈ {2L, 2R, 4L, 4R}

( 4L,4L

=D

S6
0

(`i )n1 = (4L, 4L)
otherwise

( ` ,...,`
n
1

=D

S6
0

(5.27)

(`i )n1 6= (6SL), (4L, 4L)
otherwise

where T`l : Bl → B` is the trimming map whose various components are defined by equations (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), and see eq. (5.11) for ` ∈ {6SL, 6R}.
Just as S``1 ,...,`n , the map R``1 ,...,`n is symmetric (invariant under the interchanges of
indices `i accompanied by the simultaneous interchange of arguments), and it vanishes
P
unless i |`i | > l + 2(n − 1).
5.5

Fixed point equation

The fixed point equation (FPE) that we will study is
(H`0 ) = (H` ).

(5.28)

with (H`0 ) given by (5.24). If we distinguish the components ` = 2L, 4L, 6SL from the other
couplings, denoted u = (H` )`6=2L,4L,6SL ≡ (u` )`∈{2R,4R,6R,8,10,...} , it reads:
d

4L
ν = γ 2 +ε ν + R2L
(λ) +

`1 ,...,`n
R2L
(H`1 , . . . , H`n ),

X
(`i )n
1 6=(2L),(4L)

4L,4L
6SL
λ = γ 2ε λ + R4L
(λ, λ) + R4L
(X) +

X

`1 ,...,`n
R4L
(H`1 , . . . , H`n ),

(`i )n
1 6=(4L),(4L,4L),(6SL)
6SL
2d−6[ψ]
X(x) = R6SL
(X) + R64L,4L
[X(xγ) − 8λ2 g(xγ)],
SL (λ, λ) = γ

u` =

X

R``1 ,...,`n (H`1 , . . . , H`n ),

if

` 6= 2L, 4L, 6SL.

(5.29)

(`i )n
1

We already observed that, given λ, the FPE for X is solved exactly by X = X∗ , with X∗
as in (3.12). Substituting X(x) = X∗ (x) in the remaining equations, the variable X is
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since in this case Sl` = 1 and trimming is not needed. In all the other cases (n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) 6=
(1; `), recalling that l = |`|, we have

eliminated.27 Denoting y = (ν, λ, u), we are left with the fixed point equation y = R(y),
or in components:
d

ν = γ 2 +ε (ν + I1 λ) + e(0)
ν (y),
(0)

λ = γ 2ε (λ + I2 λ2 ) + eλ (y),

(5.30)

u = eu (y),
(0)

(0)

These coefficients I1 , I2 are the same as in section 3. They are given by one-loop Feynman
integrals evaluated in appendix G.
Moving the l.h.s. into the r.h.s. and rescaling, we rewrite the system (5.30) as


f (y) = 0,



ν + aλ + eν (y)


f (y) :=  ελ + bλ2 + eλ (y)  ,
u − eu (y)

(5.32)

where
d
1
(I1 , γ − 2 −ε e(0)
ν ),
1 − γ −d/2−ε
ε
(0)
(b, eλ ) =
(I2 , γ −2ε eλ ).
1 − γ −2ε

(a, eν ) =

(5.33)

Eq. (5.30) or its equivalent eq. (5.32) are the main equations that we will be solving. Of
course, part of the problem is to show that these equations make sense: that is, we need
(0) (0)
to prove that the infinite sums entering the definitions of eν , eλ , eu are convergent. We
will actually show that, if y = (ν, λ, u) has bounded norm (4.19), say kykY 6 1, with δ
(0) (0)
sufficiently small, then the sums defining eν , eλ , eu are absolutely convergent and eu is
contractive. This will be proved in sections 6 and 7 below. In preparation to this, in the
next subsection we state the norm bounds satisfied by the multilinear operators R``1 ,...,`n ,
which will be central for our proof of convergence.
Remark 5.3 From a more general viewpoint, a fixed point is a sequence of couplings (H` )
such that (H`0 ) = R(ε, γ)[(H` )] given by (5.24) describes the same interaction as (H` ). This
will be the case if (H`0 ) = (H` ), as stated in (5.28), or, more generally, if the two sequences
differ by a null sequence of couplings (see section 5.2.1). In this sense, the FPE (5.28)
discussed above is not the most general we could (and should) consider: the general FPE
to be considered reads (H`0 ) = (H` ) + (N` ), with (N` ) a null sequence. In this paper, for
simplicity, we focus only on the restricted FPE (5.28), and we will show that it has a nontrivial, non-null, solution,28 which is unique in some neighborhood. The same methods of
27

Note that although in this paper we take advantage of this possibility, in principle we could have
treated X on par with all the other irrelevant couplings. The RG map would end up contractive also in the
X direction, and RG iterations would converge to the same solution X = X∗ .
28
The fixed points we will construct will have nonzero λ and ν, and will therefore be nontrivial. Lemma.
Any trimmed coupling sequence with nonzero ν and/or λ is not null. Proof is left as an exercise.
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with eν , eλ , eu defined via the infinite sums in the right sides of (5.29), and I1 , I2 defined by
d
4L,4L
4L
6SL
R2L
(λ) = γ 2 +ε I1 λ,
R4L
(λ, λ) + R4L
(X∗ ) = γ 2ε I2 λ2 .
(5.31)

proof would allow us to show that, for each sufficiently small (N` ), the general FPE has a
unique solution, which differs from the one with N` ≡ 0 by a null sequence (N`0 ). In this
sense, we expect that there is a unique interaction (equivalent class of couplings) solving
the general FPE. This remains to be shown in full detail, but we prefer not to present this
additional proof here, in order not to overwhelm the presentation.

5.6

Norm bounds

As anticipated in the previous subsection, we now state the norm bounds satisfied by
(0) (0)
the multilinear operators R``1 ,...,`n entering the definitions of eν , eλ , eu . In the case
(n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) = (1; `), in which R`` is defined as in (5.26), we have
kR`` (H` )kw 6


−D2 −2 kH k if ` = 2R,

2R w
γ

γ −D4 −1 kH4R kw if ` = 4R,

 −Dl
γ
kH` kw
if l = |`| > 6,

(5.34)

2L (ν)| = γ −D2 |ν| and |R4L (λ)| = γ −D4 |λ|. In all the other cases (n; (` , · · · , ` )) 6=
while |R2L
1
n
4L
`1 ,...,`n
(1; `), in which R`
is defined as in (5.27), we have

kR``1 ,...,`n (h1 , . . . , hn )kw 6 γ −Dl ρl (h1 , . . . , hn ),
(

ρl (h1 , . . . , hn ) :=

Cγn−1
0

|`i |
i=1 C0 khi kw

Qn

hi ∈ B`i ,

if
i |`i | > l + 2(n − 1) ,
otherwise

(5.35)

P

(5.36)

where, as usual, l = |`|, and, in (5.36), Cγ , C0 are constants independent of l, n, `i . In
addition, C0 does not depend on γ, while Cγ does.
29

See [72] for some global solvability results for Polchinski’s equation in bosonic theories with bounded
interactions. Ref. [73] attempted to prove local solvability for fermionic theories but their argument has a
gap, see [74]. See also an interesting discussion in the conclusions of [75]. Ref. [76] considered continuous
RG in a fermionic theory, although that construction was not fully based on continuous RG: they define
the effective action via a convergent tree expansion (morally equivalent to using a finite RG), then verify
that the continuous RG equations hold when applied to this effective action.
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Remark 5.4 Recall that we are considering renormalization maps R = R(ε, γ) with rescaling factor γ > 2, in particular γ is separated from 1. Such RG transformations are called
“finite” or “discrete”. Eq. (5.29) thus sets to zero the “beta-functions” expressing the
change of the interaction under a finite RG transformation. In theoretical physics, it is
more common to take the limit γ → 1 and define an “infinitesimal” or “continuous” RG
transformation formally given by the derivative (d/dγ)Rγ at γ = 1. At a formal level
the continuous RG equation (Polchinski’s equation [59]) has fewer terms and looks much
simpler than the discrete RG. However, so far it has not been possible to take advantage
of this formal simplicity in rigorous constructions of RG fixed points. The problem is to
show that solutions to Polchinski’s equation have sufficiently good boundedness properties
in a Banach space of interactions, and it is not known how to do this without dealing with
the finite RG at the intermediate steps of the argument, which brings back the complexity.
This problem is open even in fermionic theories.29

The proof of (5.34) readily follows from the definition of R`` , see (5.26), and from the
fact that, using the definition of D, see (5.20), and of weighted norm, see section 4.2.1, we
have:
kDH`,p kw = γ −Dl −p kH`,p kw(·/γ) 6 γ −Dl −p kH`,p kw .
(5.37)
Besides proving (5.34), this justifies the rule stated in section 5.3 that the terms with
Dl + p > 0 are irrelevant. Since Dl + p = l[ψ] + p, this rule turns out the same as for the
local interactions (see footnote 9).
The proof of (5.35) is more subtle, see the next two subsections, 5.6.1 and 5.6.2.
Bounds for Sl`1 ,...,`n

Recall that, if (n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) 6= (1; `), then R``1 ,...,`n is defined in terms of Sl`1 ,...,`n via (5.27).
Therefore, in order to prove (5.35), we first need a bound on Sl`1 ,...,`n . This is similar
to (5.27), with the important difference that there is no scaling factor γ −Dl in the right
side:
kSl`1 ,...,`n (h1 , . . . , hn )kw 6 ρl (h1 , . . . , hn ),
hi ∈ B`i ,
(5.38)
with the same ρl as in (5.36) (with, possibly, a different constant C0 ). For the full proof
of (5.38) see appendix E. Here are the main ideas: from its definition, the map Sl`1 ,...,`n

is an integral operator
whose
kernel
is
the
connected
expectation
C
x
(more precisely,
B

P 
li
it is a sum of O const
integral operators corresponding to different choices of Bi

and Ai ). The fermionic connected expectation C xB satisfies a crucial bound due to
Gawedzki-Kupiainen-Lesniewski (appendix D.4):
C xB



=

D

Φ(B1 , xB1 ); . . . ; Φ(Bn , xBn )

E
c

6 Cs

X

Y

T

(xx0 )∈T

M (x − x0 ),

(5.39)

where the sum is over all “anchored trees T on n groups of points xBi ”. These are graphs
which become connected trees when each group of points xBi is collapsed to a point. There
is at least one anchored tree within each connected Wick contraction, and bounding each
propagator along the anchored tree by (4.15) we get the product in (5.39). The contribution
P
of remaining s = 12 ( |Bi | − 2(n − 1)) propagators is bounded by C s . This explains the
general structure of (5.39), but the full proof is rather more subtle. The sum of connected
graphs defining the connected expectation has to be rewritten as a sum over anchored trees
without double counting. For each anchored tree, we then have to sum over the remaining
propagator choices, and this whole sum with factorially many terms has to be bounded by
C s . This turns out possible due to fermionic
P cancelations.
The number of anchored trees is 6 n!4 |Bi | (appendix D.5), which by the way is much
smaller than the total number of connected graphs. This n! cancels with 1/n! in (5.3),
leaving only exponential factors. When evaluating the weighted norm, the product of M ’s
in (5.39) gives the factor Cγn−1 with Cγ = kM kw = O(γ d ) by (4.17). This finishes our brief
exposition of (5.38); see appendix E for the details.
By (5.38), the multilinear map Sl`1 ,...,`n is continuous. The homogeneous map Sl`1 ,...,`n
related to Sl`1 ,...,`n by identifying some arguments, eq. (5.7), is also continuous.
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5.6.1

We will also need Frechet derivatives of these maps.30 Since Sl`1 ,...,`n is a multilinear
map, it is Frechet-differentiable and its Frechet derivative in each argument coincides with
the map itself. The homogeneous map Sl`1 ,...,`n is also Frechet-differentiable. The derivative
∇Sl`1 ,...,`n (H) is, for a fixed H, a linear operator from Btrim to Bl . Using eq. (5.7), the
value of this operator on δH ∈ Btrim is:
[∇H Sl`1 ,...,`n (H)]δH =

n
X
`1 ,...,`n

Sl

(H`1 , . . . , δH`i , . . . , H`n ).

(5.40)

i=1

k[∇H Sl`1 ,...,`n (H)]δHkw

6

n
X

ρl (H`1 , . . . , δH`i , . . . , H`n ).

(5.41)

i=1

5.6.2

Bounds for R``1 ,...,`n

From the definition (5.27), we have that R``1 ,...,`n is related to Sl`1 ,...,`n via the dilatation
operator, which we already bounded in (5.37), and via the trimming operator T introduced
in section 5.2.2, whose components we still need to bound. The easiest components to
2,0
4,0
bound are the localization maps T2L
and T4L
, which map kernels to local kernels and do
not increase the norm (see (C.15)):
k(Heff )2L kw 6 k(Heff )2,0 kw ,

k(Heff )4L kw 6 k(Heff )4,0 kw .

(5.42)

In turn, the interpolation maps satisfy the bounds (see appendix C):
4,0
kT4R
(Heff )4,0 kw(·/γ) 6 CR γk(Heff )4,0 kw ,
2,1
kT2R
(Heff )2,1 kw(·/γ) 6 CR γk(Heff )2,1 kw ,
2,0
kT2R
(Heff )2,0 kw(·/γ)

(5.43)

2

6 CR γ k(Heff )2,0 kw ,

where CR depends on Cw and σ in (4.16) but not on γ, and we use the fact that γ > 2.
Putting together (5.37), (5.38), (5.42) and (5.43), we readily obtain (5.35). In fact,
for ` > 8 and ` ∈ {6R, 6SL}, (5.35) is a consequence of (5.38), and (5.37) with the worst
possible p = 0. For ` ∈ {2L, 4L} we also need to use (5.42). Finally, for ` ∈ {2R, 4R}
we additionally have to use (5.43) and rely on the first equality in (5.37). A power of γ
that we lose in the r.h.s. of (5.43) is compensated during dilatation, due to the presence of
derivatives in the couplings H2R , H4R . Because of the sums in the r.h.s. of (5.13) and (5.14),
we get eq. (5.35) with an extra factor of γ −2 + γ −1 CR + CR 6 1 + 2CR for ` = 2R and
30

Recall that Frechet derivative is a generalization of ordinary derivative to Banach spaces. In general,
for a map f (x) from a Banach space Z to another space Z 0 , its Frechet derivative at a point x is defined as
a linear operator ∇f (x) ∈ L(Z, Z 0 ) having the property that
lim

kδxkZ →0

kf (x + δx) − f (x) − ∇f (x)δxkZ 0
= 0.
kδxkZ

In some of our cases of interest, one of the two spaces Z or Z 0 may be R. When Z = R we have ∇f (x) ∈ Z 0 ,
and when Z 0 = R we have ∇f (x) ∈ L(Z, R), i.e. a linear functional on Z.
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Estimating each term in the r.h.s. via (5.38) we get a bound:

γ −1 + CR 6 1 + CR for ` = 4R. We absorb this factor by increasing the constant C0 in the
definition of the function ρl in the right side of (5.35).31
We will also need Frechet derivatives of the homogeneous map R``1 ,...,`n . Since R`` = R``
is a linear map, its Frechet derivative coincides with it and satisfies the same bound (5.34).
In all the other cases (n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) 6= (1; `) we have the bound
k[∇H R``1 ,...,`n (H)]δHkw

6γ

−Dl

n
X

ρl (H`1 , . . . , δH`i , . . . , H`n ),

(5.44)

i=1

which follows from (5.41) just as (5.35) followed from (5.38).

Construction of the fixed point

In this and the following section, we finally construct a solution of the FPE f (y) = 0,
see (5.32), and discuss its uniqueness and regularity properties. The presentation is organized as follows: in section 6.1, we state the main bound on the components of f (y),
whose proof (which is one of the main technical contributions of this paper, and uses in a
crucial way the bounds stated in section 5.6) is postponed to section 7. Given the bounds
of section 6.1, existence and uniqueness at fixed γ of the fixed point follow by a rather general and straightforward argument, discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3. The independence of
the fixed point from γ and its analyticity in ε are simple but remarkable corollaries of our
construction, discussed in sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
6.1

Key lemma
(0)

(0)

In this subsection we formulate, as promised, the estimates for the functions eν , eλ , eu
entering the definition of f (y), see (5.32)–(5.33). We will assume that γ is large enough and
R
that the norm of y, see (4.19), is bounded, say smaller than 1; the constants A0 , AR
0 , A1 ,
AR
2 , A in (4.19) will be fixed in a suitable, γ-dependent, way, and the parameter δ will
be chosen sufficiently small (in a γ-dependent way). The smallness of δ is conceptually
independent from any stringent requirement on the physical parameter ε: the only needed
condition on ε will be that all u` directions are irrelevant, as guaranteed by eqs. (2.8), (5.23).
The conditions that λ is weakly relevant (ε small), and that its one-loop beta-function does
not vanish (N 6= 8) won’t be used here. To emphasize that for the moment the smallness
of ε is not used, here we assume that δ is independent of ε. Eventually, the smallness of
ε will come back into play in the full contraction argument involving all couplings ν, λ, u`
(sections 6.2 and 6.3): there, δ will be identified with ε up to a constant factor, but here it
is logically convenient to keep them separate.
R
R
R
R
R
Given γ-dependent constants A0 = A0 (γ), AR
0 = A0 (γ), A1 = A1 (γ), A2 = A2 (γ), A =
A(γ), we denote by kukB(γ,δ) the following norm of a vector u = (H` )`6=2L,4L,6SL ≡
(u` )`∈{2R,4R,6R,8,10,...} of irrelevant components (6SL excluded):
(

kukB(γ,δ) = max
31

Since

P

ku2R kw ku4R kw ku6R kw
ku` kw
,
,
,
sup
R
R
R
A0 (γ)δ 2 A1 (γ)δ 2 A2 (γ)δ 3 `>8 A(γ)δ k(`)

)

|`i | > 4 in any of these cases, it’s enough to increase C0 → C0 (1 + 2CR )1/4 .
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6

where k(`) =

|`|
2

− 1, in terms of which the norm (4.19) of y = (ν, λ, u) can be rewritten
|ν|
|λ|
= max
,
, kukB(γ,δ) .
A0 (γ)δ A0 (γ)δ


kykY (γ,δ)



(6.2)

Note that, compared with (4.19), the symbol Y in (6.2) has an explicit dependence upon γ
and δ; the dependence on δ is obvious, the one on γ is meant to emphasize the γ-dependence
of the constants A, A0 , etc. and of the weight w (see (4.16)). We are now ready to state
the main result of this section.

δ0 (γ), A0 (γ), {AR
k (γ)}k=0,1,2 , A(γ), E0 (γ), E1 (γ),

(6.3)

positive continuous functions on γ > γkey [whose dependence on γ is omitted in eqs. (6.5)–
(6.6) below], with the following property. Take any γ > γkey , any 0 < δ 6 δ0 (γ), and any
sequence y = (ν, λ, u) satisfying
kykY (γ,δ) 6 1.
(6.4)
(0)

(0)

Then the infinite sums defining the functions eν , eλ , eu in the right side of (5.30),
see (5.29) and following lines, are absolutely convergent, and their sums satisfy:
2
|e(0)
ν (y)| 6 E0 δ ,

where D̄ =

1
2

(0)

|eλ (y)| 6 E1 δ 3 ,

keu (y)kB(γ,δ) 6 γ −D̄ ,

(6.5)

min{D2 + 2, D4 + 1, D6 }. In addition,
(0)

2
|∂i e(0)
ν (y)| 6 E0 δ /(A0 δ),

k∂i eu (y)kB 6 γ −D̄ /(A0 δ)

|∂i eλ (y)| 6 E1 δ 3 /(A0 δ),
(i = ν, λ),
(0)

2
k∂u e(0)
ν (y)kL(B,R) 6 E0 δ ,

k∂u eλ (y)kL(B,R) 6 E1 δ 3 ,

k∂u eu (y)kL(B,B) 6 γ −D̄ ,

(6.6)

where B = B(γ, δ), L(B, R) is the space of linear operators from B to R, and similarly for
L(B, B).
We wrote (6.6) in the form which makes apparent that the u-derivatives satisfy the
same bounds as the functions themselves, while the bounds for ν, λ-derivatives are worse
by 1/(A0 δ) factor. This pattern is natural in view of the assumptions |ν| 6 A0 δ, |λ| 6 A0 δ
and kukB 6 1 (which are the same as kykY 6 1). Before presenting the proof of the Key
lemma, which is postponed to section 7, we will show that its bounds straightforwardly
imply that the FPE f (y) = 0 has a unique solution in a suitable neighborhood of the
Banach space Y ; see the next two subsections, 6.2 and 6.3.
Remark 6.1 The third inequality in (6.5) means that the RG map restricted to the irrelevant directions ` = 2R, 4R, 6R, 8, 10, . . . is contractive, as it is natural to expect. Contractivity along the directions with |`| > 6 is “easy” to establish: it follows straightforwardly
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Lemma 6.1 (Key lemma) Choose d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, cutoff χ, N > 4, and an ε satisfying (2.8). There exists γkey > 2 and

Remark 6.2 In connection with the end of previous remark, we note that the use of a
norm involving several constants A, A0 , AR
0 etc, rather than a single one, is one original
aspect of our proof, and it is the key ingredient allowing us to choose an optimal powers of δ
in (4.19) (recall that eventually δ will be chosen proportional to ε, and that the δ-exponents
2, 2, 3, k(`) = |`|/2−1 in the right side of (4.19) are dictated by the lowest order contribtions
to u` in perturbation theory and cannot be improved; see the discussion at the beginning
of section 4.2.2). If we tried to repeat the proof of Key lemma with a simplified norm with
A = A0 = AR
0 = · · · we would not succeed in proving the analogues of (6.5) and (6.6). One
can however use a simplified norm, and a simplified proof of Key lemma, if one changes
the optimal powers of δ to sub-optimal ones, strictly smaller than 2, 2, 3, k(`). This was
the strategy followed in [27] (see the non-optimal powers in their eq. (2.17)). Naively, this
strategy leads to an estimate on the fixed-point couplings (analogue of corollary 6.1 below)
with sub-optimal powers. However, armed with our analyticity argument from section 6.5,
this limitation can be overcome. Namely, once the fixed point existence is proven by
working in the sub-optimal Banach space, the argument from section 6.5 still works and
shows that it is analytic in a disk around ε = 0. From analyticity, we could then recover
the optimal estimates on the fixed-point couplings. Although such a mixed real/complex
strategy is possible, here we prefer to keep these two lines of development independent.
So, we work with the optimal powers from the start and obtain the optimal estimates with
purely real methods (even though it leads to some mild complications in the proof of Key
Lemma).
6.2

Abstract analysis

Recall that we are solving f (y) = 0 with y = (ν, λ, u) and f given in (5.32). In this
subsection we consider u as a vector living in an abstract Banach space B endowed with
some norm kukB . This norm will be used to state conditions on the maps ej guaranteeing
the existence and uniqueness of a solution in some neighborhood of y0 , see eq. (6.10). In the
next subsection these conditions will be verified with the help of Key Lemma, identifying
the norm kukB with (6.1).
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from the bounds (5.34) and (5.35); note, in fact, that γ −Dl 6 γ −D̄ < 1 for l = |`| > 6.
See sections 7.1 and 7.2 for the full proof. On the other hand, contractivity along the
directions 2R and 4R is more subtle to prove, due to the factor γ −Dl , which is larger than
1 for l = 2, 4, in the right side of (5.35). In these cases, we take advantage of the fact
that the linearization of the RG map, (5.34), has the good factor γ −D2 −2 and γ −D4 −1 in
the directions ` = 2R and 4R, respectively. On the other hand, the nonlinear contributions bounded in (5.35) are small because they are of higher order: loosely speaking, the
higher order can be used to compensate the additional bad factor γ 2 or γ, which ultimately
originates from the bounds (5.43). More technically, here is where we use the freedom in
the choice of the constants A, A0 , AR
0 etc., entering the definition the norm (4.19) defining
the Banach space: by carefully playing with these γ-dependent constants, we can reabsorb
the bad factors γ 2 or γ into their definitions, see sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.7 for the technical
details.

Concerning the rescalings (5.33), note that (the O symbols here and in (6.8) have γand ε-independent constants):
ε
= (2 log γ)−1 (1 + O(ε log γ)).
1 − γ −2ε

(6.7)

By the small ε asymptotics of I1 , I2 from Lemma G.1 in appendix G, we have
"Z

#

(6.8)

As mentioned in the introduction, we are assuming N 6= 8 so that b 6= 0. We will also
assume ε 6 c/ log γ where c is a small γ-independent constant. Under these conditions
a, b, b−1 = O(1). In particular b 6= 0.
Setting ej (j = ν, λ, u) to zero in (5.32), we get an “approximate equation”


f0 (y) = 0,



ν + aλ


f0 (y) =  ελ + bλ2  ,
u

(6.9)

which has a nontrivial solution


y0 = (ν0 , λ0 , u0 ) =

1
a
ε, − ε, 0 .
b
b


(6.10)

Our goal will be to show that the full equation f (y) = 0 has a solution of the form y0 +O(ε2 ).
Aiming to apply a contraction argument, we rewrite equation f (y) = 0 one last time as a
fixed point equation for a map F (y). We choose the following rewrite:
⇐⇒

f (y) = 0

y = F (y),

F (y) = y − G−1 f (y),

(6.11)

with G an arbitrary invertible linear operator. We would like to choose G so that F (y)
is a contraction in a small neighborhood of y0 . Recall that Newton’s method for solving
nonlinear equations would correspond to G = ∇f (y). We do not want to deal with the full
gradient of the complicated map f (y), and we will instead choose G = ∇f0 (y0 ), cf. (6.9).
This “approximated gradient” will be sufficient to make F (y) a contraction. We have




1 aε−1 0


=  0 −ε−1 0  .
0 0 1


1 a 0


G =  0 −ε 0  ,
0 0 1

G−1



(6.12)

With this choice, the map F (y) takes the form:
2

F ν (y)
−2aλ − ab λε − eν − a eελ
2

 λ
 
F (y) ≡  F (y)  = 
.
2λ + b λε + eελ
u
F (y)
eu
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dd k χ(k)
a = 2(N − 2)
+ O(ε log γ) ,
(2π)d |k|d/2


Sd
b = −2(N − 8)
+ O(ε log γ) .
(2π)d

Remark 6.3 The reader may be puzzled: why introduce the new map F rather than use
in its place the renormalization map itself, given that eq. (5.30) already has the fixed point
form y = R(y)? The reason is that contraction argument cannot be applied directly to R,
since it is not fully contracting: it is contracting near the fixed point along all directions
except ν. Note as well that R is only “barely contracting” in direction λ: its linearization
around y0 has the corresponding eigenvalue equal to 2 − γ 2ε = 1 − 2ε log γ + · · · , smaller
than 1 but only by O(ε). This “barely contracting” direction is the reason why we apply
the contraction argument in a neighborhood of size ε2 of y0 (outside of which even F would
not be contracting).

whose size depends on ε and on an additional parameter M0 . First of all let us arrange
that F maps Y0 to itself. Writing λ = λ0 + δλ, we express F (y) as
eλ
2
ν0 − ab
ε (δλ) − eν − a ε


F (y) = 
λ0 + εb (δλ)2 + eελ
.
eu





(6.15)

We see that F (Y0 ) ⊂ Y0 provided that for any y ∈ Y0
K1 max(M02 ε3 , |eν (y)|, ε−1 |eλ (y)|) 6 M0 ε2 ,

keu (y)kB 6 1,

(6.16)

where
K1 = K1 (a, b) = max(1 + |a| + |ab|, 1 + |b|).

(6.17)

Then (6.16) are satisfied as long as K1 M0 ε 6 1 and provided that
|eν (y)| 6

M0 2
ε ,
K1

|eλ (y)| 6

M0 3
ε ,
K1

keu (y)kB 6 1

(y ∈ Y0 ).

(6.18)

We next proceed to arrange that F is a contraction in Y0 . For this we need to specify a
Banach space norm on y = (ν, λ, u). We will use the norm
kykY = max{ε̃−1 |ν|, ε̃−1 |λ|, kukB },

(6.19)

depending on a parameter ε̃. Since in our application ν and λ are O(ε), while kukB will be
O(1) when identified with (6.1), the natural value for ε̃ is order ε so that all terms in (6.19)
have the same order. Eventually in section 6.3 we will fix ε̃ = A0 δ so that this norm will
coincide with (6.2). However in this section let us keep the ratio ε̃/ε as a free parameter.
We will next study the gradient ∇F and arrange that its operator norm is less than 1.
Here the gradient ∇F is the Frechet derivative which was already discussed in section 6.1.
From (6.13), we compute the gradient ∇F in components:
∂λ eλ
−∂ν eν − a ∂νεeλ − 2ab
−∂u eν − a ∂uεeλ
ε (λ − λ0 ) − ∂λ eν − a ε


∂ν e λ
∂
e
∂u eλ
2b
λ λ
=
.
ε
ε (λ − λ0 ) + ε
ε
∂ ν eu
∂ λ eu
∂ u eu
(6.20)



∂(F ν , F λ , F u )
∂(ν, λ, u)
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We will aim to apply a contraction argument to F (y) in a neighborhood Y0 of y0
defined as
Y0 = {y : |ν − ν0 | 6 M0 ε2 , |λ − λ0 | 6 M0 ε2 , kukB 6 1},
(6.14)

Various partial derivatives of maps ej (ν, λ, u) are understood as Frechet derivatives, sometimes with Z or Z 0 being equal to R. E.g. ∂ν eu is, just like eu , a B-valued function on Y .
On the other hand ∂u eλ ∈ L(B, R), a linear functional on B.
We next proceed to study the norm of ∇F (y) ∈ L(Y, Y ) where y ∈ Y0 . Let δy ∈ Y ,
kδykY 6 1 which means
|δν| 6 ε̃,
We have

|δλ| 6 ε̃,

kδukB 6 1.

(6.21)

∂ν F ν δν + ∂λ F ν δλ + ∂u F ν δu


∇F (y)δy =  ∂ν F λ δν + ∂λ F λ δλ + ∂u F λ δu  ,
∂ν F u δν + ∂λ F u δλ + ∂u F u δu




where all partial derivatives in the r.h.s. are evaluated at y. This implies
k∇F (y)kL(Y,Y ) =

sup k∇F (y)(δy)kY
kδykY 61

=

sup
kδykY 61

 −1

ε̃ |∂ν F ν δν + ∂λ F ν δλ + ∂u F ν δu|


max  ε̃−1 |∂ν F λ δν + ∂λ F λ δλ + ∂u F λ δu| 

k∂ν F u δν + ∂λ F u δλ + ∂u F u δukB

|∂ν F ν | + |∂λ F ν | + ε̃−1 k∂u F ν kL(B,R)


6 max  |∂ν F λ | + |∂λ F λ | + ε̃−1 k∂u F λ kL(B,R) 
ε̃k∂ν F u kB + ε̃k∂λ F u kB + k∂u F u kL(B,B)




(6.23)

Finally using the explicit form of ∇F components we get that for y ∈ Y0
n

k∇F (y)kL(Y,Y ) 6 K2 max |∂ν eν |,

|∂ν eλ |
|∂λ eλ | k∂u eν kL(B,R) k∂u eλ kL(B,R)
, M0 ε, |∂λ eν |,
,
,
,
ε
ε
ε̃
ε
ε̃
o

ε̃k∂ν eu kB , ε̃k∂λ eu kB , k∂u eu kL(B,B) ,

(6.24)

where we used that |λ − λ0 | 6 M0 ε2 in Y0 and defined a constant
K2 (a, b) = max(3 + 3|a| + 2|ab|, 3 + 2|b|).

(6.25)

We will demand that the following conditions hold uniformly for y ∈ Y0 :
|∂i eν | 6 M0 ε,

|∂i eλ | 6 M0 ε2 ,

k∂i eu kB 6 αε̃−1

k∂u eν kL(B,R) 6 M0 εε̃,

k∂u eλ kL(B,R) 6 M0 ε2 ε̃,

k∂u eu kL(B,B) 6 α,

(i = ν, λ),
(6.26)

where α is yet another parameter. Under these conditions eq. (6.24) implies:
k∇F (y)kL(Y,Y ) 6 max(K2 M0 ε, K2 α)

(y ∈ Y0 ).

(6.27)

We restate the conclusions of the above discussion as
Lemma 6.2 (Abstract Lemma) Suppose that, for a given ε,the constants M0 , ε̃, α are
such that maps ej satisfy bounds (6.18) and (6.26) everywhere in Y0 defined by (6.14).
Suppose in addition that (see (6.17), (6.25) for the definition of K1 and K2 )
K1 M0 ε 6 1,

K2 M0 ε 6 1/2,

K2 α 6 1/2.

(6.28)

Then F (Y0 ) ⊂ Y0 and k∇F (y)kL(Y,Y ) 6 1/2 in Y0 , so that F is a contraction in Y0 and
has a unique fixed point there.
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(6.22)

6.2.1

Complex version of the Abstract Lemma

By a few minor modifications of the proof of the Abstract Lemma we can get a complex-ε
version thereof. This is needed in the proof of fixed point analyticity (section 6.5) and is
not used anywhere else. We let ε ∈ C, y be an element of the complex Banach space Y
with the norm (6.19), and Y0 (the complex analogue of Y0 , see (6.14)) be defined as:
Y0 = {y : |ν − ν0 | 6 M0 |ε|2 , |λ − λ0 | 6 M0 |ε|2 , kukB 6 1}.

(6.29)

Then the following generalization of Lemma 6.2 holds.

|eν (y)| 6

M0 2
|ε| ,
K1

|eλ (y)| 6

M0 3
|ε| ,
K1

keu (y)kB 6 1

(y ∈ Y0 ),

(6.30)

and
k∂i eu kB 6 αε̃−1

|∂i eλ | 6 M0 |ε|2 ,

|∂i eν | 6 M0 |ε|,
k∂u eν kL(B,R) 6 M0 |ε|ε̃,

2

k∂u eλ kL(B,R) 6 M0 |ε| ε̃,

k∂u eu kL(B,B) 6 α,

(i = ν, λ),
(6.31)

everywhere in Y0 defined by (6.29). Suppose in addition that (see (6.17), (6.25) for the
definition of K1 and K2 )
K1 M0 |ε| 6 1,

K2 M0 |ε| 6 1/2,

K2 α 6 1/2.

(6.32)

Then F (Y0 ) ⊂ Y0 and k∇F (y)kL(Y,Y ) 6 1/2 in Y0 , so that F is a contraction in Y0 and
has a unique fixed point there.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is a straightforward repetition of the one of Lemma 6.2,
modulo the replacement of ε by |ε| in a few inequalities. More precisely, a simple critical
rereading of the proof shows that, if we leave the definitions of F , see (6.15), and of ∇F ,
see (6.20) and (6.22), as they are, and we replace Y0 by Y0 and ε by |ε| everywhere in the
rest of the proof (in particular in the following places: 1 line after (6.17); in eq. (6.18); in
eq. (6.24); in eq. (6.26); and in eq. (6.27)), then we readily obtain the desired claim.
6.3

Fixed point theorem

In this section we will put Key Lemma and Abstract Lemma together and will finally show
that the FPE (5.32) has a solution. Namely, we will prove the following result:
Theorem 6.1 There exists a γ0 > 2 and a positive continuous function ε0 (γ) defined for
γ > γ0 such that for each γ > γ0 and 0 < ε 6 ε0 (γ) the fixed point equation (5.32) has a
nontrivial solution.
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Lemma 6.3 (Complex Abstract Lemma) Suppose that, for a given ε ∈ C,the constants M0 , ε̃, α are such that maps ej satisfy bounds the complex analogues of (6.18)
and (6.26), i.e.,

Proof. We will show, with the help of Key Lemma 6.1, that for γ > γ0 and for
0 < ε 6 ε0 (γ) conditions of Abstract Lemma 6.2 can be satisfied.
We thus identify the abstract Banach space B in section 6.2 with the space B(γ, δ)
in (6.1). We also put
ε̃ = A0 δ,
(6.33)
and identify the space Y from (6.19) with Y (γ, δ) in (6.2). The parameter δ in the Key
Lemma will be chosen proportional to ε:
δ = hε,

(6.34)



|ν|, |λ| 6 K3 ε,

K3 = K3 (a, b) = max

a
1 1
1
+
,
+
.
b
K1 |b| K1


(6.35)

Let us choose
h = K3 /A0 .

(6.36)

Y0 ⊂ {y : kykY 6 1}.

(6.37)

By (6.35), we have
Thus, the basic assumption (6.4) holds in Y0 , and we can use Key Lemma to estimate ej
and their derivatives in Y0 .
We will also fix (see Key Lemma for the definition of D̄)
α = γ −D̄ .

(6.38)

With this identification and (6.33), the bounds on the derivatives of ∂i eu , ∂u eu requested
in (6.26) coincide with the bounds for the same derivatives in (6.6) of the Key Lemma.
The request keu kB 6 1 in Y0 (eq. (6.18)) is also satisfied by the bound on keu kB in (6.5).
Furthermore, we choose γ0 as
γ0 = max(γkey , (2K2 )1/D̄ ).

(6.39)

Then for γ > γ0 we have γ > γkey so that we can use Key Lemma, and in addition we
satisfy the third condition in (6.28).
Let us now arrange for the conditions in (6.18) and (6.26) concerning eν , eλ , and their
(0) (0)
derivatives. By eq. (5.33), eν , eλ equal eν , eλ times factors bounded by a γ-dependent
(0) (0)
constant fγ . Key Lemma gives estimates for eν , eλ and their derivatives with constants
E0 , E1 in the r.h.s., and eν , eλ will satisfy the same estimates with Ei → Ei0 = fγ Ei . Using
the proportionality (6.34) between δ and ε, these estimates take the form
|eν | 6 E00 h2 ε2 ,

|eλ | 6 E10 h3 ε3 ,

|∂i eν | 6 (E00 /A0 )hε,

|∂i eλ | 6 (E10 /A0 )h2 ε2

k∂u eν kL(B,R) 6 E00 h2 ε2 ,

k∂u eλ (ν, λ, u)kL(B,R) 6 E10 h3 ε3 .
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with h to be fixed momentarily.
Abstract Lemma requires us to examine the neighborhood Y0 defined in (6.14). By
K1 M0 ε 6 1, the first of conditions (6.28) (we will make sure to satisfy all of these conditions
below), the points of Y0 will satisfy

These have the same scaling in ε as the corresponding estimates in (6.18), (6.26) (recall
that ε̃/ε = A0 h). So, to satisfy (6.18), (6.26), we simply choose M0 sufficiently large,
namely:
M0 = max(K1 E00 h2 , K1 E10 h3 , (E00 /A0 )h, (E10 /A0 )h2 ).
(6.41)
We still have to satisfy the first two conditions in (6.28), as well as to make sure that
δ = hε 6 δ0 . We achieve this by choosing


ε0 (γ) = min

δ0
1
1
,
,
.
h K1 M0 2K2 M0


(6.42)

Corollary 6.1 The fixed point whose existence we proved belongs to the neighborhood
|ν − ν0 |, |λ − λ0 | 6 M0 ε2 ,
2 2
R 2 2
R 3 3
l/2−1 l/2−1
kH2R kw 6 AR
ε
,
0 h ε , kH4R kw 6 A1 h ε , kH6R kw 6 A2 h ε , kHl kw 6 Ah
(6.43)

where C0 , A, AR
k , h are some γ-dependent quantities. Moreover in this neighborhood this is
a unique solution of the fixed point equation.
This follows from writing in full the condition kukB 6 1.
6.4

Semigroup property and γ-independence

Theorem 6.1 shows that the renormalization map R(ε, γ) has a fixed point provided that
γ > γ0 is sufficiently large and ε 6 ε0 (γ) is sufficiently small. We would now like to
study how this fixed point depends on various parameters. In this section we will discuss
γ-independence, while in the next one we will show that it depends on ε analytically.
The γ-independence at O(ε) is visible in eq. (6.10), since both a and b become γindependent as ε → 0. That it should hold in general can be suspected from the semigroup
property (2.17). Indeed, if a certain interaction H∗ is a fixed point of R(ε, γ), then by the
semigroup property it is also a fixed point of R(ε, γ n ) for any n > 2, as long as R(ε, γ n ) is
defined on H∗ as a continuous map acting on a neighborhood of a Banach space to which
H∗ belongs. Combining this simple argument with continuity in γ, one should be able to
prove that, in fact, the fixed point is unique and completely independent of γ, at least on
a suitable interval of values of γ, such as the one denoted by J below. A full proof of this
fact requires a critical re-reading of the proofs of the Key Lemma, of the Abstract Lemma
and of the Fixed point theorem, as well as a generalization thereof, providing existence and
uniqueness of the general FPE in the space of equivalency classes of couplings modulo null
sequences, see remark 5.3 and remark 6.4 below. We won’t belabor all the required details
here, but we will provide all the elements sufficient for a willing reader to sit down and
check the various claims, most of which are just straightforward corollaries of the previous
discussion.
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For any 0 < ε 6 ε0 (γ), conditions of Abstract Lemma are satisfied, and hence a fixed point
exist.

Y0 = {y : |ν − ν̄0 | 6 M̄0 ε2 , |λ − λ̄0 | 6 M̄0 ε2 , kukB̄ 6 1}.

(6.44)

A critical re-reading of the Abstract Lemma and of the Fixed point theorem shows that
there exist constants h̄ and M̄0 such that, fixing δ = h̄ε and using the uniform version
of the Key Lemma, then, for any γ ∈ I0 , Fγ (Ȳ0 ) ⊂ Ȳ0 and Fγ is continuous for γ ∈ I0 .
Moreover, letting Ȳ be the Banach space with norm
kykȲ = max{(Ā0 δ)−1 |ν|, (Ā0 δ)−1 |λ|, kukB̄ },

(6.45)

we have k∇Fγ (y)kL(Ȳ ,Ȳ ) 6 1/2 in Ȳ0 , so that, for any γ ∈ I0 , Fγ is a contraction in Ȳ0 ,
uniformly in γ, and has a unique fixed point there, denoted y∗ (γ). Of course, y∗ (γ) =
limn→∞ Fγn (ȳ0 ), with ȳ0 = (ν̄0 , λ̄0 , 0). Recalling that Fγ is continuous in γ for γ ∈ I0 and
is uniformly contractive there, we find that y∗ (γ) is continuous in γ for γ ∈ I0 , being the
uniform limit of a sequence of uniformly continuous functions.
Remark 6.4 The previous discussion, as well as the one of the previous sections, shows
that y∗ (γ) is the unique solution of the restricted FPE (5.28), in the sense of remark 5.3. As
discussed there, we expect that a generalization of the methods of this paper will allow us
to prove the uniqueness of the solution of the general FPE (H`0 ) = (H` ) + (N` ) modulo null
couplings, provided the null sequence (N` ) is sufficiently small in norm. We will denote by
the symbol h∗ (γ) such a (presumed) unique solution in the space of equivalency classes of
couplings. Of course, continuity of y∗ (γ) implies the continuity of h∗ (γ) in the appropriate
topology.
By construction, y∗ (γ), γ ∈ I0 , is the unique solution in Ȳ0 to the fixed point equation
y = Rγ (y), where Rγ is the original form of the RG map (before the manipulations (6.11)),
given by the right side of (5.30). By its very definition, Rγ satisfies the semigroup property
Rγ ◦ Rγ 0 = Rγ·γ 0 +null, so that, if h∗ (γ) = h∗ (γ 0 ), then h∗ (γ) = h∗ (γ 0 ) = h∗ (γ · γ 0 ). From
this, it follows that h∗ (γ) ≡ h∗ (γ̄) for all the values γ in the subset X of I0 characterized
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Fix an interval I = [γkey , γ̄], with γkey the constant of the Key Lemma. From the proof
the Key Lemma, see in particular section 7.7, we see that, with no loss of generality, all the
functions in (6.3) can be chosen to be decreasing in γ, so that their smallest values in I are
those at γ = γ̄, which we denote by δ̄0 , Ā0 , {ĀR
k }k=0,1,2 , Ā, Ē0 , Ē1 . It is easy to check that
the Key Lemma 6.1 admits the following “uniform” version on I: take γ ∈ I, 0 6 δ 6 δ̄0 ,
and any sequence (ν, λ, u) satisfying the inequalities (6.4) with A0 replaced by Ā0 and
kukB replaced by kukB̄ = kukB(γ̄,δ) ; then the conclusions of the lemma, (6.5) and (6.6)
R
hold, with δ0 , A0 , {AR
k }k=0,1,2 , A, E0 , E1 replaced by δ̄0 , Ā0 , {Āk }k=0,1,2 , Ā, Ē0 , Ē1 , and B
replaced by B̄.
Similarly, we can easily obtain a uniform version of the Abstract Lemma and Fixed
point theorem for 0 < ε 6 ε̄0 , with ε̄0 = minγ∈I ε0 (γ), and γ ∈ I0 ≡ [γ̄0 , γ̄], with γ̄0 defined
by the analogue of (6.39) with K2 replaced by K̄2 = min0<ε6ε̄0 ,γ∈I K2 (note that I0 is non
empty for γ̄ large enough). We denote by Fγ the function F of section 6.2, in order to
emphasize its dependence upon γ. We define ν̄0 = ab00 ε and λ̄0 = − b10 ε, with a0 = a|ε=0
and b0 = b|ε=0 , see (6.8), and let

by the following properties: (i) γ ∈ X; (ii) if γ ∈ X, then γ 1/n ∈ X, for all natural n such
that γ 1/n ∈ I0 ; (iii) if γ, γ 0 ∈ X, then γ · γ 0 ∈ X, as long as γ · γ 0 ∈ I0 . Of course, by the
continuity of h∗ (γ), the fixed point is constant and equal to h∗ (γ̄) on the closure of X, as
well. For γ̄ > (γ̄0 )3 , the closure of X contains the sub-interval J = [γ̄ 2/3 , γ̄].32 This proves
the independence of the fixed point from γ, for any γ ∈ J.

6.5

Analyticity

In view of the Complex Abstract Lemma 6.3, and of the complex version of the Key Lemma,
stated and proved in section 7, see Lemma 7.1, it is easy to show that the fixed point of
theorem 6.1 can be extended to an analytic function of ε in a small neighborhood of the
origin. More precisely, we get the following:
Theorem 6.2 (Analytic Fixed Point Theorem) There exists a γ0 > 2 and a positive
continuous function ε0 (γ) defined for γ > γ0 such that for each γ > γ0 and ε ∈ {z ∈ C :
|z| 6 ε0 (γ)} ≡ E0 the fixed point equation (5.30) has a solution, analytic in ε, extending the
one of theorem 6.1. For any ε ∈ E0 , such a solution is the unique solution of the fixed point
equation in the complex neighborhood defined by the analogue of (6.43) with |ε| replacing ε.
Proof. We let δ = h|ε|, with h the same as in (6.36). By proceeding as in the proof
of theorem 6.1, with D̄ defined as in (7.3), we find that F is a contraction on Y0 for
each ε ∈ E0 \ {0}. Moreover, by Lemma 7.1, F is analytic in ε on the punctured disk
Y0 (γ) ≡ ∪0<|ε|6ε0 (γ) Y0 , and so is y0 . Therefore, yn ≡ F n (y0 ) is analytic in ε on Y0 (γ).
Since F is a contraction, yn converges to a fixed point, call it y∗ (ε),as n → ∞, for any
ε ∈ E0 \ {0}; for any such ε, y∗ (ε) is the unique solution of the fixed point equation in
Y0 . By Vitali’s theorem on the convergence of sequences of analytic functions, y∗ (ε) is
holomorphic in ε on Y0 (γ) (monodromy follows from the uniqueness of the solution to
the fixed point equation in Y0 ). Note that limε→0 εy∗ (ε) = 0; therefore, by Riemann’s
theorem on removable singularities, y∗ (ε) can be extended to an analytic function of ε on
the complex disk of radius ε0 (γ) by letting y∗ (0) = 0.
32

For γ̄ > (γ̄0 )3 , we have γ̄ 1/3 ∈ X by (ii), and then γ̄ 2/3 ∈ X by (iii). So both endpoints of J are in X.
1/2
1/2
Also, if γ1 , γ2 ∈ J, then both γ1 , γ2 ∈ X by (ii) and hence the geometric mean (γ1 γ2 )1/2 ∈ X by (iii).
Applying this last statement recursively starting from the endpoints of J, we obtain that X is dense in J.
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Remark 6.5 Another parameter which entered into the renormalization map is the cutoff function χ. The fixed point coupling ν∗ depends on χ already at O(ε), as seen from
eq. (6.10), because a depends on χ. That λ∗ is χ-independent at O(ε) is in agreement with
the usual lore that the beta-functions for near-marginal couplings and the corresponding
fixed-point coupling should not depend on the UV regularization scheme at the first nontrivial order. In higher orders in ε we expect that all couplings will acquire χ dependence.
So, in contrast with the γ-independence, the fixed point does depend on χ. In spite of this,
we expect on physical grounds that the critical exponents (i.e. eigenvalues of the renormalization map linearized near the fixed point) should be χ-independent. Showing this
rigorously is one of the open problems for the future (see section 8).

7

Proof of Key lemma

Here we finally prove the Key lemma that, as seen above, is the crucial ingredient for
showing the existence and uniqueness of the nontrivial RG fixed point. Rather than proving
the Key lemma in the formulation of section 6.1, here we state and prove a generalization
of the lemma with complex ε, which is the version used in section 6.5 in the discussion on
the analyticity of the fixed point. This does not create any additional complications in the
proof.
Let us start by observing that both the fluctuation propagator (2.10) and the rescaling
factor γ −[ψ] in (2.16) depend analytically on ε. So each individual term R``1 ,...,`n is analytic
in ε, and the sum (5.24) will be analytic when convergent. Let T be a compact subset of
the half-plane (see eq. (2.8))
T ⊂ {ε ∈ C : Re ε < d/6}.

(7.1)

By Lemma D.3, the constant CGH is uniformly bounded for ε ∈ T . As a result the multilinear maps Sl`1 ,...,`n will satisfy estimates (5.38) with uniform (T -dependent) constants for
ε ∈ T . The action of dilatation for complex ε is still given by (5.20), where Dl = Dl (ε) are
complex. We have to replace Dl → Re Dl in the norm bounds (5.37) for dilatation, which
become
kDH`,p kw = γ − Re Dl −p kH`,p kw(·/γ) 6 γ − Re Dl −p kH`,p kw

(ε ∈ C)

(7.2)

The criterion for irrelevance becomes Re Dl − p > 0. The same replacement has to be done
in the right-hand-sides of the estimates for multilinear maps R``1 ,...,`n in section 5.6, see
eqs. (5.34) and (5.35).
The parameter D̄ from section 6.1 is redefined for complex ε ∈ T as
D̄ = D̄(T ) =

1
min{Re D2 (ε) + 2, Re D4 (ε) + 1, Re D6 (ε)}.
2 ε∈T

(7.3)

Note that D̄ > 0 by assumptions on T . We can now state the generalization of Lemma 6.1
to ε ∈ C.
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This result has various consequences. One clear consequence is that since the fixed
point is analytic around ε = 0, it has a convergent power series expansion around this
point. This is just the perturbative ε-expansion discussed at the level of formal power
series in appendix I which is therefore convergent. Another consequence is that the fixed
points with real ε > 0 analytically continue to the fixed points with ε < 0. For negative
real ε, the quartic interaction is an irrelevant perturbation of the gaussian fixed point
(at the linearized level). Thus, the ε < 0 fixed points should be interpreted as UV fixed
points: one can RG-flow from them to the gaussian theory, not the other way around. We
expect analyticity to be valid also in the long-range Gross-Neveu model of [27] (see the
introduction), and in other similar models. See also appendix J for an alternative proof of
fixed point analyticity via the tree expansion.

Lemma 7.1 (Complex Key Lemma) Choose d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, cutoff χ, N > 4, and a
compact set T ⊂ C satisfying (7.1). There exists γkey > 2 and positive continuous functions (6.3) on γ > γkey , with the following property. Take any γ > γkey , any 0 < δ 6 δ0 (γ)
and any sequence y = (ν, λ, u) satisfying kykY (γ,δ) 6 1, and apply to it the renormalization
(0)

(0)

map R(ε, γ) with any ε ∈ T . Then the functions eν , eλ , eu in eq. (5.30) and their derivatives satisfy the bounds (6.5) and (6.6) uniformly in ε ∈ T . These functions are analytic
in ε, being given by convergent series consisting of analytic terms.

7.1

Case ` > 8

We start from the bound on k(eu (y))` kw with ` > 8. From the definitions, see (5.29)
and (5.30), we have
(eu (y))` =

X

R``1 ,...,`n (H`1 , . . . , H`n ).

(7.4)

(`i )n
1

Using bounds (5.34) and (5.35) on R``1 ,...,`n collected we find that
k(eu (y))` kw 6 γ − Re D` ku` kw + γ − Re D`

X

ρl [(`i )n1 ],

(7.5)

(`i )n
1 6=(`)

where we denoted
ρl [(`i )n1 ] = ρl (H`1 , . . . , H`n ),

(7.6)

and ρl (H`1 , . . . , H`n ) is given in eq. (5.36). Here H`i should be interpreted as equal to:
ν, if `i = 2L; λ, if `i = 4L; X∗ , if `i = 6SL; u`i , otherwise. Recall that ρl = 0 unless
P
i |`i | > l + 2(n − 1).
By using the assumption kykY (γ,δ) 6 1 of Key lemma, writing in full the meaning of
this condition (recall the definition of kykY (γ,δ) , eq. (4.19)), we find:
2
kH2L kw + kH2R kw 6 A0 δ + AR
0 δ =: b0 ,
2
kH4L kw + kH4R kw 6 A0 δ + AR
1 δ =: b1 ,
3
kH6SL kw + kH6R kw 6 Cγ3 A20 δ 2 + AR
2 δ =: b2 ,

kH` kw 6 Aδ k(`) =: bk(`) ,

if

` > 8.

(7.7)

It will be convenient to arrange so that
bk 6 Aδ max{k,1} ,
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The proof of the Complex Key Lemma is presented in the next subsections, distinguishing various subcases. For instance, in order to prove that keu kB(γ,δ) 6 γ −D̄ , recalling
the definition (6.1) of the norm, we will seperately prove that k(eu )` kw 6 A(γ)δ k(`) for all
3
R
2
R
2
` > 8, that k(eu )6R kw 6 AR
2 (γ)δ , k(eu )4R kw 6 A1 (γ)δ , and k(eu )2R kw 6 A0 (γ)δ . For
ease of notation, we will drop the dependence on γ from the constants A(γ), A0 (γ), etc,
and simply denote them by A, A0 , etc. Similarly for Y (γ, δ) and B(γ, δ), to be denoted by
Y and B, respectively.

For k > 3 this is true as an equality by the definition of bk . To have this for k = 0, 1, 2 as
well, we will assume (we will see later how to satisfy simultaneously all ♠-constraints):
(♠)

R
2
R
2 max(A0 , AR
0 δ0 , A1 δ0 , Cγ3 A0 + A2 δ0 ) 6 A.

(7.9)

Using these bounds in (7.5) we find that:
(1)

(2)

k(eu (y))` kw 6 γ − Re D` [Aδ k(`) + ∆k(`) + ∆k(`) ],

(7.10)

where we defined [here C = C22 ]:
∞
X

0

C k +1 bk0 ,

k0 =k+1
(2)

X

∆k =

Fk [(ki )n1 ],

(7.11)

(ki )n
i=1 ,n>2

(

Fk [(ki )n1 ]

=

Cγn−1
0

Qn

i=1 C

ki +1 b

ki

P

if
i ki > k,
otherwise .

(7.12)

We will estimate these sums with the help of the following lemma, imposing assumptions (7.13) which we will arrange in the end by choosing δ0 and A appropriately. For the
proof see appendix F.
Lemma 7.2 Suppose the nonnegative constants Cγ , C, δ, A satisfy
(♠)

Cδ 6 1/4,

Cγ CAδ 6 1/2,

Cγ CA 6 1/2,
(1)

and that 0 6 bk 6 Aδ max{k,1} for all k > 0. Then ∆k
C, Cγ , bk by (7.11), (7.11) satisfy

(2)

and ∆k

defined in terms of

(1)

∆k 6 Aδ k+1 (2C k+2 ),
(
(2)

∆k 6 Aδ max{k,2} ·

(7.13)

(7.14)

C0 = 4C +
2(2C)k+1

8C 2

+

16C 3

if k = 0,1
if k > 2,

(7.15)

Using (7.14), (7.15) in (7.10), and recalling that we are assuming ` > 8 (so that
k(`) > 3), we find
k(eu (y))` kw 6 γ − Re D` Aδ k(`) [1 + 2C k(`)+2 δ + 2(2C)k(`)+1 ],

(7.16)

It follows that
k(eu (y))` kw 6 γ −D̄ Aδ k(`)

(` > 8),

(7.17)

1 + C k(`)+1 + 2(2C)k(`)+1 6 γ Re D` −D̄ .

(7.18)

as long as we impose
Given the form of this inequality, it is sufficient to check that it holds for ` = 8, and that
the l.h.s. grows slower than r.h.s. as ` → ` + 2, which amounts to two requirements:
(♠)

1 + C 4 + 2(2C)4 6 γ Re D8 −D̄ ,
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(1)

∆k =

Next let us estimate derivatives. Consider a vector δy = (δν, δλ, δu) satisfying kδykY 6 1.
Consider also a trimmed coupling sequence δH` which contains the couplings in δy and, in
addition, the coupling δH6SL corresponding to the variation of X∗ . We have
∇y (eu (y))` δy =

n
XX

R``1 ,...,`n (H`1 , . . . , δH`i , . . . , H`n ),

(7.20)

i=1
(`i )n
1

and thus
k∇y (eu (y))` δykw 6 γ − Re D` kδH` kw +γ − Re D`

X

n
X

ρl (H`1 , . . . , δH`i , . . . , H`n ) (7.21)

Note that kδH6SL kw 6 2C3γ A20 δ 2 . We will increase C3γ by factor 2. Then all couplings
δH` satisfies the same bounds as the bounds on couplings H` used to estimate k(eu (y))` kw .
It follows that the functions ρl in the r.h.s. of (7.21) can be estimated in exactly the same
way. This gives an estimate of the same form as (7.10), namely
(1)

(2)

˜
k∇y (eu (y))` δykw 6 γ − Re D` [Aδ k(`) + ∆k(`) + ∆
k(`) ],

(7.22)

˜ (2) differs from ∆(2) in that Fk [(ki )] is replaced by
where ∆
k
k
F̃k [(ki )n1 ] = nFk [(ki )n1 ],

(7.23)

where the factor n accounts for the sum ni=1 in (7.21). We will increase Cγ in (7.12) by 2
to absorb this factor (note n 6 2n−1 ), so that both F̃k and Fk can be considered to satisfy
the same bound (7.12).
Then, under the same assumptions that (7.17) was obtained, we will have
P

k∇y (eu (y))` δykw 6 γ −D̄ Aδ k(`)

(` > 8).

(7.24)

Taking into account the assumed bounds on couplings δy, this inequality is precisely what
is asserted in the last line of (6.6) concerning the part of eu with ` > 8.
Incidentally, convergence of the series (7.21) also proves that the functions eu (y) are
in fact Frechet differentiable.
The shown method of bounding derivatives is general and will apply to all the other
(0) (0)
functions that we still have to consider, i.e. (eu )2R , (eu )4R , (eu )6R , eν , eλ . They are all
given by sums of multilinear operators applied to the sequence H` , and will be estimated
using the basic bound (5.36). Whenever we manage to bound such a function by an X, the
shown method will naturally bound its u-derivative by the same X, while its ν, λ derivatives
by X/(A0 δ). Note that all bounds (6.6) are of precisely such a form. So we no longer need
to discuss derivative bounds, but can focus on estimating the functions themselves.
7.2

Case ` = 6R

From the definitions (see (5.29) and (5.30) and the third of (5.27)) and the bounds on
`1 ,...,`n
R6R
we find that
k(eu (y))6R kw 6 γ − Re D6 ku6R kw + γ − Re D6

X
(`i )n
1 6=(6SL),(6R),(4L,4L)
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i=1
(`i )n
1 6=(`)

By repeating a discussion analogous to that of section 7.1, we get the analogue of (7.10),
namely
h
i
(1)
(2)
3
k(eu (y))6R kw 6 γ − Re D6 AR
(7.26)
2 δ + ∆2 + ∆2;6R ,
(2)

(2)

where ∆2;6R is defined analogously to ∆2 , modulo the fact that the contribution from the
R
R 2
2
sequence (ki )ni=1 = (1, 1) is now proportional to b1 bR
1 , with b1 = A1 δ , rather than to b1
n
(this comes from the constraint (`i )i=1 6= (4L, 4L) in (7.25)):
n>2
X

(2)

∆2;6R = 2Cγ C 4 b1 bR
1 +

(7.27)

F [κ 0 ].

(7.28)

(ki )n
1 6=(1,1)

It is convenient to define, for any sequence κ = (ki )n1 ,
X

Fext [κ] =
κ0

:extends κ by > 0 zeros

Using this definition, we split the second term in the r.h.s. of (7.27) into (a) the contributions of sequences (1, 1, 0), (2, 0), their permutations and extensions by zero and (b)
P
(2)
sequences with ki > 3 which form ∆3 . We get
(2)

(2)

∆2;6R = 2Cγ C 4 b1 bR
1 + 2Fext [(2, 0)] + 3Fext [(1, 1, 0)] + ∆3 .

(7.29)

It is shown in appendix F, see eq. (F.11), that, in the assumptions of Lemma 7.2,
Fext [(ki )n1 ] 6 4C k+1 Aδ k+m ,

(7.30)

where k = ki and m is the number of zeros in the sequence (ki )n1 .
(2)
R 2
Using (7.15) for ∆3 , the basic estimates bR
1 6 A1 δ , Cγ CA 6 1/2, and (7.30) we get
P

(2)

3
3
4
3
∆2;6R 6 (C 3 AR
1 + [8C + 12C + 2(2C) ]A)δ ,

(7.31)

so that
n

o

4
3 R
3
4
k(eu (y))6R kw 6 γ − Re D6 δ 3 AR
2 + 2C A + C A1 + [20C + 2(2C) ]A ,

(7.32)

3
which is smaller than γ −D̄ AR
2 δ , provided that
4
3 R
3
4
Re D6 −D̄ R
AR
A2 .
2 + 2C A + C A1 + [20C + 2(2C) ]A 6 γ

(♠)
7.3

(7.33)

Case ` = 4R

`1 ,...,`n
From the definitions and the bounds on R4R
we find that

k(eu (y))4R kw 6 γ − Re D4 −1 ku4R kw + γ − Re D4

X

ρ4 [(`i )n1 ],

(7.34)

(`i )n
1 6=(4L),(4R)
4L is identically zero, see the first
(the condition (`i )n1 6= (4L) comes from the fact that R4R
4 in section 5.2.2; note in particular that, by construction,
of (5.27) and the definition of T4R
4,0
T4R annihilates the local quartic kernel associated with H4L ) so that

h

(1)

(2)

2
k(eu (y))4R kw 6 γ − Re D4 −1 AR
1 δ + γ∆1 + γ∆1
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F2 [(ki )n1 ].

which gives
h

i

3
k(eu (y))4R kw 6 γ − Re D4 −1 δ 2 AR
1 + γA(2C ) + γC0 A .

(7.36)

2
This is smaller than γ −D̄ AR
1 δ , provided that
3
Re D4 +1−D̄ R
AR
A1 .
1 + γA(2C + C0 ) 6 γ

(♠)
7.4

(7.37)

Case ` = 2R

`1 ,...,`n
From the definitions and the bounds on R2R
we find that

X

ρ2 [(`i )n1 ],

(7.38)

(`i )n
1 6=(2L),(2R),(4L)
2L and R4L are identically
(the conditions (`i )n1 6= (2L), (4L) come from the fact that R2R
2R
2
zero, see the first of (5.27) and the definition of T2R in section 5.2.2; note in particular
2,0
that, by construction, T2R
annihilates the local quadratic kernels associated with H2L and
4L
with S2 (H4L )) so that

h

(1)

(2)

2
2
2
k(eu (y))2R kw 6 γ − Re D2 −2 AR
0 δ + γ ∆0;2R + γ ∆0

i

,

(7.39)

where
(1)

(1)

2 R 2
2
3
∆0;2R = C 2 bR
1 + ∆1 6 C A1 δ + Aδ (2C3 ).

(7.40)

Therefore,
h

i

2
2 R
3
k(eu (y))2R kw 6 γ − Re D2 −2 δ 2 AR
0 + γ (C A1 + 2C A + C0 A) .

(7.41)

2
This is smaller than γ −D̄ AR
0 δ , provided that

(♠)
7.5

2
2 R
3
Re D2 +2−D̄ R
AR
A0 .
0 + γ (C A1 + 2C A + C0 A) 6 γ

(7.42)

(0)

eν

`1 ,...,`n
From the definitions and the bounds on R2L
we find that
− Re D2
|e(0)
ν (y)| 6 γ

X

ρ2 [(`i )n1 ],

(7.43)

(`i )n
1 6=(2L),(2R),(4L)
(0)

(the conditions (`i )n1 6= (2L), (4L) come directly from the definition of eν , see (5.29)
2R is identically zero, see the first
and (5.30), while (`i )n1 6= (2R) comes from the fact that R2L
2 in section 5.2.2; note in particular that, by construction,
of (5.27) and the definition of T2L
2,0
T2L annihilates the nonlocal quadratic kernel associated with H2R ) so that
(1)

(2)

− Re D2
|e(0)
[∆0;2R + ∆0 ],
ν (y)| 6 γ

(7.44)

which gives
h

i

− Re D2 2
3
|e(0)
δ C 2 AR
ν (y)| 6 γ
1 + 2C A + C0 A .

(7.45)

We thus get the first of (6.5), with
h

i

3
E0 = γ − Re D2 C 2 AR
1 + 2C A + C0 A .
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k(eu (y))2R kw 6 γ − Re D2 −2 ku2R kw + γ − Re D2

7.6

(0)

eλ

`1 ,...,`n
From the definitions and the bounds on R4L
we find that
(0)

|eλ (y)| 6 γ − Re D4

X

ρ4 [(`i )n1 ],

(7.47)

(`i )n
1

6= (4L), (4R), (6SL),
(4L, 4L), (4L, 2L), (4R, 2L)
(0)

(0)

(1)

(2)

|eλ (y)| 6 γ − Re D4 [∆1;λ + ∆1;λ ],

(7.48)

where
(1)

(1)

3 R 3
3
4
∆1;λ = C 3 bR
2 + ∆2 6 C A2 δ + Aδ (2C ),
n>2
X

(2)

∆1;λ = 2Cγ C 4 b1 bR
1 +

(7.49)

F2 [(ki )n1 ].

(7.50)

(ki )n
1 6=(1,1)

P

The sequences with ki = 1 such as (1, 0), (1, 0, 0), etc are excluded from the second term
because b0 insertions then happen on the external legs of a quartic interaction, and they
(2)
give rise to a vertex with a vanishing local part. We see that ∆1;λ is identical to (7.27) and
therefore satisfies the same bound (7.31)
(2)

3
3
4
3
∆1;λ 6 (C 3 AR
1 + [8C + 12C + 2(2C) ]A)δ ,

(7.51)

Therefore we get
(0)

h

i

4
3 R
3
4
|eλ (y)| 6 γ − Re D4 δ 3 C 3 AR
2 + 2C A + C A1 + [20C + 2(2C) ]A .

(7.52)

We thus get the second equation of (6.5), with
h

i

4
3 R
3
4
E1 = γ − Re D4 C 3 AR
2 + 2C A + C A1 + [20C + 2(2C) ]A .

7.7

(7.53)

Possibility of all choices

Finally, we need to show that all the ♠-constraints above can be satisfied consistently:
eqs. (7.9), (7.13), (7.19), (7.33), (7.37), (7.42). To write them in a more manageable form,
let us replace al γ-independent constants in the l.h.s. of the ♠-constraints by their maximum
C̄ (Recall that C0 was fixed in terms of C in (7.15)). Also let C̄γ = max(Cγ , Cγ3 ). Finally
let Z be the minimal of the exponents of γ in the r.h.s. of (7.19), (7.33), (7.37), (7.42) over
ε ∈ T:
n

o

Z = min Re D8 − D̄, d/2 − Re ε, Re D6 − D̄, Re D4 + 1 − D̄, Re D2 + 2 − D̄ .
ε∈T
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(the conditions (`i )n1 6= (4L), (6SL), (4L, 4L) come directly from the definition of eλ ,
4R ,
see (5.29) and (5.30), while (`i )n1 6= (4R), (4L, 2L), (4R, 2L) come from the fact that R4L
4L,2L
4R,2L
4 in
R4L
and R4L
are identically zero, see the first of (5.27) and the definition of T4L
4,0
section 5.2.2; note in particular that, by construction, T4L annihilates the nonlocal quartic
kernels associated with H4R , S44L,2L (H4L , H2L ) and S44R,2L (H4R , H2L )) so that

Crucially Z > 0 by the assumption on T and the definition of D̄. We then get the following
list of constraints which, if satisfied, imply the ♠-constraints for any ε ∈ T :
C̄ 6 γ Z ,

(7.55)

C̄δ0 6 1,

C̄ C̄γ A 6 1,
R
2
max(A0 , A0 δ0 , AR
1 δ0 , C̄γ A0
R
Z R
AR
2 + C̄(A1 + A) 6 γ A2 ,

(7.56)
+

AR
2 δ0 ) 6 A/2,
AR
1 + C̄γA 6

(7.57)
γ Z AR
1,

2
R
Z R
AR
0 + C̄γ (A1 + A) 6 γ A0 .
(7.58)

R
AR
1 , A 6 A2 ,
Z

1 + 2C̄ 6 γ ,

γA 6 AR
1,

R
γ 2 A, γ 2 AR
1 6 A0 ,
Z

1 + 2C̄ 6 γ ,

Z

1 + C̄ 6 γ .

(7.59)
(7.60)

The last three constraints on γ are of the same type as (7.55). Joining inequalities in (7.59)
to (7.57), the resulting set of constraints reduces to:
A0 6 0.5A,
AR
2
AR
1

∈ [A, 0.25δ0−1 A],
6 AR
2,

C̄γ A20 6 0.25A,
AR
1 ∈
2 R
γ A1

[γA, 0.5δ0−1 A],
6 AR
0.

(7.61)
AR
0

∈ [γ

2

A, 0.5δ0−1 A],

(7.62)
(7.63)

Here’s then the final order in which all choices have to be made: γkey is chosen as the
minimal γ > 2 satisfying (7.55) and (7.60). We then pick any γ > γkey and compute the
constant C̄γ . We then satisfy (7.56) by choosing:
A = (C̄ C̄γ )−1 .

(7.64)

We then choose A0 sufficiently small to satisfy (7.61). Finally, we choose
δ0 = min(C̄ −1 , 1/(2γ 3 )),

(7.65)

which satisfies (7.56) and at the same time, thanks to δ0 6 1/(2γ 3 ), allows us to choose
AR
k as follows:
−1
−1
AR
AR
AR
(7.66)
2 = 0.25δ0 A,
1 = γA,
0 = 0.5δ0 A.
Then (7.62) is satisfied, and (7.63) holds as well. Key lemma is proved.

8

Discussion and open problems

In this paper, we discussed what is perhaps the simplest theoretical model to study fieldtheoretic non-Gaussian fixed points, which is amenable to rigorous analysis: symplectic
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The only remaining varying parameter is γ.
We should now choose γkey and
R
δ0 , A0 , {Ak }k=0,1,2 , A, E0 , E1 , which are γ-dependent and positive, so that all these constraints hold for γ > γkey .
We can satisfy the first two lines taking γ large, then A and δ0 small (in this order,
because C̄γ depends on γ). The remaining constraints are a bit more subtle because A and
AR
k occur both in the l.h.s. and in the r.h.s. To satisfy (7.58) we will require:
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fermions with a long-range kinetic term and local quartic interaction. Our model
is translation and rotation invariant, and the structure of the RG equations is quite similar
to models with local kinetic term. This makes our model more realistic than, for example,
models with hierarchical interactions (see [77] for an introduction).
Our model depends on 3 physical parameters: the number of dimensions d, the number
of fermion species N (assuming Sp(N ) invariance), and a parameter ε in the long-range
fermion propagator, which controls the relevance of the quartic fermion interaction. For
0 < ε  1 this interaction is weakly relevant, and the beta-function equation for the quartic
coupling λ takes the forms βλ = −ελ + const ·(N − 8)λ2 + · · · . One thus has the right to
expect that, for N 6= 8, there exists an RG fixed point with λ = O(ε). Our main result
(theorem 6.1) establishes the existence of this fixed point rigorously and non-perturbatively.
Although the path towards this rigorous result was somewhat long, most of the ingredients are rather natural. We introduce an infinite-dimensional Banach space of interactions,
whose kernels are essentially local (have to decay very fast at point separation). We work
with a smooth momentum space cutoff, so that the UV and IR-cutoff fermion propagator
decays very fast in position space, and the almost-locality of the interaction is preserved
by an RG step.
An essential feature of our model is that a single RG step leads to a convergent effective
action (for weak coupling). Intuitively, this property of fermionic models is due to the Pauli
principle, or, equivalently, to fermionic signs leading to cancellations between Feynman
diagrams. The formal derivation is somewhat delicate, and we review it pedagogically in
appendix D. This is standard in the constructive field theory community, but may appear
unexpected to the others. A related detail is that exhibiting these fermionic cancellations
requires considering a finite RG step with a rescaling parameter γ > 1. That’s what we
do in this paper, as opposed to performing continuous RG à la Polchinski’s equation (see
remark 5.4).
With these ingredients, we show that the Wilsonian RG map is a well-defined nonlinear
operator in the Banach space of interactions, and is a contraction (has derivative whose
operator norm is less than 1) along the irrelevant directions. The behavior along the
mass direction ν and the quartic λ has to be analyzed separately. These directions are
both relevant at the linearized level, with λ becoming irrelevant near the approximate
one-loop fixed point. Rigorous bounds on error terms show that these statements remain
true at the nonlinear level, at weak coupling. The proofs of these results rely just on
some elementary combinatorics, geometric series convergence, and chasing γ −Dl factors
suppressing the irrelevant interactions. Given one relevant and infinitely many irrelevant
directions, the fixed point equation can then be rigorously solved (for ε sufficiently small)
via a variant of Newton’s method, appealing to the Banach fixed point theorem.
Although our main interest is in ε real and positive, in which case the fixed point can
be thought of as the IR fixed point of an RG flow originating at the gaussian theory, our
methods apply as long as ε is small and nonzero. E.g. we can also consider ε < 0. In this
case the quartic interaction is irrelevant around the gaussian theory, but relevant around
the fixed point whose existence we can prove (which in this case is classified as a UV fixed
point). We can also consider complex nonzero ε. Although perhaps lacking clear physical

meaning, we can use this as a formal device to show that the fixed point is analytic in ε
in a punctured disk around the origin, and thus in the whole disk by Riemann’s removable
singularity theorem (section 6.5). This is a dramatic conclusion, which implies that our
fixed points can be obtained via the convergent perturbative ε-expansion around ε = 0.
8.1

Open questions

We will now list many open questions raised by our work. Some of them are theoretical, while others have potential practical applications to numerical calculations of critical
exponents.
Extensions to other nonlocal models

It should be relatively easy to extend our results to many other similar models:
• Models with a symmetry group G ⊂ Sp(N ), which have several mass terms and
quartic couplings consistent with this symmetry. One should be able to find a nonperturbative fixed point in a neighborhood of any isolated solution to the one-loop
beta-function equations (as long as all quartic directions have eigenvalues O(ε), the
condition which generalizes non-vanishing one-loop beta-function used in this work).
• Models where different species of fermions have different propagator scaling (different
ε). This may include models where some fermions ψ have local kinetic terms (and
thus a fixed scaling dimension for a given d), while others ψ 0 are long-range with
tunable dimensions, so that the interaction ψ 2 (ψ 0 )2 can be made near-marginal.
• Models with a vanishing one-loop beta function, like our model with N = 8. As
discussed in appendix G, the two-loop beta-function term λ3 has a nonzero coeffi√
cient [78], giving a perturbative fixed point with λ = O ( ε). The non-perturbative
existence of such a fixed point and its analyticity properties in ε can be understood
almost immediately using the tree expansion method described in appendix J, and a
contraction argument should also be possible.
• Our model in d = 4. Compared to d ∈ {1, 2, 3} treated here, the local term (∂ψ)2
would be (weakly) relevant for ε > 0. One thus has to treat it on equal footing with
the local ψ 2 and (ψ 2 )2 terms. One should be able to construct a non-perturbative
fixed point for small ε, helped by the fact that the new coupling is quadratic in ψ.
This would be the fermionic analogue of the bosonic problem considered in [22].
• Models where the sextic or higher power (ψ 2 )p is near-marginal, i.e. [ψ] ≈ d/(2p),
p > 3.
More ambitiously, time may be ripe for a “general theory of fermionic fixed points with
scale-invariant kinetic terms (local or long-range) and near-marginal local polynomial interactions”. One should be able to prove that any such fixed point showing up in perturbative
analysis exists non-perturbatively, rather than writing a new paper for each particular
model. The main challenge is to choose an efficient notation, and to cleanly separate the
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8.1.1

algebraic and analytic aspects of the problem.33 This future general theory should cover
all the above examples, as well as fermionic fields transforming in other rotation representations (e.g. spinors [27]), and even non-rotationally invariant (Lifshitz-type) fixed points
having anisotropic scaling.
8.1.2

Further properties of the RG fixed points

• Uniqueness of the fixed point as an equivalence class of interactions (i.e. uniqueness
of solutions of the general fixed point equation; see remark 5.3);
• Dependence of the fixed point on the UV cutoff function χ (see remark 6.5). In
spite of this dependence, the critical exponents are expected to be χ-independent. It
is instructive to compare the family of long-range models discussed here with oneparameter families of short-range fixed points, such as the Ashkin-Teller model, 6- and
8-vertex models, and interacting dimer models (see e.g. [35, 39]). In the latter case,
the deformation parameter is an exactly marginal coupling, which can renormalize
along the RG flow, and so the critical exponents depend on the microscopic details,
although if one critical exponent is known, others can be expressed via it (the so
called weak universality). In our case, ε is not a coupling but a parameter controlling
the nonlocal part of the action, so it does not renormalize. Therefore, the situation
is similar to the usual universality, and all critical exponents should be universal
functions of ε independent of microscopic details such as the UV cutoff χ.34 It would
be interesting to establish this rigorously. See [81] for a classic intuitive discussion of
these issues, in the context of local models.
• Critical exponents. These can be defined, most generally, as eigenvalues of the RG
transformation linearized around the fixed point (removing the eigenvalues corresponding to the “redundant operators” [81]).35 From the densities of the corresponding eigenvectors, one should be able to define the “scaling operators”, whose correlation functions with respect to the fixed point interaction have exact scale invariance.
One can also study correlation functions of simple operators such as ψ 2 . While not
exactly scale invariant, they should become so at asymptotically long distances.
33

One may be inspired by how somewhat similar difficulties have been solved for nonlinear stochastic
partial differential equations, another problem which involves renormalization [79, 80].
34
Note in this respect that the IR scaling dimension of ψ is exactly known and equal to its UV dimension
d/4 − ε/2. Therefore the exponent η is trivially known as a function of ε. Even for weak universality, all
exponents can be found if one exponent is known, making the conclusion that in our situation all exponents
are universal functions of ε less surprising.
35
Sometimes this is equivalently expressed by introducing perturbing “source terms” and studying their
beta-functions.
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Here we proved that the RG fixed points exist, and established a few of there basic properties such as γ-independence (modulo some loose ends), and analyticity in ε. Future work
should investigate several other interesting properties, such as:

• Full RG trajectory. By this we mean the theory which interpolates between the
gaussian fixed point at short distances and the non-gaussian fixed point at long
distances (for ε > 0, while for ε < 0 it is the other way around).
8.1.3

Conformal invariance

36

Because of the nonlocal kinetic term, there will be no invariance under more general holomorphic
transformations, unlike in the case of fixed points of fully local models.
37
In the last 20 years, starting with Smirnov [83], there was significant progress in showing rigorously
conformal invariance of various critical observables of specific 2d lattice models (see [84] for review). Many of
these models are exactly solvable in infinite volume, and the main challenge is to show conformal invariance
of correlators defined in an arbitrary planar region (see e.g. [85] for the 2d Ising model). A key method
used in these works is discrete holomorphicity, which is limited to 2d and to specific models, while RG does
not play much of a role. The proof of conformal invariance of our RG fixed points will require very different
methods, which should work for any d.
38
On the contrary it is probably hard to make rigorous sense of the Caffarelli-Silvestre construction
from [82], where the higher-dimensional ambient space is flat, but it has non-integer dimension.
39
See [86] for an introduction for physicists, and [87] for a more mathematical one.
40
Bosonic cousins of our model have been studied via the numerical conformal bootstrap in [88].
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The RG fixed points constructed here are expected to be conformally invariant, based
on the same intuitive arguments as for the long-range bosonic models [82]. Conformal
invariance means the invariance of correlation functions of scaling operators (see above)
under the finite-dimensional conformal group SO(d + 1, 1). For d = 1 these are Möbius
transformations, and for d = 2 the product of holomorphic and antiholomorphic Möbius
transformations.36 This invariance also implies correspondence between correlation functions in infinite volume as studied here, and correlation functions on a sphere of finite
radius (which for d = 1 is just a circle with periodic boundary conditions), putting the two
manifolds in correspondence via the stereographic projection. Such properties are expected
to be generally true based on intuitive physics arguments, and it would be very interesting
to see how they emerge rigorously in an explicit model such as ours. In particular, this
would provide the first rigorous non-gaussian conformal theory in d = 3.37
Conserved stress tensor operator plays key role in intuitive discussions of conformal
invariance of local theories. Our model being nonlocal (long-range), it does not possess
a local stress tensor in d dimensions. One way around this difficulty is to represent the
nonlocal kinetic term as arising from a local quadratic action in the (d + 1)-dimensional
Anti-de-Sitter (AdS) space, of which the d-dimensional space is the boundary, where the
quadratic, quartic, and all the irrelevant interactions are localized. This construction is
useful for intuitive understanding of conformal invariance (as discussed for bosonic models
in [82]), and perhaps also for proving it rigorously.38
A key property of local conformally invariant theories is the convergent Operator Product Expansion (OPE).39 Though nonlocal (long-range), our model also should have this
property due to the local AdS representation.40 It would be very interesting to establish
this rigorously. This appears somewhat nontrivial due to the fact that the scaling operators, introduced as densities of linearized RG eigenvectors (see above), will not be exactly
local but “mildly nonlocal”, with kernels of stretched-exponential decay. It is puzzling why
this mild nonlocality does not invalidate the usual intuitive arguments for the OPE, which

treat scaling operators as living at a point. Somehow, the mild nonlocalities of the scaling
operators and of the fixed-point interaction should conspire to produce a fully local OPE.
Note that this issue is not specific to our model with a long-range kinetic term, as mild
nonlocality of scaling operators would be present also for fully local models such as the 3D
Ising model.
8.1.4

Relations with analytic regularization

8.1.5

Increasing the range of ε

Existence proofs of fixed points in this paper work for |ε| 6 ε0 (γ). We have not attempted
to evaluate ε0 (γ) explicitly, although it would be straightforward to do this, following stepby-step our arguments. This may be a good exercise for someone wishing to understand
our methods in depth. Both of our methods (contraction and the tree expansion) can be
41

These series have been computed, via another regulator, for the bosonic O(Nb ) long-range models in [78]
up to three loops. We thanks Dario Benedetti for sharing a Mathematica notebook. Fermionic series should
be obtainable by setting Nb = −N . These series are not sufficiently long to test our claim that they are
convergent in the fermionic case.
42
This is similar to how some higher Wilson-Fisher critical exponents become complex in 4 −  dimensions [89].
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Analytic dependence of our fixed point on ε implies that the critical exponents should also
be analytic in ε. Analyticity of the correlation-length and correction-to-scaling exponents
ν and ω follows easily from the tree expansion construction (appendix J), as they can
be computed by linearizing the analytic right sides of (J.12) near the fixed point.41 The
exponent η is trivial in our model due to the absence of wavefunction renormalization.
Higher exponents may have a subtle analytic structure because of degeneracies of linearized
RG eigenvalues at ε = 0. Since our model is non-unitary, some higher critical exponents
may become complex even for real ε, forming complex-conjugate pairs.42
As already mentioned, it would be interesting to show that the critical exponents are
χ-independent. Another problem is to prove rigorously that our critical exponents agree
with perturbative techniques by which these exponents are computed in theoretical physics.
This is especially interesting given that, as we have shown, perturbation theory converges
in the problem at hand.
In theoretical physics, higher-order perturbative computations of critical exponents
are usually done by working with a bare action containing only the relevant and nearlymarginal couplings. This uses the fact that, due to the renormalizability of the theory
at short distances, one can always find an RG trajectory leading to the fixed point from
such a UV theory where all irrelevant couplings are set to zero. Furthermore, theoretical
physics calculations are greatly simplified by choosing a “mass-independent regularization
scheme”, which allows to simply set the mass terms to zero. Examples of such schemes
are dimensional regularization and analytic regularization with minimal subtraction, which
amount to analytically continue Feynman diagrams in ε, dropping the poles. It is universally believed that any scheme, and in particular a mass independent one, should give the
same power series in ε for the critical exponents, but to our knowledge this has never been
discussed in full rigor.

obtimized to enlarge the range of ε where the fixed point is under control. One simple
strategy is to increase the number of terms which are computed explicitly, or estimated
more carefully than what is currently done. For ε of order 1, one might have to resort to
computer-assisted methods.43
An interesting feature which might be revealed by such exploration is the cross-over
to the short-range universality class. Namely consider the local symplectic fermion model
with the bare action (cf (1.1))
Z

dd x(Ωab ∂µ ψ a ∂ µ ψ b + νψ 2 + λψ 4 ).

(8.1)

43

Inspired by Lanford’s construction of the Feigenbaum fixed point [90].
We could still prove a result like Key Lemma 6.1, but we would not be able to derive the Fixed Point
Theorem 6.1, for lack of a small parameter analogous to ε. Perhaps a computer-assisted method could help.
45
This series is known up to 7 loops [91, 92], see [6] for the earlier 6 loop results. It is tempting to
speculate, by analogy with the long-range case, that the -expansion series have a finite radius of convergence
for negative Nb , while they are known to be only Borel-summable for positive Nb . Numerically, the 6loop series for νSR , ηSR , ωSR for Nb = −4 seem to be remarkably well behaved. E.g. ηSR (Nb = −4) =
−0.253 − 0.252 − 0.5359574 − 1.251225 − 3.148936 . We are grateful to Kay Wiese for communicating
this to us.
46
We will give three reasons: (1) Since the LR (long-range) theory is nonlocal, the theory to which it
crosses over cannot be fully local. (2) (Counting of degrees of freedom) The leading spin 2 operator is not
conserved in the LR theory. At the crossover its dimension goes to d, which is the stress-tensor dimension of
44
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Some literature concerning such models was cited in the Introduction. This model is
expected to flow to a non-gaussian fixed point for d = 3 (although, by the usual arguments,
not for d 6 2). This fixed point is strongly coupled, and we cannot access it using the
techniques of this paper.44 Physicists study such fixed points by the usual Wilson-Fisher
-expansion working formally in d = 4 −  and then resumming the series at  = 1. [We
will use  to denote 4 − d as opposed to the long-range parameter ε.] As mentioned in
appendix G, -expansion for these models is perturbatively equivalent to the -expansion
of bosonic O(Nb ) models with Nb = −N .
So for d = 3 we have a family of long-range fixed points studied here whose critical
exponents depend on ε, and the fixed point of (8.1) which we will call “short-range”. The
scaling dimension of ψ is [ψ]LR (ε) = d/4 − ε/2 in our models, while it is [ψ]SR = d/2 − 1 +
2+Nb
3
ηSR /2 at the fixed point of (8.1). The short-range ηSR is given by ηSR = 2 2(8+N
2 +O( ),
b)
Nb = −N , with the series which needs to be Borel-resummed at  = 1.45
The subsequent discussion applies for any N for which [ψ]SR < d/4, as appears to be
the case at least for N = 4 (see footnote 45). For such N , we will have [ψ]LR (ε) = [ψ]SR for
ε = ε∗ = 2(d/4 − [ψ]SR ) > 0. It can then be conjectured that, for ε = ε∗ , the long-range to
short-range crossover will take place. Namely, the long-range fixed point at ε = ε∗ should
become identical to the short-range fixed-point plus a non-interacting gaussian theory of an
Sp(N ) symplectic fermion ζ of scaling dimension d−[ψ]LR (ε∗ ). This would be analogous to
the bosonic long-range models, for which such a crossover has been studied since a long time
theoretically (starting in [93, 94], reviewed in [95], section 4.3) and is supported by Monte
Carlo simulations [96, 97]. The extra gaussian field ζ is expected by the same arguments
as in [58, 98] for the bosonic case.46 Note that the operator ψζ is marginal for ε = ε∗ (it

should be marginally irrelevant for the conjecture to hold). Furthermore, ε = ε∗ marks
the boundary of the region of analyticity of the long-range fixed point, and for ε > ε∗ the
long-range fixed point with real couplings seizes to exist. It would be extremely interesting
to provide rigorous evidence for these phenomena.
8.1.6

Extension to non-integer N ? To non-integer d?

e x) ± permutations,
H2k (A, x) = Ωa1 a2 Ωa3 a4 · · · Ωa2k−1 a2k H̃2k (A,

where the kernels H̃2k are “Ω-free”, i.e. no longer depend on the a indices, the sequence
e containing only µ indices. The RG equations can be rewritten in terms of such Ω-free
A
kernels, with contractions of Ω-tensors giving rise in each order to some factors depending
polynomially on N . One should then study such Ω-free fixed point equations. It is tempting
to conjecture that one can prove fixed point existence for any N and its analytic dependence
on N .47
More speculatively, one could also try to perform analytic continuation in the space dimension d. One would have to use rotation invariance to come up with a parametrization
of the kernel in terms of scalar functions depending on distances between points, times
polynomials in point differences. Expressing the RG equations in terms of scalar functions only, dimension d becomes just a parameter which can in principle be continued to
non-integer values. Controlling this continuation will likely require major changes in our
arguments (much more so than the continuation in N ), since we relied on the existence of
the physical position space carrying a positive integration measure in several crucial points.
But the stakes are high: if one could prove non-perturbative analyticity in d, it would be
the first rigorous result of this kind in almost 50 years since the space of 3.99 dimensions
was ushered in by Wilson and Fisher [4].
the SR (short-range) fixed point. However it’s still not conserved by continuity, so its divergence represents
extra states not present in SR. (3) At the coalescence of LR and SR fixed points there must be a marginal
operator, on general grounds and because logarithmic corrections are seen in Monte Carlo simulations. The
SR fixed point by itself does not have a marginal operator; it can however be constructed as ψζ. More
arguments are given in [58, 98] where this picture was proposed and thoroughly tested for consistency.
47
If this is achieved, the coefficient N − 8 of the one-loop beta function becomes a new small parameter
for N near 8. One could then work for ε = 0 where the quartic is marginal, and construct a fixed point
with λ = O(N − 8) balancing the one-loop term against the two-loop term which has an O(1) coefficient.
We are grateful to Dario Benedetti for this comment. This could then be done even in d = 4, for a theory
of local symplectic fermions (8.1). This would be a rigorous version of the Banks-Zaks fixed points in 4d
gauge theories [100–102].
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In quantum field theory, one often likes to continue the number of fields from a positive
integer, as it nominally should be, to an arbitrary real or even complex value. For lattice
models, such continuation often have geometric meaning, as for the O(N ) and Potts models
when it can be interpreted respectively in terms of loops and Fortuin-Kastelein clusters.
Symmetry meaning of such continuations in terms of Deligne categories was recently discussed in [99]. We wish to discuss how such a continuation can be rigorously performed
for the model studied here. First one has to factor out explicitly the products of Ω-tensors
out of the couplings, i.e. write

8.1.7

Connections to Functional Renormalization Group

8.1.8

Bosonic fixed points

While this paper deals with fermionic fixed point, most fixed points of interest to physics
do contain bosonic fields. A few available rigorous bosonic fixed points are listed in appendix K. Notably, they include the bosonic analogues of the models that we studied here,
i.e. long-range bosonic O(N ) field theories with weakly relevant quartic bare interactions.
Unfortunately, these rigorous constructions remain rather daunting, in spite of serious ped48
49

See also [107–111] for FRG setups allowing nonlocal momentum dependence in the vertices.
See also a non-partisan review in [113], chapter 5.
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FRG represents the most systematic attempt to implement Wilsonian RG in absence of
small parameter; see references in the introduction. We are not aware of any FRG studies
of specifically symplectic fermions (local or long-range), although other fermionic models
(such as Gross-Neveu, Thirring, or Nambu-Jona-Lasinio), or mixed fermion-boson models
with Yukawa interactions have been studied via FRG-like techniques; see e.g. [103–106].
Let us compare our results to FRG calculations. In our theorems, all irrelevant couplings were included, and an RG fixed point was rigorously located in a Banach space of
interactions, with a provably convergent way to approach it (for a wide range of cutoff procedures). Any FRG calculation always truncates the space of interactions, so that only a
subset of irrelevant couplings is included (even if an infinite one). To our knowledge, there
are no rigorous results about the best way to exhaust the space of interactions. What is
done instead often looks like a matter of prejudice or of convenience. E.g., for bosonic models with the field ϕ one typically allows an arbitrary potential V (ϕ) but only a handful of
derivatives of ϕ, because the former is believed (although unproven) to be more important,
but also because an arbitrary potential is easy (the so called local potential approximation), while derivatives are hard. This state of affairs is both an invitation to mathematical
physicists to weigh in and provide rigorous criteria, and to FRG practitioners to explore
different exhaustion schemes.
FRG experts may find instructive that our construction used nonlocal interactions
terms parametrized by kernels having fast decay at infinity.48 In principle, our interactions
could be expanded in the basis of local monomials with fields carrying an arbitrarily high
number of derivatives (the expansion coefficients would be all finite because of the stretched
exponential decay of the kernels). However, we have not found such an expansion necessary.
It is an open question if rigorous RG analysis can be carried out with interactions expanded
in local monomials, and what would be the appropriate Banach space.
Another difference between our result and FRG is that we work with the full Wilsonian effective action, while most FRG calculations are nowadays performed in terms of
the one-particle irreducible (1PI) effective action, which flows according to the Wetterich
equation [112], as opposed to Polchinski’s equation.49 Empirically, this seems to give better
results. The 1PI effective action may be expected to be a somewhat more local object than
the Wilsonian effective action, but it too cannot be fully local. We are not aware of any
rigorous fixed point results in terms of the 1PI effective action.

rather than of the more standard Gibbs form eH : in (8.2), H includes the relevant and
marginal parts of the interaction, which are exponentiated, while P includes the “nonperturbative” large field contributions, which are kept non-exponentiated; this mixed form
turns out to be optimal for proving that the RG map preserves the space of interactions.
Assuming (8.2), RG fixed point equation becomes H 0 = H, P = P 0 , whose form is quite
different from (and quite more involved than) the standard “Exact RG equations”, such
as Polchinski’s or Wetterich’s, which typically neglect the contribution from the polymer
expansion of the large fields contributions (the P-term).
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Loosely speaking, one proceeds as follows: the volume is paved into boxes of typical length comparable
with the correlation length of the fluctuation field; each box is called “good” or “bad” depending on
whether the typical size of ϕ in the box is smaller or larger than a large multiple of the standard deviation,
respectively; the probability of a bad box is bounded apriori and proved to be very small in the perturbative
parameter: therefore, bad boxes are typically far apart from each other; in other words, they form a rarefied
gas, whose partition function can be computed via an analogue of the low fugacity expansion for the pressure
of lattice gases (this is the polymer expansion which we referred to in the main text).
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agogical work which went into trying to simplify them (e.g. [77]). Further simplification is
desirable, however unlikely. A very accessible review can be found in [114].
A major complication in the bosonic case, compared to the fermionic one, is that, in
defining the RG map H 7→ H 0 , the terms involving fluctuation fields ϕ that are (on a local
scale) large compared with their standard deviation must be treated in a distinguished
way: rather than dealing with them via resummations of perturbation theory, they are
controlled via apriori bounds on the probability of such “large fields” configurations in
combination with a “polymer expansion”.50 These additional small/large fields decomposition and polymer expansion add a whole new combinatorial level to the construction,
which inevitably leads to several technical complications. To date, essentially all the rigorous works on the construction of bosonic fixed points use a parameterization of the full
probability distribution of the form
eH + P,
(8.2)
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A

Gevrey classes and fluctuation propagator bounds

A.1

Cutoff function of Gevrey class

Here we will explain that the set of cutoff functions satisfying conditions (2.2) and (2.3) is
not empty. Bump C ∞ functions being standard, we will explain how to satisfy in addition
to (2.2) the condition (2.3)⇐⇒(4.14), which we copy here:
sup |∂ α χ(k)| 6 C n nns ,

n = |α| = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(A.1)

k∈Rd

We will not assume any knowledge about Gevrey classes; see e.g. [115, 116] and [37],
appendix C.
Recall the following classic result for analytic function. Let F (k) be a function which
allows an analytic continuation from real k ∈ Rd to a polydisk DR , i.e. the region of
complex z ∈ Cd such that |zi − (k0 )i | 6 R (i = 1, . . . , d). Then, by the Cauchy integral
representation, the derivatives of F (k) at the midpoint of the polydisk are bounded by
(n = |α|)
|∂ α F (k0 )| 6 n!R−n A,
A = max |F (z)|.
(A.2)
DR

By (A.2), an analytic χ(k) would satisfy (A.1) with s = 1. However, by (2.2) our χ(k) is
compactly supported, hence cannot be analytic. The best we can hope for is (A.1) with
s > 1.
Let us first construct a d = 1 example of a compactly supported Gevrey-class function.
Fix r > 0 and consider a C ∞ function (see figure 3)
(

X0 (t) =

0
t60
r
e−1/t , t > 0.

(A.3)

This function is not compactly supported, but this will be corrected below. For now let us
check that it is Gevrey class, namely that it satisfies the d = 1 analogue of (A.1):
|∂ n X0 (t)| 6 C n nns ,

n = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(A.4)

with s = 1 + 1/r. (C stands for various positive constants which can change from one line
to the next.) Indeed, consider the function
r

X0 (t + z) = e−1/(t+z) .
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In this appendix we give an explicit example of a compactly supported cutoff function
satisfying the Gevrey condition, and prove the stretched exponential bound (4.15) for the
fluctuation propagator.
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Figure 3. (a) Function X0 (t) for r = 1; (b,c) The corresponding functions X1 (t) and X(t).

from where (A.4) follows via elementary maximization of the r.h.s. over t.
From X0 (t) which vanishes at t 6 0, we pass to a function of compact support [1/2, 1]:
X1 (t) = X0 (t − 1/2)X0 (1 − t).

(A.7)

By the Leibniz rule, it’s easy to verify that X1 (t) also satisfies (A.4). Finally, we put
Z ∞

X(t) =
|t|

X1 (t0 )dt0

(A.8)

which is constant for |t| 6 1/2, vanishes for |t| > 1, and still satisfies (A.4). We rescale it
so that X(0) = 1. See figure 3.
The function X(t) is an explicit example of a cutoff function satisfying conditions (2.2)
and (2.3) in d = 1. Infinitely many examples of this sort can be given multiplying X0 (t)
in (A.3) by an analytic function and repeating the construction.
The function χ(k) in d dimensions will be given in terms of the 1d function by
χ(k) = X(|k|).

(A.9)

While eq. (A.1) can be verified using the chain rule, we will instead give a more robust
argument via analytic continuation and the Cauchy estimate. The function f (k) = |k|
is real analytic for |k| ∈ [1/2, 1] where derivatives of X(t) are nonzero. Generally, a
composition X(f (k)) of a Gevrey class function X(t) and a real analytic function f (k)
remains in the Gevrey class. For the proof, let f (z) be analytic continuation into a polydisk
|zi − ki | 6 R (we can choose R = 1/4 for f (k) = |k|, 1/2 6 |k| 6 1). Writing X(f (z)) =
X(f (k) + [f (z) − f (k)]) and Taylor-expanding we have
X(f (z)) =

∞
X
1 i
∂ X(f (k))[f (z) − f (k)]i .
i=0

51

i!

κ here depends on r. We can choose it so that Re[(1 + ζ)−r ] > 1/2 for |ζ| < κ.
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In the disk of complex |z| < κt, where κ > 0 is sufficiently small, this function is analytic
r
and bounded in absolute value by e−C/t .51 By the d = 1 case of the Cauchy estimate (A.2),
we have:
r
|∂ n X0 (t)| 6 n!(κt)−n e−C/t ,
(A.6)

Suppose we want to compute ∂ α [X(f (k))], |α| = n. We can compute this derivative by
differentiating the Taylor series (A.10) truncated to i 6 n, since all terms with i > n are
anyway higher order:
∂kα [X(f (k))] = ∂zα Φ(z)|z=k ,

Φ(z) =

n
X
1 i
∂ X(f (k))[f (z) − f (k)]i .
i=0

i!

(A.11)

The function Φ(z) is analytic. It can be bounded in the polydisk by
|Φ(z)| 6 C n nn(s−1) ,

(A.12)

A.2
A.2.1

Fluctuation propagator bounds
k-space

Recall that the Fourier transform of g(x) is given by eq. (2.10) which we copy here:
d

ĝ(k) = [χ(k) − χ(γk)]/|k| 2 +ε .

(A.13)

In this subsection we will show, using (A.1), that, for any k ∈ Rd and any n = |α| > 0,
|∂ α ĝ(k)| 6 C

(Cγ)n nns
.
|k|d/2+ε

(A.14)

(C will denote γ- and n-independent constants which may change from one equation to
the next.)
We first estimate the derivatives of 1/|k|d/2+ε . Consider the analytic continuation of
F (k) = 1/|k|d/2+ε into the polydisk centered at k 6= 0 of radius R = 12 maxi |ki |. The
maximum of |F (z)| in this polydisk is bounded by CF (k). We conclude by (A.2) that52
∂α

1
|k|d/2+ε

6 n!R−n CF (k) 6

C n n!
.
|k|d/2+ε+n

(A.15)

Finally since |k| > 1/(2γ) on supp[χ(k) − χ(γk)] we conclude
∂α

1
|k|d/2+ε

6

(Cγ)n n!
|k|d/2+ε

on supp[χ(k) − χ(γk)].

(A.16)

Now let us prove (A.14). By the Leibniz rule we have
∂ α ĝ(k) =

X
β6α

Qβ ∂ β

1
|k|d/2+ε

× ∂ α−β [χ(k) − χ(γk)],

52

(A.17)

For d = 1 bound (A.16) would be easy to get by repeated differentiation deriving an explicit formula
for the l.h.s. The analytic continuation argument is more robust to show that the same estimate is true for
any d.
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using (A.4) for X(t), and that f (z) is bounded in the polydisk. From here using (A.2) we
get (A.1).

=

where Qβ = di=1 αβii . We estimate the ∂ β derivative on the support of χ(k) − χ(γk)
via (A.16), while the ∂ α−β factor by (A.1) with C → Cγ. Combining these two estimates
via (n = |α|)


Q

(Cγ)|β| (Cγ)|α−β| = (Cγ)n ,
|β||β| |α − β|s|α−β| 6 ns|β| ns|α−β| = nsn ,
and using that
A.2.2

P

β

(A.18)

Qβ = 2n , we get (A.14).

x-space

Finally we show (4.15). Consider first the bound for g(x). We use the standard trick that
the Fourier transform of (−ix)α g(x) is ∂ α ĝ(k), hence
sup |xα g(x)| 6 (2π)−d k∂ α ĝkL1 .

(A.19)

x

Bound (A.14) then implies (note that ĝ(k) has compact support and that
sup |xα g(x)| 6 C(Cγ)n nns ,

R

dd k
|k|61 |k|d/2+ε

< ∞)

(A.20)

x

which can be rewritten as
|g(x)| 6 Cu−n nns ≡ Ce

ns log

n
u1/s

,

u = C|x|/γ.

(A.21)

From here (4.15) for g(x) follows by choosing n optimally as n = bu1/s /ec.
The Fourier transforms of the first and second derivatives of g(x) are g1 (k) = kµ ĝ(k)
and g2 (k) = kµ kν ĝ(k). Using (A.14) for ĝ(k), it’s easy to see that g1 (k), g2 (k) satisfy the
same type of bounds. Thus the bounds for the first and second derivatives of g(x) follow
by the same argument. In fact derivative of any order will have the same kind of decay,
only the constants will degrade.
As an illustration, we plot in figure 4 the numerically computed Fourier transform of
the function X(t) from figure 3(c). The plot shows the expected exp(−C|x|1/2 ) decay.
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Figure 4. The Fourier transform of the function X(t) from figure 3(c), plotted in log scale against
|x|1/s where s = 1 + 1/r = 2. The expected exp(−C|x|1/s ) decay is visible.

Figure 5. This figure represents a term in Heff corresponding to n = 1 in (B.1): just one vertex
with |A| = 6 (gray oval). Empty circles are the external fields and filled circles are the internal
ones. The generated Heff term has l = |B| = 2. The 4 internal fields are contracted (just one
possible contraction is shown).

Details about Heff

In this appendix we give more details about the derivation of eq. (5.3). Plugging (5.2)
into (5.1), we represent Heff (ψ) as
Heff (ψ) =

×

Z

∞
X
1

n! A
n=1

X
1 ,...,An

X

(−)#

(B.1)

B 1 , . . . , Bn
Bi ⊂ Ai

dd xΨ(B1 , xB1 ) . . . Ψ(Bn , xBn )

n
Y

D

H(Ai , xAi ) Φ(B1 , xB1 ); . . . ; Φ(Bn , xBn )

i=1

E
c

.

Let us explain this in words. We sum over even-length sequences Ai indexing terms in H.
We introduce a coordinate sequence x of length |A1 | + . . . + |An | to be integrated over. We
further sum over subsequences Bi ⊂ Ai selecting which fields inside the H(Ai , xAi ) term
are external. The fields from the complements Bi = Ai \ Bi are internal, to be contracted
in the connected expectation. We use xAi , xBi , xBi to denote the part of the vector x for
the corresponding subsequence. The (−)# is the sign, which we don’t need to track, of the
permutation reordering sequence A1 + . . . + An to B1 + . . . + Bn + B1 + . . . + Bn .
There are several distinguished groups of terms in (B.1):
• Terms with n = 1 and B1 = A1 . They involve no contractions and their sum gives
back H.
• Terms with n = 1 and B1 6= A1 . These involve a single H(A, x) vertex with several
fields identified as internal and contracted among themselves, while the rest remaining
external (see figure 5).
• Terms with n > 2, which therefore correspond to contractions of several vertices.
Since (B.1) involves connected expectation, we have to sum over contractions such
that the graph becomes connected when every interaction vertex is shrunk to a point
(see figure 6).
• Terms for which all Bk are empty, meaning that all fields are contracted. These sum
up to a ψ-independent constant (infinite when working in infinite volume as we are).
As mentioned in section 2.1, footnote 12, this constant will be dropped.
Finally, eq. (5.3) follows by rewriting (B.1) in the form (4.2).
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B

C

Trimming details

This appendix deals with the trimming map introduced in section 5.2.2, and with how it
behaves with respect to the weighted norms. This map takes the interaction Heff in a general representation and returns an equivalent trimmed representation. Consider the parts
of H = Heff which need to be set to zero: H4,0 , H2,0 , H2,1 . Recall that Hl,p corresponds to
l-leg interactions with p derivatives:
Z

X

Hl,p ↔

dd xH(A, x)Ψ(A, x).

(C.1)

|A|=l,d(A)=p

The dependence on Sp(N ) indices should be given by possible invariant tensors:
H4,0 ↔ A = (a, b, c, e),

H(A, x) = Ωab Ωce F1 (x) − Ωac Ωbe F2 (x) + Ωae Ωbc F3 (x)

(C.2)

H2,0 ↔ A = (a, b),

H(A, x) = Ωab G(x)

(C.3)

H2,1 ↔ A = ((a, µ), b),

H(A, x) = Ωab K1µ (x),

(C.4)

A = (a, (b, µ)),

Ωab K2µ (x).

(C.5)

H(A, x) =

Recall that kernels H(A, x) are antisymmetric, H(πA, πx) = (−)π H(A, x). This implies
various symmetry relations for the functions F, G, K. E.g. G is symmetric, F1 , F2 , F3 are
all related by permutations of their arguments, and finally K1µ (x1, x2 ) = K2µ (x2 , x1 ).
By spatial parity (see footnote 15) we have K1µ (−x1, − x2 ) = −K1µ (x1, x2 ). Combined
with translational and rotational invariance this implies that K1µ (x1, x2 ) = (x1 −x2 )µ K̄(|x1 −
x2 |).
2,1
The map T2R
takes H2,1 and returns an equivalent interaction of H2,2 type. Consider
the part of H2,1 with A = ((a, µ), b). Using the interpolation identity
Z 1

ψb (x2 ) = ψb (x1 ) +

dt∂t [ψb (x1 + t(x2 − x1 ))],

(C.6)

0

this term is mapped onto the sum of two terms. The first one is
Z

Ωab

d

d x1

Z

d

d

x2 K1µ (x1, x2 )
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Figure 6. Left: a contraction of three vertices, n = 3 in (B.1). The generated Heff term has l = 4
(the total number of empty circles). Right: the graph of contractions obtained when every gray
oval is shrunk to a point (denoted by a fat dot). This graph is connected, as it should be because
we are considering connected expectations.

which vanishes because as mentioned above K1µ (x1, x2 ) is odd in x1 − x2 . So no local terms
are generated in the case at hand. The second term is
Z

Ωab

dd x1 dd x2 K1µ (x1, x2 )∂µ ψa (x1 )(x2 − x1 )ν

Z 1

dt∂ν ψb (x1 + t(x2 − x1 )).

(C.8)

0

Changing integration variables from dd x2 to dd y with y = x1 + t(x2 − x1 ) and doing the
integral over t we have an identity
Z

dd x2 K1µ (x1, x2 )(x2 − x1 )ν

Z 1

dt∂ν ψb (x1 + t(x2 − x1 )) =

Z

dd yLµν (x1 , y)∂ν ψb (y), (C.9)

0

Z

Ωab

dd x1 dd yLµν (x1 , y)∂µ ψa (x1 )∂ν ψb (y).

(C.10)

2,1
which is an interaction of type H2,2 as promised, and we associate it with T2R
(H2,1 ). The
action on the part of H2,1 with A = (a, (µ, b)) is analogous and we have to add it to the
previous result.
2,0
2,0
The maps T2L
and T2R
take H2,0 and return an equivalent interaction which is
a sum of H2L and H2,2 type interactions. Using the interpolation identity (C.6), an H2,0
interaction is mapped to a sum of two terms. The first term is the local quadratic interaction
2,0
and we associate it with T2L
:
2,0
T2L
(H2,0 ) = νΩab

Z

dd x1 (ψa ψb )(x1 ),

(By translational invariance the integral
term is
Z
Ωab

Z

ν=

dd x2 G(x1, x2 ).

(C.11)

R d
d x2 G(x1, x2 ) is x1 -independent). The second

dd x G(x1, x2 )ψa (x1 )(x2 − x1 )ν

Z 1
0

dt∂ν ψb (x1 + t(x2 − x1 )),

(C.12)

and similarly to (C.10) we can write it after a change of variable and t-integration as
Z

Ωab

dd x1 dd y Gν (x1 , y)ψa (x1 )∂ν ψb (y).

(C.13)

2,1
This is of type H2,1 which we already considered. Acting on it with the map T2R
we will
2,0
get an equivalent interaction of type H2,2 . This final result is T2R (H2,0 ).
4,0
4,0
The maps T4L
and T4R
are constructed with the help of the interpolation identity (5.17), which maps H4,0 to an equivalent sum of two interactions, the first of which
4,0
defines T4L
as it is a local quartic interaction with the coupling

Z

Z

d

λ=

dd xF1 (x),

d x[F1 (x) + F2 (x) + F3 (x)] = 3
x1 =0

(C.14)

x1 =0

4,0
while the second term is an interaction of H4,1 type which is associated with T4R
.
We now consider weighted norm estimates for the introduced maps. Since w > 1,
the localization maps have simply norm one (factor 3 in (C.14) cancels with 1/3 in (4.18)):
2,0
kT2L
(H2,0 )kw 6 kH2,0 kw ,

4,0
kT4L
(H4,0 )kw 6 kH4,0 kw .
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with the help of which we rewrite (C.8) as

On the other hand, due to the factors like (x2 − x1 ) in (C.8), the interpolation maps will
not preserve the norm k · kw . Let us aim instead for an inequality of the type kT (H)kw0 6
Const .kHkw00 where w0 is a slightly weaker weight than w00 (i.e. growing slower than w00 at
infinity). Eventually we will choose w0 = w(·/γ), w00 = w.
2,1
For T2R
, we need to estimate the w0 -norm of Lµν in (C.10) in terms of the w00 -norm
of K1µ . The relation between Lµν and K1µ is encoded by the identity (C.9) which by
translational invariance and renaming ∂ν ψ b by f can be written equivalently as
Z

d

Z

µν

d yL (0, y)f (y) =

d

d

xK1µ (0, x)xν

Z 1

dtf (tx),

(C.16)

where f (y) is an arbitrary function. The actual expression for Lµν in terms of K1µ can
be written by e.g. choosing f (y) = δ(y − y0 ) but we don’t need it. We write the norm of
Lµν as
kLµν kw0 =

Z

dd y|Lµν (0, y)|w0 (0, y) =

Z

dd xK1µ (0, x)xν

=
Z

6

d

d

Z 1

Z

dd yLµν (0, y)Σ(y)w0 (0, y)

dt[Σ(y)w0 (0, y)]y=tx

0

x|K1µ (0, x)||x|w0 (0, x),

(C.17)

6 C1 kK1µ kw00 ,
where in the first line we defined Σ(y) = signLµν (0, y), in the second line we used identity (C.16) with f (y) = Σ(y)w0 (0, y), in the third line we used that |Σ| = 1 and assumed
that the weight w0 is monotonically increasing. Finally, in the last line we assumed the
inequality:
|x|w0 (0, x) 6 C1 w00 (0, x)
(x ∈ Rd ).
(C.18)
Multiplying the bound (C.17) by 2 to account for the contribution of K2µ , we conclude
2,1
kT2R
(H2,1 )kw0 6 2C1 kH2,1 kw00

(C.19)

2,0
For T2R
, very similar considerations will apply. Recall that we have to apply the interpolation identity twice, and each time we will pay a factor of |x| in the weight function. So
we get a bound
2,0
kT2R
(H2,0 )kw0 6 C2 kH2,0 kw00
(C.20)

under the condition
|x|2 w0 (0, x) 6 C2 w00 (0, x)

(x ∈ Rd ).

(C.21)

4,0
For T4R
, the interpolation identity (5.17) will give rise to an extra factor |x2 | + |x3 | + |x4 |
in the weight function. We will therefore obtain:
4,0
kT4R
(H4,0 )kw0 6 C3 kH4,0 kw00 ,

(C.22)

assuming
(|x2 | + |x3 | + |x4 |)w0 (0, x2 , x3 , x4 ) 6 C3 w00 (0, x2 , x3 , x4 )
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0

Finally, we specialize to the case of interest for us: w00 = w, w0 = w(·/γ) where w is our
weight (4.16). We leave it as an elementary exercise to show that, for γ > 2, inequalities (C.18), (C.21), (C.23) hold with C1 , C3 = O(γ), C2 = O(γ 2 ) and the constants in the
O bounds depend only on Cw and σ in (4.16). [Here γ > 2 is useful as Ci would blow up
in the limit γ → 1, w0 → w00 .] Bounds (5.43) follow.

D

Determinant bounds for fermionic expectations

D.1

Simple expectations

We are interested in the expectations of the fluctuation field φa (x) which is a gaussian
Grassmann field with the propagator hφa (x)φb (y)i = Ωab g(x − y). We use the notation
Φ (A, x) for field products as in (4.1). The simple fermionic expectations are given by,
see (2.5),
hΦ(A, x)i ≡ hΦA1 (x1 ) . . . ΦA2s (xr )i =

X

(−)p × Wick contractions,

(D.1)

where a Wick contraction is a product of s propagators like
hΦA1 (x1 )ΦA2 (x2 )i . . . hΦA2s−1 (xr−1 )ΦA2s (xr )i,

(D.2)

or any other pairing where fields are ordered as p(1) . . . p(r) and (−)p = ±1 in (D.1) is the
sign of the corresponding permutation p.
Eq. (D.1) contains factorially many terms, but there are cancellations because of the
signs. To see this, we rewrite (D.1) as a determinant [122]. As a model, take gaussian
Grassmann fields ξ and ξ¯ with propagator
¯
hξ(x)ξ(y)i
= g(x − y).

(D.3)

Then,
¯ 1 ) . . . ξ(y
¯ s )i = ± det M,
hξ(x1 ) . . . ξ(xs )ξ(y

Mij = g(xi − yj ).

(D.4)

In the general case (D.1), fields φa carry indices a = 1 . . . N , and propagator is Ωab g(x − y).
Renaming odd-a fields as ξα , even-a as ξ¯α , the ξα -ξ¯α pairs (α = 1 . . . N/2) are decoupled,
53

Connected expectations are referred to as ‘truncated’ in mathematical physics.
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This appendix discusses the determinant bounds (Gram-Hadamard and Gawedzki-Kupiainen-Lesniewski) for the simple and connected53 fermionic expectations. These are standard
in mathematical physics, but will be unfamiliar to most theoretical physicists, usually
concerned with computing, not bounding. These bounds are closely related to the Pauli
principle and, at a formal level, to the fermionic expectation being a determinant (hence
the name). We will also review the Brydges-Battle-Federbush (BBF) formula, a clever
integral representation for connected expectations, useful to derive bounds (and perhaps
for other things).
Classic sources (citing previous literature) are [117] for the bounds and [118] for the
BBF formula. Other presentations are in [119–121].

with propagator ∝ δαα0 . The number of ξ and ξ¯ fields in the non-vanishing expectation
must be the same, let xi and yj be their coordinates. Then the expectation (D.1) is, up to
a sign, the determinant of the s × s matrix:
det M,

Mij = δαi αj Γij (xi − yj ).

(D.5)

Here Γij is either g(x − y) or its derivative if some fields carry derivatives. We will estimate
it with the help of

|D(f, h)| 6

s
Y

kfi kkhi k.

(D.6)

i=1

Proof. For hi orthonormal, this holds interpreting the determinant as the volume of
parallelepiped formed by fi (this case is known as Hadamard’s inequality). By rescaling,
the inequality remains true for hi orthogonal of arbitrary length. We will next reduce the
general case to this special case.
Out of general hi , we build h̃i by Gram-Schmidt: h̃1 = h1 , h̃2 = h2 − αh1 ⊥ h̃1
(projection of h2 on the subspace orthogonal to h̃1 ), h̃3 projection of h3 on the subspace
orthogonal to h̃1 , h̃2 etc. By properties of determinants:
D(f, h) = D(f, h̃).

(D.7)

From the special case, the r.h.s. is bounded by kfi kkh̃i k, and kh̃i k 6 khi k since it’s a
projection. Q.E.D.
To apply this result, we have to write the matrix elements (D.5) as products of vectors
in a Hilbert space. Without indices and derivatives we have
Q

g(xi − yj ) = (fi , hj ),

(D.8)

introducing two families of L2 functions in momentum space (a trick due to [123]):54
fi (k) = e−ikxi |ĝ(k)|1/2 ĝ(k)/|ĝ(k)|,

hj (k) = e−ikyj |ĝ(k)|1/2 ,

(D.9)

When some fields carry derivatives, we just include a factor ikµ into the corresponding
function. Finally with indices, we view fi and hj as vector functions, multiplying (D.9) by
the unit vectors in the directions αi , αj , whose inner product reproduces the Kronecker
δαi αj . We just proved
Lemma D.2 (Gram-Hadamard bound) We have the bound
|hΦA1 (x1 ) . . . ΦA2s (x2s )i| 6 (CGH )s
Z

CGH = max

dd k
(2π)d

|ĝ(k)|,

54

Z

dd k
(2π)d

with
!
2

(k1 ) |ĝ(k)| .

(D.10)

ĝ(k) will be non-negative if χ(k) is non-negative and monotonic, but we state this part of the argument
for a general complex ĝ(k).
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Lemma D.1 (Gram-Hadamard inequality) For (fi ), (hi ) (i = 1 . . . s) two lists of vectors in a Hilbert space, let Mij be the s × s matrix of their inner products: Mij = (fi , hj ).
Then D(f, h) = det M satisfies an upper bound:

This bound is related to the Pauli principle, as can be seen from the following alternative proof. We can represent ΦA (x) as operators acting on a Hilbert space (fermionic
Fock space). Fermionic occupation numbers being either zero or one, operators ΦA (x) turn
out to have a finite norm kΦA k, and expectation then grow at most as a power kΦA k2s .
This should be contrasted with the bosonic case, when the operator norm would have been
infinite (even for a simple harmonic oscillator).

Proof.
We have CGH 6
maxT Re ε < d/6 by (7.1).
D.2

R

|k|61 d

d k(2π|k|)−(d/2+Re ε) ,

uniformly bounded since

Connected expectations

Dividing the points x into n groups x1 , . . . , xn , connected (also called ‘truncated’) expectations are given by
hΦ(A1 , x1 ); . . . ; Φ(An , xn )ic =

X

(−)p × connected Wick contractions.

(D.11)

Connected Wick contractions form a subset of terms from (D.1), those for which the graph
of propagators becomes connected when each group of points xi is collapsed into one point.
The signs (−)p are the same as in (D.1).
Because g(x) decays at infinity, connected expectations are small when any two groups
xi and xj get far apart. We need a bound incorporating both this fact and the cancellations
due to signs. This will be done via a clever generalization of the determinant representation
to connected expectations.
To begin with, via (D.1) and (D.11), the simple and connected expectations satisfy
two relations (Φi ≡ Φ(Ai , xi )). First, they coincide for a single group of points:
hΦi ic = hΦi i.

(D.12)

Second, simple expectation can be computed by partitioning n group of fields into subsets,
taking products of connected expectations within each subset, and summing over all ways
of partitioning:55
h

n
Y
i=1

Φk i =

X

(−)π

Π∈partitions of {1...n}

Y

hΦY1 ; ΦY2 ; . . .ic .

(D.13)

Y ∈Π

The (−)π is the parity of the permutation bringing fields in the r.h.s. into the original order
in the l.h.s. (it’s not the same permutation as in (D.11).
55

This formula is more rapid that (D.11) to compute connected expectations: one recursively expresses
them via the usual expectations, which in turn are evaluated by the determinant formula (D.5) [124]. This
observation speeds up the Diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithm from footnote 24 [124] achieving polynomial
complexity [125]. One wonders if the BBF formula (D.47) below could give an alternative practical way to
evaluate connected expectations.
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Lemma D.3 Let ĝ(k) be as in (2.10), with χ(k) satisfying (2.2). Then CGH is uniformly
bounded over γ > 2 and ε ∈ T where T ⊂ C is any compact subset of the complex halfplane (7.1).

Reading (D.13) from right to left, one can recursively computes connected expectations
from simple ones. E.g. for n = 2, 3 we have
hΦ1 Φ2 i = hΦ1 ; Φ2 ic + hΦ1 ihΦ2 i,

(D.14)

hΦ1 Φ2 Φ3 i = hΦ1 ; Φ2 ; Φ3 ic + hΦ1 ; Φ2 ic hΦ3 i + hΦ1 ihΦ2 ; Φ3 ic
+(−)N2 N3 hΦ1 ; Φ3 ic hΦ2 i + hΦ1 ihΦ2 ihΦ3 i.

(D.15)

h

n
Y

Φ(Ak , xk )i =

Z Y

dηi dη̄j eV ,

(D.16)

k=1

where we defined the potential function
V =

X

Mij ηi η̄j .

(D.17)

i,j

Here i, j index the fields classified in section D.1 as ξαi (xi ) and ξ¯αj (yj ). Depending in
which group xk their positions xi and yj belong, we subdivide V as
n
1 X
V =
Vkl ,
2 k,l=1

(D.18)

X

Vkl =

Mij ηi η̄j + (k ↔ l).

(D.19)

i,j:xi ∈xk ,yj ∈xl

Define V (X) and ψ(X) on any finite subset X ⊂ {1 . . . n} by
V (X) =

1 X
Vkl ,
2 k,l∈X

ψ(X) = eV (X) .

(D.20)

We can think of V (X) as the total potential energy for a group of points with pairwise
interactions. Define connected part ψc (X) recursively by the following equations:
if |X| = 1,

ψc (X) = ψ(X)
ψ(X) =

X

Y

(D.21)
ψc (Y ).

(D.22)

Π∈partitions of X Y ∈Π

Crucially, the form these equations is such that integrating them in ηi , η̄j , we land precisely
on (D.12), (D.13) (including the (−)π sign), provided we identify
hΦY1 ; ΦY2 ; . . .ic =

Z Y
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dηi dη̄j ψc (Y ),

(D.23)
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In the r.h.s. we replaced hΦk ic = hΦk i by (D.12). Nk is the number of fields in Φk .
From (D.14) we find hΦ1 ; Φ2 ic = hΦ1 Φ2 i − hΦ1 ihΦ2 i; substituting this into (D.15) we find
hΦ1 ; Φ2 ; Φ3 ic ; etc. So (D.13) provides an alternative definition of connected expectations,
a useful starting point for what follows.
P
Let m = nk=1 |xk | be the total number of points. In section D.1 we wrote the simple
expectation as a determinant of the matrix M defined in (D.5). Introducing auxiliary
Grassmann variables ηi and η̄j (m/2 of each type), we write it then as a Grassmann
integral

where the integral is over the subset of Grassmann variables belonging to Y (which means
xi ∈ xk , yj ∈ xl , where k, l ∈ Y ). Computing connected expectations is thus reduced to
finding ψc (Y ) in terms of V . We will consider this problem in general, for an arbitrary
symmetric Vkl . That our Vkl is given by eq. (D.19) will become important again only in
section D.4.
There is a standard formula for ψc :
X

ψc (X) =

Y

(eVkl − 1)

G∈connected graphs on X, |G|=|X| kl∈G

Y

1

e 2 Vkk .

(D.24)

k∈X

D.3

Brydges-Battle-Federbush (BBF) formula

We will now derive a remarkable formula for ψc (X) with much fewer terms. First two
simplifying remarks: 1) The diagonal interactions Vkk enter into ψc (X) as a trivial common
P
factor exp( 12 k∈X Vkk ). So we will set them to zero and reinstate in the final result. We
consider a complete graph on n points with pairs kl as the graph edges e, and we write
V (X) =

X

V (e).

(D.25)

eV (X\Y ) ψc (Y ),

(D.26)

e

2) It is enough to aim for the equation
eV (X) =

X
Y 31

from which (D.22) follows by iterating. Every term in the r.h.s. has Y and X\Y “decoupled”
in the sense that no edges linking them are involved. Let us describe a general decoupling
mechanism.
Let F (X) be any sum of pairwise interactions F (e), and Z ⊂ X a subset we wish to
decouple. We say that an edge e “exits Z” (written e a Z) if it is of the form e = kl where
k ∈ Z, l ∈ X \ Z. In other words, an edge exits Z if it connects Z to X \ Z. Introduce a
variable s ∈ [0, 1] and a new pairwise interaction with exiting edges rescaled by s, others
left intact:
(
 
s
sF (e), if e a Z,
F
(e) =
(D.27)
Z
F (e) otherwise.
s
We also define F
(X) summing this new interaction:
Z




X
s
s
F
(X) =
F
(e),
Z
Z
e⊂X
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But this is not very useful for our purposes: plugging it into (D.23) just gives back eq. (D.11)
(perhaps not surprisingly as both (D.11) and (D.24) involve connected graphs; we leave
n
the proof as an exercise.) The number of terms in (D.24) is asymptotically 2( 2 ) , since for
large n almost all graphs on n points are connected (e.g. [126], example II.15).

1
0
Then F
(X) = F (X) and F
(X) = F (X \ Z) + F (Z) is decoupled. Therefore we
Z
Z
have





F



0
Z




(X)

Z 1

X
s
ds∂s exp F
(X) = eF (X\Z) eF (Z) +
Z
eaZ

Z 1

s
e
=e
+
dsF (e) exp F
(X).
Z
0
0
(D.29)
The first term is decoupled. In the second one we have a sum over exiting edges. Below,
each of these summands will be decoupled further with respect to the sets Z t e obtained
by joining to Z the outside vertex of the edge e. (t denotes “vertex union”).
 



s
s1
s2
Think of
as an operation, which can be applied repeatedly. E.g. F
Z
Z1 Z2
means first rescale by s1 all edges e1 a Z1 , then by s2 all edges e2 a Z2 by s2 . In general
these operations don’t commute.
To derive (D.26), we first apply this general mechanism with Z = {1} consisting of
one point, and F (X) = V (X). We obtain
F (X)





e1 a{1}



ds1 V (e1 ) exp V

0

s1
(X).
{1}





(D.30)

The first term gives the first term in the r.h.s. of (D.26), with Y = {1} and ψc (Y ) = 1.
For each term in the sum over e1 , we define the set Ze1 = {1} t e1 and decouple with




s1
s2
respect to Ze1 , i.e. apply (D.29) for F = V
and the rescaled interaction F
=
{1}
Ze1



s1
s2
V
:
{1} Ze1

V

e

s1
{1}




V

(X)

=e

V (X\Ze1 )

e

s1
{1}


(Ze1 )

+

X Z 1
0

e2 aZe1

s1
s1
ds2 V
(e2 ) exp V
{1}
{1}








s2
(X).
Ze1


(D.31)
In the first term we used F (X\Ze1 ) = V (X\Ze1 ), since F = V outside Ze1 . Plugging (D.31)
into (D.30) we get:
eV (X) = eV (X\{1})
+

X

e

V (X\Ze1 )

0

e1 a{1}

+

X

Z 1

X Z 1

e1 a{1} e2 aZe1

0

s1
ds1 V (e1 ) exp V
(Ze1 )
{1}




s1
s1
ds1 ds2 V (e1 )V
(e2 ) exp V
{1}
{1}








s2
(X). (D.32)
Ze1


To compare with (D.26), we rewrite the second line as
X

e

V (X\Ze1 )

Z 1

ψc (Ze1 ),

ψc (Ze1 ) =

e1 a{1}

0

This equation defines ψc for sets of two points.
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s1
ds1 V (e1 ) exp V
(Ze1 ).
{1}




(D.33)
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X Z 1

eV (X) = eV (X\{1}) +



We then continue iterating. For each term in the third line of (D.32), we define
Ze1 e2 = Ze1 t e2 and decouple with respect to this set. This allows us to rewrite the third
line as:
X

X

e

Z 1

V (X\Ze1 e2 )

0

e1 a{1} e2 aZe1

s1
s1
ds1 ds2 V (e1 )V
(e2 ) exp V
{1}
{1}








s2
(Ze1 e2 ),
Ze1


(D.34)

plus a triple integral term which we don’t write. To compare this with (D.26), we write
it as
X
eV (X\Z) ψc (Z).
(D.35)
We should define ψc (Z) summing over all possible orders of adding edges so that the final
set Ze1 e2 = Z, which means the two added edges should be picked from Z. We thus have
Z 1

X

ψc (Z) =

0

ei ⊂Z,e1 a{1},e2 aZe1

s1
s1
ds1 ds2 V (e1 )V
(e2 ) exp V
{1}
{1}






s2
(Z).
Ze1





(D.36)

Continuing to iterate, we obtain the following general formula for |Z| = n, Z 3 {1}, which
involves n − 1 added edges and integrations:
X

ψc (Z) =

(D.37)

ei ⊂Z,e1 a{1},e2 aZe1 ,e3 aZe1 e2 ,...

Z
×

1 n−1
Y
0 k=1


dsk










 

s1
s1
s2
s1
s2
sn−1
V (e1 )V
(e2 )V
(e3 ) · · · exp V
···
(Z).
{1}
{1} Ze1
{1} Ze1
Ze1 e2 ...en−2

This is valid under the simplifying assumption Vkk = 0 made above, while for general V
P
we must multiply by exp( 12 k∈Z Vkk ). Another remark: definition (D.21), (D.22) shows
that ψc (Z), like ψ(Z), must be symmetric with respect to permutations. Eq. (D.37) is
not manifestly symmetric as it selects {1} ∈ Z, although of course it produces symmetric
results, see an example below. This lack of manifest symmetry will not be a problem in
our applications.
Example D.1 It’s instructive to check this formula for three points: Z = {1, 2, 3}. We
thus have three edges e = 12, 13, 23. The rescaled interactions are (s1 = s, s2 = t):
3
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<latexit sha1_base64="QtMOoaRzCAkXGL7o0VnP94Epwnw=">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</latexit>

s
V
:1
{1}


<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">AAACk3icbVFdS8MwFM3q15xfU/HJl+IY+DRaJyj4ItMHXwQHbhO2Iml6u4UlaUlSZdT+Al/1x/lvTOuQfV0InJx7bu65uX7MqNKO81Oy1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39g+rhUVdFiSTQIRGL5IuPFTAqoKOpZvASS8DcZ9Dzx3d5vvcGUtFIPOtJDB7HQ0FDSrA2VLv5Wq05DacI+x+4i6CGpvH0elj6GAQRSTgITRhWqu86sfZSLDUlDLLKIFEQYzLGQ+gbKDAH5aWF08yuGyaww0iaI7RdsLMVKeZKTbhvlBzrkVrM5eTKXKDyB1el+okOr72UijjRIMifhzBhto7s/EfsgEogmk0MwERSM4ZNRlhios2/VeqzXSAhmGXzXN5QqlBli15zQzkr4J1EnGMRpAOfJZD1XS9NB8XsaUHU3GxBJyGYk+X3QmX2tbSdZdC9aLjNxkX7snbbmm6ujE7RGTpHLrpCt+gBPaEOIgjQJ/pC39aJdWO1rPs/qVWa1hyjubAefwEzbM2D</latexit>

tV23
<latexit sha1_base64="LEfzJGiUP/aSfDG0tLOiilJvh/E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LEfzJGiUP/aSfDG0tLOiilJvh/E=">AAACmnicbVHLTsMwEHTDu7zhCAeLqhKnKilIcERwAXEBqS+pjSrH2YCF7US2A6pMfoIr/Bh/gxN6aAsrWRrPznpnvVHGmTa+/13zlpZXVtfWN+qbW9s7u3v7Bz2d5opCl6Y8VYOIaOBMQtcww2GQKSAi4tCPXm7KfP8VlGap7JhJBqEgT5IljBLjqIHBvbFtnxXjvYbf8qvAf0EwBQ00jYfxfu19FKc0FyAN5UTrYeBnJrREGUY5FPVRriEj9IU8wdBBSQTo0FaGC9x0TIyTVLkjDa7Y2QpLhNYTETmlIOZZL+ZK8t9crMsH/0sNc5NchpbJLDcg6a+HJOfYpLj8GBwzBdTwiQOEKubGwPSZKEKN+756c7YL5JTwYp4rGyqd6GLRa2moZCW80VQIImM7ingOxTAIrR1Vs9uKaATFgk5BPCcr75XK7StY3M5f0Gu3grNW+/G8cXU93dw6OkIn6BQF6AJdoVv0gLqIIo4+0Cf68o69a+/Ou/+VerVpzSGaC6/zA5r70Ds=</latexit>

2

sV12
<latexit sha1_base64="jiJJgPzfpRRdfENAdUgqOSWhFw8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jiJJgPzfpRRdfENAdUgqOSWhFw8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

tsV13
<latexit sha1_base64="mbJf1ZKS7tunF9TjUatpuBaQFQ0=">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</latexit>



<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="csTDaWxG11wIenMMcZjgjVBBqOc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jiJJgPzfpRRdfENAdUgqOSWhFw8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

t 3
:1
{12}
<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

(D.38)

2
<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

Thus the term in (D.36) corresponding to e1 = 12 reads:
Z 1

dsdtV12 (sV13 + V23 )esV12 +tsV13 +tV23 .

(D.39)

0

For e1 = 13 we get the same integral with 2 ↔ 3. Doing the two integrals and summing,
we obtain the same expression as by expanding out (D.24):
ψc (123) = 2 − eV12 − eV13 − eV23 + eV12 +V13 +V23 .
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(D.40)
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Continuing with the general case, it is not hard to write out all parts of (D.37) explicitly. Define a function g : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} which tells us the order of adding
vertices when adding edges el : g(1) = 1 and g(l) is the endpoint of the edge el−1 . So
el−1 = g(k)g(l) with some k < l. In the exponential of (D.37) the contribution Ve of this
edge appears rescaled by
re = sk sk+1 · · · sl−1 ,
(D.41)
while in the prefactor {. . .} Vel−1 appears rescaled by
sk sk+1 · · · sl−2

(D.42)

n−1
Y

Ve k ×

Z 1 n−1
Y

dsi f (s) exp

X

0 k=1

k=1

re V e ,

(D.43)

e

where re are given by (D.41) and f (s) is some product of s’s. Its dependence on the choice
of added edges can be made completely explicit, but for us it will suffice to know that
f > 0. Furthermore, we would like to view the integral in (D.43) as performed over re ’s,
not over s’s, writing it as
n−1
Y

Z

Ve k ×

X

dµ(r) exp

re V e ,

(D.44)

e

k=1

where dµ(r) is some nonnegative measure, push-forward of the measure n−1
k=1 dsk f (s) to
re ’s. This singular, delta-function-like, measure is concentrated on re ’s which can be represented as (D.41).
For the final repackaging, consider the graph which is the union of all added edges:
Q

T = e1 ∪ e2 ∪ . . . ∪ en−1 .

(D.45)

By construction, this is a tree with n vertices {1 . . . n}. Note that the same tree T may
appear from different sequences of edges, all satisfying the constraints e1 a {1}, e2 a Ze1 , etc
in (D.37). E.g. the following tree may arise from {e1 , e2 , e3 } = {13, 12, 24} or {12, 13, 14}
or {12, 24, 13}:
<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="QtMOoaRzCAkXGL7o0VnP94Epwnw=">AAACmnicbVFNSwMxEE3X7/qtRz0ES8FT2bWCHkUviheFthbapWSzszWYZJckq5S4f8Kr/jH/jdm1B9s6EHh58ybzJhNlnGnj+981b2l5ZXVtfaO+ubW9s7u3f9DTaa4odGnKU9WPiAbOJHQNMxz6mQIiIg5P0ctNmX96BaVZKjtmkkEoyFiyhFFiHNXXuDeyQbsY7TX8ll8FXgTBFDTQNB5G+7X3YZzSXIA0lBOtB4GfmdASZRjlUNSHuYaM0BcyhoGDkgjQoa0MF7jpmBgnqXJHGlyxfyssEVpPROSUgphnPZ8ryX9zsS4f/C81yE1yGVoms9yApL8ekpxjk+LyY3DMFFDDJw4QqpgbA9Nnogg17vvqzb9dIKeEF7Nc2VDpRBfzXktDJSvhjaZCEBnbYcRzKAZBaO2wmt1WRCMo5nQK4hlZea9Ubl/B/HYWQe+sFbRbZ4/njavr6ebW0RE6QacoQBfoCt2iB9RFFHH0gT7Rl3fsXXt33v2v1KtNaw7RTHidH5aU0Dk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mbJf1ZKS7tunF9TjUatpuBaQFQ0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="csTDaWxG11wIenMMcZjgjVBBqOc=">AAACmHicbVHJTsMwEHXDVsoON7hEVEicqqQgwbGCA3AriC5SG1WOMwGD7US2A6pM/oEr/Bl/gxN6oMtIlp7fvPG88YQpo0p73k/FWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d3b39rsqySSBDklYIvshVsCogI6mmkE/lYB5yKAXvl4X+d4bSEUT8ajHKQQcPwkaU4K1pbrdkWme5aPdutfwynDngT8BdTSJ9miv8jGMEpJxEJowrNTA91IdGCw1JQzy2jBTkGLyip9gYKHAHFRgSru5e2KZyI0TaY/Qbsn+rzCYKzXmoVVyrJ/VbK4gF+YiVTy4KDXIdHwZGCrSTIMgfx7ijLk6cYtvcSMqgWg2tgATSe0YLnnGEhNtP6928r8LZASzfJorGkoVq3zWa2GoYAW8k4RzLCIzDFkG+cAPjBmWs5uSqPv5jE5CNCUr7qXK7suf3c486DYb/lmjeX9eb11NNldFR+gYnSIfXaAWukVt1EEEvaBP9IW+nUOn5dw4d39SpzKpOUBT4Tz8Agigz5M=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LEfzJGiUP/aSfDG0tLOiilJvh/E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jiJJgPzfpRRdfENAdUgqOSWhFw8=">AAACmnicbVFNSwMxEE3X7/qtRz0ES8FT2a2CHkUviheFthbapWSzszWYZJckq5S4f8Kr/jH/jdm1B9s6EHh58ybzJhNlnGnj+981b2l5ZXVtfaO+ubW9s7u3f9DTaa4odGnKU9WPiAbOJHQNMxz6mQIiIg5P0ctNmX96BaVZKjtmkkEoyFiyhFFiHNXXuDeyQbsY7TX8ll8FXgTBFDTQNB5G+7X3YZzSXIA0lBOtB4GfmdASZRjlUNSHuYaM0BcyhoGDkgjQoa0MF7jpmBgnqXJHGlyxfyssEVpPROSUgphnPZ8ryX9zsS4f/C81yE1yGVoms9yApL8ekpxjk+LyY3DMFFDDJw4QqpgbA9Nnogg17vvqzb9dIKeEF7Nc2VDpRBfzXktDJSvhjaZCEBnbYcRzKAZBaO2wmt1WRCMo5nQK4hlZea9Ubl/B/HYWQa/dCs5a7cfzxtX1dHPr6AidoFMUoAt0hW7RA+oiijj6QJ/oyzv2rr077/5X6tWmNYdoJrzOD5Rk0Dg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="jiJJgPzfpRRdfENAdUgqOSWhFw8=">AAACmnicbVFNSwMxEE3X7/qtRz0ES8FT2a2CHkUviheFthbapWSzszWYZJckq5S4f8Kr/jH/jdm1B9s6EHh58ybzJhNlnGnj+981b2l5ZXVtfaO+ubW9s7u3f9DTaa4odGnKU9WPiAbOJHQNMxz6mQIiIg5P0ctNmX96BaVZKjtmkkEoyFiyhFFiHNXXuDeyQbsY7TX8ll8FXgTBFDTQNB5G+7X3YZzSXIA0lBOtB4GfmdASZRjlUNSHuYaM0BcyhoGDkgjQoa0MF7jpmBgnqXJHGlyxfyssEVpPROSUgphnPZ8ryX9zsS4f/C81yE1yGVoms9yApL8ekpxjk+LyY3DMFFDDJw4QqpgbA9Nnogg17vvqzb9dIKeEF7Nc2VDpRBfzXktDJSvhjaZCEBnbYcRzKAZBaO2wmt1WRCMo5nQK4hlZea9Ubl/B/HYWQa/dCs5a7cfzxtX1dHPr6AidoFMUoAt0hW7RA+oiijj6QJ/oyzv2rr077/5X6tWmNYdoJrzOD5Rk0Dg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="dh5L+iMGjPklJk0mdtI9kPelWZA=">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</latexit>

4

1

<latexit sha1_base64="K+1cL6HoFzPVkpluYsN+7KhtbfI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0LT4B31hfc9QMi5wusOi3zO7ryI=">AAACk3icbVFdS8MwFM3q9/yaik++FMfAp9FOQcGXoT74ImzgprCVkaa3W1iSliRVRu0v8FV/nP/GtA5xdRcCJ+eem3turh8zqrTjfFWsldW19Y3Nrer2zu7efu3gsK+iRBLokYhF8tnHChgV0NNUM3iOJWDuM3jyp7d5/ukFpKKReNSzGDyOx4KGlGBtqK47qtWdplOE/QvcMqijeXRGB5W3YRCRhIPQhGGlBq4Tay/FUlPCIKsOEwUxJlM8hoGBAnNQXlo4zeyGYQI7jKQ5QtsF+7cixVypGfeNkmM9UeVcTi7NBSp/cFlqkOjwykupiBMNgvx4CBNm68jOf8QOqASi2cwATCQ1Y9hkgiUm2vxbtfG3CyQEs2yRyxtKFaqs7DU3lLMCXknEORZBOvRZAtnA9dJ0WMyeFkTdzUo6CcGCLL8XKrOvf9v5D/qtpnvebHUv6u2b+eY20Qk6RWfIRZeoje5RB/UQQYDe0Qf6tI6ta+vGuvuRWpV5zRFaCOvhGy8OzYE=</latexit>

(D.46)

2
<latexit sha1_base64="P2w+hR2y5/KqBFtTUrp0l/x3d8o=">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</latexit>

Terms corresponding to the same tree T have the same prefactor n−1
k=1 Vek in (D.44),
although the measures dµ(r) will be different. Let us group all such terms into one term per
tree T , summing their measures into some total measure. Reintroducing as well the trivial
P
exp( 12 Vkk ) factor, we obtain the remarkable BBF formula [127, 128]; our presentation
followed [118].
Q
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(or 1 if k = l − 1). This expression is consistent with applying ∂sl−1 to (D.41), as it must
be by (D.29).
It follows from this discussion that every summand in (D.37) can be written as

Lemma D.4 (BBF formula) Let T run through all trees with n vertices {1 . . . n}. There
exist non-negative measures dµT (r) so that, for any pairwise interaction V :
ψc (1 . . . n) =

XY

Z

Ve

dµT (r) exp(

X

re V e +

e

T e∈T

1
2

n
X

Vkk ).

(D.47)

k=1

In addition, these measures have the following two properties:
• For each r in the support of dµT (r), there exists a bijection g : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}
and a set of n − 1 numbers sk ∈ [0, 1] such that for all k < l
(D.48)

• The measures dµT (r) are probability measures, i.e. they have total weight 1:
R
dµT (r) = 1.
The first property is clear, since dµT (r) were obtained as sums of such measures. The
second property can be checked by a trick: apply the general formula to a particular
conveniently chosen potential V . Pick a tree T and consider V such that Ve = ε for e ∈ T
R
and V = 0 otherwise. That dµT (r) = 1 follows by comparing, for small ε, the equations
(

ψc (1 . . . n) =

εn dµT (r) + higher order from (D.47),
εn + higher order
from (D.24).
R

(D.49)

Remark D.1 The measure dµT may be thought as having several components, corresponding to different bijections g, whose number equals the number of ways to grow the
tree T by adding edges. Each component can be pulled back to an integral over sk ’s, and
the total weight of all components is 1. This can also be verified by an explicit computation
(Lemma A.4 in [119] or Lemma 2.3 in [121]).
The number of terms in the BBF formula is much smaller than in the standard formula (D.24): it grows as the number of trees on n points, which is nn−2 (Cayley).
We we will use the BBF formula to prove bounds on the connected fermionic expectations. One wonders if this formula can also be useful to evaluate connected expectations,
e.g. performing the integral numerically, rather than just prove bounds. We are not aware
of such applications (see also footnote 55).
D.4

Gawedzki-Kupiainen-Lesniewski (GKL) bound

We will now present a bound on fermionic connected expectations due to Gawedzki and
Kupiainen [129]. Its physical origin, like for the Gram-Hadamard bound (D.10), is the
Pauli principle. Our exposition follows Lesniewski [117], who gave an elegant proof based
on the BBF formula.56
56

Original proofs [123, 129] were based on an improved Gram-Hadamard inequality for the simple expectations, transferred to connected expectations via cluster expansion techniques. See also [75] for an
alternative approach.
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rg(k)g(l) = sk sk+1 · · · sl−1 .

We start with eq. (D.23) copied here for Y = {1, . . . , n}:
hΦ(A1 , x1 ); . . . ; Φ(An , xn )ic =

Z Y

dηi dη̄j ψc (1 . . . n).

(D.50)

along T

We are left with the integral of the exponent over the remaining m − 2(n − 1) variables.57
(By the rules of Grassmann integration, the tree-saturated variables can now be set to zero
in the exponent.) The potential function in the exponent of (D.47) will have the form
X

Nij ηi η̄j ,

Nij = rk(i)k(j) Mij ,

(D.52)

ij

summing over the remaining variables, so N = N (r) is an s×s matrix with s = 12 (m−2(n−
1)). If variables i, j belong to two different groups of points xk(i) , xk(j) , then rk(i)k(j) = re
in (D.52), where e = k(i)k(j) is the edge of the tree T , progenitor of the anchored tree, and
re is the rescaling factor in the BBF formula. Terms from the same group, coming from
1P
Vkk in (D.47), should not be rescaled: so we set rkk = 1. The Grassmann integral over
2
the remaining variables is then the determinant of the so defined matrix N . To summarize,
the connected expectation (D.50) can be represented as
X Y

Γij (xi − yj )

Z

dµT (r) det N .

(D.53)

T along T

Aiming to bound det N by the Gram-Hadamard inequality (D.6), we wish to represent
Nij as a product of vectors in a Hilbert space. For Mij such a representation was given in
section D.1. To deal with the extra factor rk(i)k(j) we will use
57

Recall that m =
point.

Pn
k=1

|xk | is the total number of points, and we have one Grassmann variable per
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Recall that we introduced the potential function (D.17) (see (D.5) for matrix M) subdivided in symmetric pairwise interactions Vkl , 1 6 k, l 6 n, see (D.18), (D.19). The BBF
formula (D.47) gives a general expression for ψc (1 . . . n) in terms of Vkl .
What happens with every term in the BBF formula when we plug in expressions (D.19)
Q
for Vkl and do the Grassmann integral? First of all let us look at the prefactor e∈T Ve .
By (D.19), every Ve = Vkl is a sum of terms Mij ηi η̄j where xi ∈ xk , yj ∈ xl or vice versa
and Mij is a propagator, see (D.5). We choose in each Ve , e ∈ T , one of such possible
propagator terms. The graph with all chosen propagators as edges is called an “anchored
tree T on the n groups of points xi ”. When each group of points xi is contracted to one
points, the anchored tree T becomes a tree (the tree T in the case at hand). We will say
that “T comes from T ”.
Let us look at a term corresponding to a fixed anchored tree T coming from T . The
variables η and η̄ of the vertices along the anchored tree are saturated by the prefactor.
Doing the Grassmann integral over these “tree-saturated” variables gives a product of n−1
propagators along T :
Y
Γij (xi − yj ).
(D.51)

Lemma D.5 Let sk ∈ [0, 1], k = 1 . . . n − 1. There exist n unit vectors uk = uk (s) ∈ Rn
such that (uk , ul ) = sk . . . sl−1 for all 1 6 k < l 6 n.
Proof. Let vk be the standard orthonormal basis in Rn . We put u1 = v1 . Take u2 the
unit-length linear combination of u1 and v2 which has projection s1 u1 on V1 = span(v1 ),
explicitly u2 = s1 u1 + (1 − s21 )1/2 v2 . Take u3 the unit-length linear combination of u2 and
v3 which has projection s2 u2 on V2 = span(v1 , v2 ), explicitly u3 = s2 u2 + (1 − s22 )1/2 v3 .
Continuing in this fashion, we end up with a sequence of unit vectors uk ∈ Vk whose
orthogonal projections on the previous Vk−1 are
(D.54)

Computing (uk , ul ), k < l, via orthogonal projections ul → Vl−1 → Vl−2 . . . gives precisely
sk · · · sl−1 . Q.E.D.
Now for any component of dµT measure, i.e. one particular bijection g in the BBF
formula, we satisfy (D.48) via
rkl = (ug−1 (k) , ug−1 (l) ),

(D.55)

which is also symmetric in k, l and rkk = 1. Finally the rescaling factor in the N matrix:
rk(i)k(j) = (ug−1 (k(i)) , ug−1 (k(j)) ).

(D.56)

In section D.1 we showed that Mij = (fi , hj ) where f, h are vectors in a Hilbert space.
Considering the tensor product of those vectors with ug−1 (k(i)) ∈ Rn , we obtain an inner
product representation for Nij elements. Since u’s have unit length, by the same argument
which led to (D.10) we obtain a bound with the same constant CGH :
| det N | 6 (CGH )s ,

1
s = (m − 2(n − 1)).
2

(D.57)

This is true for any re lying in the support of the measure dµT . We can also integrate this
bound since dµT has weight 1. We conclude that the connected expectation is bounded by
(CGH )s

X

X

|eq. (D.51)| = (CGH )s

X

|eq. (D.51)| .

(D.58)

T

T T comes from T

where we used that every anchored tree comes from one and only one tree. We finally get:
Lemma D.6 (GKL bound) Fermionic connected expectations are bounded by
|hΦ(A1 , x1 ); . . . ; Φ(An , xn )ic | 6 (CGH )s

X Y

|Γij (xi − yj )|,

(D.59)

T along T

where s = 12 ni=1 |xi | − (n − 1), CGH is from (D.10), the sum is over all anchored trees T
on n groups of points xk , and the product of propagators is along T.
P

The Γij here are either propagators, or their first derivatives with respect to xi and/or
yj . Since we are assuming (4.15), we can replace |Γij (xi − yj )| by M (xi − yj ) in the r.h.s.
of the bound. See also figure 7 for an illustration. For n = 1 the GKL bound reduces to
the Gram-Hadamard bound (D.10).
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PVk−1 (uk ) = sk−1 uk−1 .

(a)

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="8o+BYUrQWMX/ed1FSxlmggqyHQo=">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</latexit>

(c)

<latexit sha1_base64="mIdyA1NFzAk+WqsljJoVgAU0z/c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GAn/qaQy4RnaKB4pYz3IiZdJLzg=">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</latexit>

Figure 7. This illustrates the n = 3 case of the connected expectation. (a) Three groups of
points. (b) A particular connected Wick contraction. (c) Red: an anchored tree consisting of n − 1
propagators. Blue: remaining s propagators.

D.5

Bound on the number of anchored trees

NT 6 n!4

Pn
i=1

|xi |

.

(D.60)

Recall that an anchored tree is a graph which becomes a tree when each group xi is
collapsed to a point. The graphs are labeled (i.e. the vertices are distinguishable).
By Cayley’s formula, the number of labeled trees T on n points is nn−2 . Its proof
via Prüfer sequences [130] simultaneously gives a finer result: the number of labeled trees
specifying degrees dk of each vertex k is
(n − 1)!
.
(d1 − 1)! · · · (dn − 1)!

(D.61)

To get an anchored tree T out of T , we choose a propagator for each edge e = kl. There
are at most mk ml choices per edge, with mk = |xk | the number of points in the group k, so
Q
at most nk=1 (mk )dk choices in total. Multiplying by (D.61) and summing over all possible
degrees, gives an upper bound on the number of anchored trees:
NT 6 (n − 1)!

n
Y
(mk )dk

X

k=1
(dk )n
k=1

(dk − 1)!

.

(D.62)

Summing over each dk independently from 1 to ∞ (which is an overestimate since e.g.
degrees are limited from above by n − 1), results in a further bound
NT 6 (n − 1)!

n
Y

F (mk ),

F (x) =

k=1

∞
X

xp
= xex .
(p
−
1)!
p=1

(D.63)

We have F (x) 6 B x with B = e1+1/e ≈ 3.93, and so (D.60) follows. For a proof not relying
on (D.61) see [121], Lemma 2.4.

E

Proof of Sl`1 ,...,`n norm bound

fl = S `1 ,...,`n
Our goal here is to prove the bound (5.38). Let hi ∈ H`i and denote H
l
fl are
(h1 , . . . , hn ) ∈ Bl . Unpacking the definition in section 5.1, the kernels of H
fl (B, xB ) = A
H

1
n!

X

(−)# K(Bi ,Ai )n1 (xB ) ,

B
P1 , . . . , Bn A1 , . . . , An
Bi = B
Ai ⊃ B i

Z

K(Bi ,Ai )n1 (xB ) =

X

dd xB C xB

n
Y
i=1
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We will prove that the number of anchored trees on n groups of points xi is bounded by

Let us count the terms in the sum (E.1) corresponding to a fixed B and fixed lengths
|Ai | = li . It is easy to see that these terms are in one-to-one correspondence with sequences
R of total length l1 + l2 + · · · + ln extending the sequence B. [Every such sequence R can
be cut into sequences A1 , . . . , An , uniquely since the lengths |Ai | are kept fixed, and then
Bi can be extracted, uniquely, as the part of B falling into Ai .] It follows that the number
of terms in (E.1) is bounded by:
P !

li

Number of terms in (E.1) =

(N d + N )

l

P

li −l

62

P

li

× (N d + N )

P

li

,

(E.2)

C xB

where s =



1
2

=

P

D

Φ(B1 , xB1 ); . . . ; Φ(Bn , xBn )

Bi − (n − 1) 6

1
2

P

kKkw =

E
c

6 (CGH )s

X

M (x − x0 ),

Y

(E.3)

T (xx0 )∈T

li . We wish to bound the norm of K (xB ):
Z

dd xB |K (xB ) |w (xB )

(E.4)

x1 =0

with the weight function (4.16). Let T be any anchored tree in (E.3). If τi are trees
connecting points of xAi , then T ∪ τ1 ∪ . . . ∪ τn connects points in xB . Therefore, we have
a bound:
St (xB ) 6

n
X

Y

St (xAi ) +

|x − x0 |.

(E.5)

(xx0 )∈T

i=1

Raising this to the power σ and using the elementary inequality
(

X

pi ) σ 6

we conclude
w(xB ) 6

X

n
Y

pσi

(pi > 0, 0 < σ 6 1),

Y

w(xAi )

w({x, x0 }).

(E.6)

(E.7)

(xx0 )∈T

i=1

Using in (E.4) this bound, the definition of K (xB ), and the bound (E.3), we get
kKkw 6 (CGH )

s

XZ
T

d

x1 =0

d xB∪B

= (CGH )s NT kM kn−1
w

Y

0

M (x − x )w({x, x })

(xx0 )∈T
n
Y

0

khi kw .

n
Y

hi (Ai , xAi )w(xAi )

i=1

(E.8)

i=1
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where in the first equality N d+N is the maximal number of choices for every element of the
sequence R\B, see (4.1), assuming that they are assigned independently. [This counting
does not take into account that some of these terms would vanish by constraints imposed
by the rotation and Sp(N ) invariances.]
We next pick some Bi , Ai and consider the corresponding term K (xB ) = K(Bi ,Ai )n1 (xB )

in (E.1). Its integration kernel C xB , eq. (5.4), is bounded by the GKL bound (D.59)
with xi ≡ xBi :

The latter equality is shown via an “amputating tree leaves” argument. Given an anchored
tree T, we can find a leaf: a group of points xBk ⊂ xAk connected to the rest by just one
edge of T, call it (zz 0 ) where z ∈ xAk . Amputating the leaf consists of two steps. First, keep
z fixed and integrate over all the other leaf points, which gives a factor khk kw . Second,
integrate over z (keeping z 0 fixed), which gives a factor kM kw . Then find the next leaf
and continue the amputation. We get the same result for each T . By appendix D.5, the
number of anchored trees
NT 6 n!4

P

|xB |
i

= n!4

P

li −l

6 n!4

P

li

.

kH̃l kw 6 Cγn−1

n
Y

C0li khi kw

(E.9)

i=1

√
P
with Cγ = kM kw , C0 = 8(N d + N ) CGH . This is the bound (5.38) in the case
li >
l + 2(n − 1). In the opposite case Sl`1 ,...,`n vanishes (section 5.1), so there is nothing to
prove.
Remark E.1 We can see how some of the above steps justify choices made in the main
text. The Steiner diameter is tailor-made for (E.5). Stretched exponential weight is handy
because of (E.6). The L1 norm (as opposed to any other Lp ) works great when recursively
amputating tree leaves.

F

(1)

(2)

Estimates of ∆k , ∆k

(1)

In this appendix we prove Lemma 7.2. To estimate ∆k , we use bk 6 Aδ k for k > 1, sum
the geometric progression, and use Cδ 6 1/2, which gives what we need:
(1)

∆k 6 C k+2 Aδ k+1

1
6 2C k+2 Aδ k+1
1 − Cδ

(k > 0).

(F.1)

(2)

The estimate of ∆k is more subtle and will require several steps. First we introduce the
tool of extending by zeros. For any sequence κ = (ki )n1 , we say that a sequence κ 0
“extends κ by m zeros” if it is obtained from κ inserting m zeros in arbitrary places. This
definition is also valid if κ itself already contains some zeros (this will be useful). For
m = 0 we have κ 0 = κ. E.g. (0,2,0) extends (2) by 2 zeros, and (0,1,0,1) extends (0, 1, 1)
by 1 zero.
We define Fext [κ] as the sum of F [κ 0 ] over all κ 0 extending κ by an arbitrary number
of zeros m > 0:
Fext [κ] =

∞
X

X

m=0 κ 0 :extends κ by m zeros
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To summarize, the number of terms in (E.1) isP
bounded by (E.2), the norm of each indi1P
1
vidual term by (E.8), s by 2 li and NT by n!4 li . The latter n! cancels with n!
in (E.1).
A further useful fact is that the antisymmetrization operator A (footnote 15) does not
increase the norm (it averages over all permutations with signs, and the norm is defined as
the maximum over all permutations). Taking all of these into account, we get a bound

For a fixed m, the number of sequences κ 0 is 6 m+n
where n is the length of κ. [= m+n
m
m
if the original sequence κ does not have zeros.] Since they all have F [κ 0 ] = F [κ](Cγ Cb0 )m ,
we obtain


Fext [κ] 6 F [κ]

∞
X



!

m=0

m+n
1
(Cγ Cb0 )m =
F [κ].
m
(1 − Cγ Cb0 )n+1

Recall b0 6 Aδ. Thus using Cγ C Aδ 6 1/2 we have
Fext [κ] 6 2n(κ)+1 F [κ].

∞
X

Φk =

X
P
n

n=2 (ki ) ,
1

P

ki . Namely we define

F [(ki )n1 ]

(k > 0)

(F.4)

ki =k
(2)

We first estimate Φk ’s and then convert into the estimate for ∆k = ∞
k0 =k Φk0 .
Consider first k > 2 (see below for the simpler k = 0, 1). We can obtain all sequences
P
in Φk extending by zeros sequences which satisfy
ki = k, ki > 1 (and whose length is
therefore at most k). Thus
Φk 6

k
X

X
P
n

n=1 (ki ) ,
1

Fext [(ki )n1 ] 6

k
X

ki =k,ki >1

X

2n+1

n=1

P

P
n

(ki )1 ,

F[(ki )n1 ],

(F.5)

ki =k,ki >1

where we used (F.3). Note that although n > 2 in (F.4), we need n > 1 in (F.5) to include
the one-term sequence (k) whose two-term extensions (k, 0) and (0, k) appear in (F.4).58
P
Using bki 6 Aδ ki and ki = k we have, for sequences with all ki > 1,
F [(ki )n1 ] 6 (Cγ )n−1

n
Y

C ki +1 Aδ ki = (Cγ )n−1 C k+n An δ k = (Cγ CA)n−1 C k+1 Aδ k .

(F.6)

i=1

Finally, by elementary combinatorics the number of n-term sequences (ki )n1 satisfying
P
k−1 
ki = k, ki > 1 is n−1
. Plugging all this information into (F.5), we have
Φk 6 4C

k+1

Aδ

k

k
X
n=1

!

k−1
(2Cγ CA)n−1 = 4C k+1 Aδ k (1 + 2Cγ CA)k−1 ,
n−1

(F.7)

which implies
Φk 6 2C(2Cδ)k A

(k > 2).

(F.8)

once we use
Cγ CA 6 1/2.

(F.9)

For future use, let us derive a bound on F [(ki )], Fext [(ki )] under the condition (F.9), this
time allowing for ki > 0. Using bk 6 Aδ max(k,1) we then have the same bound (F.6) but
58

Their contribution is suppressed by b0 compared to (k), but taking this suppression into account does
not lead to a better estimate because of other terms present in (F.5).
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Next we will sum over sequences with a fixed

(F.3)

with an extra factor δ m where m is the number of zeros in the sequence. Using (F.9), (F.3)
we have
F [(ki )ni=1 ] 6 2

1−n

X

C k+1 Aδ k+m



ki = k, ki > 0, m = #{ki = 0} ,

Fext [(ki )n1 ] 6 4C k+1 Aδ k+m .

(F.10)
(F.11)

Finally let us bound Φk for k = 0, 1. For k = 0, eq. (F.4) involves the sequence (0, 0) and
its extensions by zeros. We then have by (F.11):
(F.12)

For k = 1, eq. (F.4) involves the sequences (1,0), (0,1) and their extensions by zeros.
By (F.11):
Φ1 = 2Fext [(1, 0)] 6 8C 2 Aδ 2 .
(2)

(F.13)

Finally we estimate ∆k = ∞
k0 =k Φk0 summing (F.8) in geometric progression, which is
possible since 2Cδ 6 1/2, and adding (F.12), (F.13) when needed. We thus obtain:
P

(2)

∆k 6 C(2Cδ)k A
(2)
∆1
(2)
∆0

G

= Φ1 +

(2)
∆2

(k > 2),
2

(F.14)
3

2

6 (8C + 16C )Aδ ,
(2)

= Φ0 + Φ1 + ∆2 6 (4C + 8C 2 + 16C 3 )Aδ 2 .

One-loop coefficients I1 and I2

Here we evaluate the coefficients I1 , I2 in the fixed-point equations from section 5.5, and
prove their needed properties. Thinking in momentum space, computing the contributions
to the effective ν and λ shown in (5.31) involves setting to zero the external momenta
in the corresponding Feynman diagrams (see footnote 26). To compute I1 we consider
the one-loop diagram λ , where the vertex is the local quartic coupling and the field
propagating in the loop is the fluctuating component ϕ. This gives
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<latexit

I1 = 2(N − 2)

Z

dd k ρ(k)
,
(2π)d |k|d/2+ε

(G.1)

where we denoted ρ(k) = χ(k) − χ(γk) . To work out the combinatorial prefactor 2(N − 2),
rewrite the local quartic as Q(ψ) = 13 qabcd ψa ψb ψc ψd (integration over x understood) with
qabcd = Ωab Ωcd − Ωac Ωbd + Ωad Ωbc totally antisymmetric. Then Q(ψ + φ) contains the
quadratic in φ term 2qabcd ψa ψb φc φd , from where we get the term 2qabcd Ωcd ψa ψb = 2(N −
2)Ωab ψa ψb in the effective action (times the k-integral). Identities Ωac Ωbc = δab , Ωab Ωab = N
are helpful.
Similarly, to compute I2 we consider the diagrams
(with two local quartic vertices
and two φ-propagators) and
(where we start with the diagram
describing the H6SL
F
F
interaction, with the wavy line denoting X̂∗ (k), and contract two out
of six external vertices
F
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<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit
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Φ0 = Fext [(0, 0)] 6 4CAδ 2 .

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

with the ϕ-propagator). Their contributions to I2 are given by
I2
•
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

I2X
•

dd k ρ(k)2
,
(2π)d |k|d+2ε
Z
dd k ρ(k)R(k)
= −8(N − 8)
,
(2π)d |k|d+2ε
= −4(N − 8)

Z

(G.2)

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

where we wrote
F the Fourier transform of X∗ (x) as
<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

F

R(k)
|k|

d
+ε
2

,

R(k) =

∞
X

γ 4εn ρ(k/γ n ).

(G.3)

n=1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

To compute the prefactor in I2

, we use Q(ψ + φ) = 2qabcd ψa ψb φc φd and the identity

•
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

F

qabcd qa0 b0 c0 d0 Ωcc0 Ωdd0 = (N − 4)Ωab Ωa0 b0 + 2Ωaa0 Ωbb0 + 2Ωab0 Ωa0 b .

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

(G.4)

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v4egqDYfLWKrcK4kyBawoP2KK8c=">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</latexit>

•The
<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">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</latexit>
<latexit

prefactor in I2X can be computed similarly.59 Thus
F
<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">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</latexit>
<latexit

I2 = I2

F

+ I2X = −4(N − 8)

Z

•

<latexit sha1_base64="Ekolo/+nll7xwOaEnXsthxaExEE=">AAACk3icbVFdS8MwFM3q9/yaik++FMfAp9GKoODLUBFfhAlOB20ZaXq7hSVpSVJl1P4CX/XH+W9M6x724YXAybnn5p6bG6aMKu04PzVrZXVtfWNzq769s7u33zg4fFFJJgn0SMIS2Q+xAkYF9DTVDPqpBMxDBq/h+LbMv76BVDQRz3qSQsDxUNCYEqwN9XQ/aDSdtlOFvQzcKWiiaXQHB7UPP0pIxkFowrBSnuukOsix1JQwKOp+piDFZIyH4BkoMAcV5JXTwm4ZJrLjRJojtF2xsxU55kpNeGiUHOuRWsyV5L+5SJUP/pfyMh1fBTkVaaZBkD8PccZsndjlj9gRlUA0mxiAiaRmDJuMsMREm3+rt2a7QEYwK+a5sqFUsSoWvZaGSlbAO0k4xyLK/ZBlUHhukOd+NXteEU23WNBJiOZk5b1SmX25i9tZBi/nbdfgp4tm52a6uU10gk7RGXLRJeqgB9RFPUQQoE/0hb6tY+vaurHu/qRWbVpzhObCevwFWYTNkQ==</latexit>
<latexit

dd k ρ(k)2 + 2ρ(k)R(k)
.
(2π)d
|k|d+2ε

(G.5)

<latexit sha1_base64="XRh1cIAZM7g8t23tplAgNPKjslY=">AAACmXicbVHJTsMwEHXDXnY4comoKnGqEoQExwIXxAkEXaQmqhxn0lq1ncgLqAr5CK7wZfwNTuiBLiNZen7zxvPGE2WMKu15PzVnbX1jc2t7p767t39weHR80lWpkQQ6JGWp7EdYAaMCOppqBv1MAuYRg140uS/zvTeQiqbiVU8zCDkeCZpQgrWlekFkGAM9PGp4La8Kdxn4M9BAs3gaHtc+gjglhoPQhGGlBr6X6TDHUlPCoKgHRkGGyQSPYGChwBxUmFd+C7dpmdhNUmmP0G7F/q/IMVdqyiOr5FiP1WKuJFfmYlU+uCo1MDq5CXMqMqNBkD8PiWGuTt3yX9yYSiCaTS3ARFI7hkvGWGKi7e/Vm/+7gCGYFfNc2VCqRBWLXktDJSvgnaScYxHnQcQMFAM/zPOgmj2viIZfLOgkxHOy8l6p7L78xe0sg+5ly/da/vNVo30329w2OkPn6AL56Bq10QN6Qh1E0AR9oi/07Zw5t86D8/gndWqzmlM0F87LL/q90Gs=</latexit>
<latexit

Now that we computed I1 and I2 , let us discuss their properties. I1 ∝ N − 2 is explained
F the fact that for N = 2 the quartic interaction vanishes (see the Introduction). That
by
I2 = 0 for N = 2 is not a contradiction, since for a vanishing quartic interaction the change
F
F unphysical.
in λ is anyway
Note that perturbative beta-functions of symplectic fermion models can be obtained
from the beta-functions of bosonic O(Nb ) models by setting formally Nb = −N . This is
valid for local models [44, 48] and extends to nonlocal (long-range) models considered here.
The (N − 8) factor in I2 is thus related to the well-known (Nb + 8) factor in the bosonic
O(NFb ) model one-loop beta-function [131]. The long-range bosonic O(Nb ) beta function is
known at three loops [78].60 The two-loop term in [78], (3.16) is proportional to 5Nb + 22
and does not vanish for Nb → −8.
Therefore, vanishing of I2 for N = 8 is an accident unrelated to any symmetry, which
does not repeat in higher orders. With vanishing λ2 and nonzero λ3 term in λ , there will
√
be a perturbative fixed point with λ = O ( ε) at N = 8, and it should be possible to
justify its existence non-perturbatively (see section 8.1.1). In this paper we stick to the
generic case N = 8.
Because the integrals in (G.1) and (G.5) are cutoff at both UV and IR momenta, I1
and I2 depend analytically on ε. At small ε they behave as follows:
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b ∗ (k) = − 8λ2
X
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F

Lemma G.1 We have, for |ε| 6 1/ log γ,
"

I1 = 2(N − 2) (1 − γ −d/2 )


I2 = −4(N − 8)

#

dd k χ(k)
+ O(ε log γ) ,
(2π)d |k|d/2

Z

Sd
log γ + O(ε(log γ)2 ) ,
(2π)d

(G.6)



(G.7)
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where Sd is the area of the unit sphere in Rd and the constants in Oare γ- and ε-independent.
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+ O(ε log γ)
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(1/(2γ) 6 |k| 6 1).

(G.8)
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The integral in (G.1) is thus given, modulo O(ε log γ) error, by
F
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Z

dd k ρ(k)
= (1 − γ −d/2 )
(2π)Fd |k|d/2
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Z

dd k χ(k)
,
(2π)d |k|d/2

(G.9)

thus proving (G.6). Let us next prove (G.7).
Recall that γ > 2. We have
F
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supp ρ ⊂ {1/(2γ) 6 |k| 6 1},
ρ≡1

on

{1/γ 6 |k| 6 1/2}.

(G.10)

From here it follows that R(k) = γ 4ε ρ(k/γ) = γ 4ε (1 − χ(k)) on the support of ρ. We then
rewrite the numerator of the integrand in (G.5) as:
ρ(k)2 + 2ρ(k)R(k) = ρ(k)2 + 2ρ(k)(1 − χ(k))[1 + (γ 4ε − 1)]
= ρ(k)2 + 2ρ(k)(1 − χ(k)) + O(ε log γ),
= F (k) − F (γk) + O(ε log γ),

F (k) = 2χ(k) − χ(k)2 ,

(G.11)

and the |k|−d−2ε factor similarly to (G.8). Collecting the error terms, the integral in (G.5) is
Z

dd k F (k) − F (γk)
+ O(ε(log γ)2 ).
(2π)d
|k|d

(G.12)

Like χ(k), the function F (k) ≡ 1 for |k| 6 1/2 and vanishes for |k| > 1. The integral
in (G.12) can now be computed:
Z

dd k F (k) − F (γk)
Sd
=
log γ,
(2π)d
|k|d
(2π)d

(G.13)

e.g. by separating the integration region into the region close to the origin plus the rest,
and using the properties of F (k) given above. In particular, the answer is χ-independent.
Q.E.D.
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Note that I2 is χ-independent as ε → 0, even though I2 and I2X separately depend
on χ. This is not accidental, see remark 6.5. •
Proof. The |k|−d/2−ε factor in the integrand in (G.1) can be estimated as follows:

H

Finite volume and non-perturbative validity of Heff

General aspects. Working in the finite volume V = [−V /2, V /2]d with periodic boundary conditions, we Fourier-expand the fields as
1 X
ψa,k eikx ,
V d k∈K

ψa (x) =

(H.1)

V

where KV = (2π/V )Zd ∩supp χ is the finite set of Fourier momenta which belong to supp χ.
We truncate away all other momenta because they have zero propagator. The finite volume
gaussian measure dµP,V is a finite-dimensional measure over Grassmann variables ψa,k :
dµP,V (ψ) = Pf −1

Y

dψa,k eS2,V (ψ) ,

(H.2)

ψa,k ,k∈KV

S2,V =

1 X
P̂ (k)−1 Ωab ψa,k ψb,−k ,
2V d k∈K
V

where the normalization factor Pf > 0 is the Pfaffian of S2,V which is an antisymmetric
quadratic form in ψa,k ’s. This is a meaningful finite volume version of the formal eq. (2.4)
in infinite volume. The propagator hψa (x)ψb (y)i = Ωab PV (x − y) where PV is the periodic
version of (2.1):
PV (x) =

1
Vd

X

P̂ (k)eikx ,

P̂ (k) as in (2.1).

(H.3)

k∈(2π/V )Zd

For fixed x and V → ∞, we have PV (x) → P (x), just as for the higher-order expectations.
In this sense we can say that dµP,V → dµP , the infinite volume measure defined in section 2.
The interacting Grassmann measure is then defined as
ZV−1 dµP,V (ψ)esHV (ψ) ,

(H.4)

where HV is given by the finite volume analogue of (4.2):
HV (ψ) =

XZ
A

Vl

dd xHV (A, x)Ψ(A, x),

(H.5)

and ZV = dµP,V (ψ)esHV (ψ) is the partition function. Factor s multiplying HV (ψ) in (H.4)
is for further convenience, eventually we will set s = 1. Using Fourier expansion (H.1),
R
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In this appendix we will provide details mentioned in Remarks 2.1 and 5.1, regarding a
definition of our model in finite volume, and a rigorous derivation of eq. (5.3). Our plan
is as follows. First we consider general aspects of gaussian and interacting Grassmann
fields in finite volume and with a UV cutoff, and explain that because the effective number
of Grassmann variables is finite, all path integrals are manifestly well defined. Then we
apply this to the effective action in finite volume, and show that perturbation theory, if
convergent, gives the correct answer. Finally we pass to the infinite volume limit and show
that it agrees with eq. (5.3).

we express HV (ψ) as a series in ψa,k ’s with finite coefficients (assuming that the kernels
HV (A, x) are in L1 ). By eq. (H.2) and the usual rules of Grassmann integration, ZV
and dµP,V (ψ)esHV (ψ) are well defined and are polynomials in s, because there are only
finitely many ψa,k ’s and only finitely many terms from the Taylor expansion of esHV (ψ) will
contribute. In particular ZV is finite. The measure (H.4) will therefore be well defined as
long as ZV 6= 0.
Consider next eq. (2.13) in finite volume. Defining

Effective action in finite volume.
dµg,V (φ) as dµP,V (ψ), we consider

dµg,V (φ)esHV (ψ+φ) .

(H.6)

By the arguments as above, we have I(s, ψ) = esHV (ψ) p(s, ψ) where p(s, ψ) is a polynomial
in s.
V (s, ψ) so that
We would like to find Heff
V

eHeff (s,ψ) = I(s, ψ).

(H.7)

V (s, ψ) by the perturbative expansion (see eqs. (5.1), (5.3)):
Let us define Heff
V
Heff
(s, ψ) =

XZ
B

V |B|

V
dd xHeff
(s, B, xB ) Ψ(B, xB ),

(H.8)

V (s, B, x ) are given by the finite volume analogue of eq. (5.3) replacing H →
where Heff
B
sHV :
V
Heff
(s, B, xB ) = A

∞ n
X
s
n=1

n! P

X

(−)#

Bi = B, Ai ⊃ Bi

Z
V |B|

dd xB CV xB

n
Y

HV (Ai , xAi ),

i=1

(H.9)
where CV is as in (5.4) only with finite-volume propagators. From the arguments like in
V (s, B, x )
Key lemma, we will be able to show that this series converges and defines Heff
B
as analytic L1 -valued functions in the disk |s| < 2 (Lemma H.1 below, Part (b)). Since,
V
by perturbation theory, eHeff (s,ψ) and I(s, ψ) have the same Taylor series in s, we conclude
eq. (H.7) is satisfied in the disk |s| < 2 where they are both analytic, in particular at s = 1.
This proves that (H.9) gives the correct effective action in finite volume.
Effective action in infinite volume. For an infinite volume interaction H(ψ) given
by (4.2), we consider the corresponding finite-volume interaction (H.5) with kernels given
by periodization (we are assuming translational invariance):
HV (A, (0, x2 , . . . , xl )) =

X

H (A, (0, x2 + r2 V, . . . , xl + rl V )) .

(H.10)

ri ∈Zd ,i=2...l

To prove that (5.3) is the correct effective action in infinite volume, we will show that it
V , in the precise sense of Part (c)
can be obtained as a V → ∞ limit of the kernels of Heff
of the following lemma. (Part (b) was used above to justify the effective action in finite
volume.)
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Z

I(s, ψ) =

Lemma H.1 There exists A > 0 and δ > 0 such that, for any infinite volume interaction
satisfying
kHl kw 6 Aδ min(1,l/2−1)
(l > 2),
(H.11)

V is a consequence of (b), which we prove as follows: consider
Proof. Claim (a) for Heff
the L1 norm (with, as usual, one of the points fixed to the origin) of the n-th term of the
V ,
series for Heff

X
P

Bi = B, Ai ⊃ Bi

|s|n
n!

Z
V |A| ,x1 =0

dd xA CV xB

n
Y

|HV (Ai , xAi )|

(H.12)

i=1



where A = A1 + · · · + An . Recall that CV xB is as in (5.4) with finite volume propagator
gV replacing g. Here:
gV (x) =

1
Vd

X
k∈(2π/V

ĝ(k)eikx =
)Zd

X

g(x + rV ).

(H.13)

r∈Zd

From the Fourier representation of gV (first equality in (H.13)), we see that gV can be
written in Gram form, as in (D.8), with fi and hi as in (D.9), with the only difference that the finite volume scalar product between fi and hj should be interpreted as
P
ˆ
(fi , hj ) = 1d
d fi (k)ĥj (k). Therefore, the Gram-Hadamard bound (D.10) holds,
V

k∈(2π/V )Z

with CGH replaced by CGH,V , which is defined by the same expression as CGH , modulo the
R dd k
replacement of (2π)
d by the corresponding Riemann sum. Moreover, from the real space
representation of gV (second equality in (H.13)) and (4.15), we see that gV satisfies a bound
analogous to (4.15) itself, with |x/γ| replaced by kxk/γ and kxk = minr∈Zd |x + rV | the
norm on the torus, and with the constant Cχ1 replaced by a larger one, but still independent of V and γ. We denote by MV (x) the analogue of the right side of (4.15) with these

two replacements. From these considerations, we see that CV xB is bounded as in (E.3),
C V xB



1

6 (CGH,V ) 2

P

l
i i

X

Y

MV (x − x0 ).

(H.14)

T (xx0 )∈T

Thanks to these considerations, proceeding as in appendix E, we get the analogue of (E.8),
namely
Z

d

V |A| ,x1 =0

6

d xA C V xB

n
Y

|HV (Ai , xAi )|

(H.15)

i=1
1

(CGH,V ) 2

P

l
i i

XZ
T

V |A| ,x1 =0

Y

dd xA

(xx0 )∈T
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and defining the finite volume interactions by (H.10) for any V > 1, we have
V given by eqs. (5.3) and by (H.9) with s = 1 are well
(a) the kernels of Heff and of Heff
defined (the series is convergent in L1 );
V (s) defined by (H.9) are well defined and analytic L -valued
(b) the kernels of Heff
1
functions in the disk |s| < 2;
V (B, x) → H (B, x) as V → ∞ in the sense of L norm
(c) for any B we have Heff
1
eff
on any fixed bounded subset of (Rd )l .

which, by computing the integrals, can be further bounded as
1

(H.15) 6 (CGH,V ) 2

P

l
i i

NT kMV kn−1
1

n
Y

kHV,li k1 .

(H.16)

i=1

Now, by using (H.10), we see that kHV,li k1 6 kHli kw , which is bounded
by Aδ min(1,l/2−1) ,
P
li
thanks to (H.11). Recalling also (E.2) and the fact that NT 6 n!4
, we find
(H.12) 6 |s|n An kMV kn−1
1

n
XY

(CV )

P

li min(1,li /2−1)

δ

(H.17)

1/2

where CV = 16N (d + 1)CGH,V . Note that both CV and kMV k1 are uniformly bounded in
P
V . Positive even integers li satisfy i li > l + 2(n − 1), but here it will be enough to extend
the sum to arbitrary li > 2. Therefore, with a suitable V -independent constant C, we get
a bound


C|s|δ n
(H.17) 6
,
(H.18)
1 − Cδ
from which summability in n follows, for all |s| < 2, if δ is sufficiently small. Of course,
item (a) for Heff in infinite volume follows from the same argument.61
Remark H.1 According to the discussion after eq. (H.5), we also need to make sure that
the finite volume partition function is nonzero. The constant, ψ-independent term in the
effective action can be estimated by the same argument as above, and it is given by the torus
volume times a convergent series, in particular it is finite. Hence the partition function,
which is its exponential, is nonzero. The effective action is thus well defined. Once we
know that the ψ-independent term is finite, we may drop it as we did throughout.
Let us now prove (c) (cf. [65], appendix D). We fix a bounded subset of (Rd )l that,
without loss of generality, we assume to be centered in the origin, and we call it V0 . We
want to prove that the sum over n of
X
P

Bi = B,
Ai ⊃ B i

1
n!

Z

d

Z

d xB
|B|

V |B|

V0

dd xB CV xB

n
Y

HV (Ai , xAi )

i=1

(H.19)
−

Z
R|B|d

dd xB C xB



n
Y

H(Ai , xAi )

i=1

goes to zero as V → ∞. We will in fact prove that the sum of (H.19) over n goes to zero
exponentially fast in V as V → ∞. We rewrite the integral over V |B| by multiplying the
integrand by 1 = 1(StV (xA ) 6 V /4)+1(StV (xA ) > V /4) [here, if x = (x1 , . . . , xl ), the finite
volume Steiner diameter StV (x) is the length of the shortest tree on the torus (possibly with
extra vertices) which connects all the points in x. Note that StV (x) 6 minr∈Zdl St(x+rV )],
61

This case is also a consequence of Key Lemma but we preferred to give an independent argument to
demonstrate how much simpler it is to show the convergence than, as in Key Lemma, to get an optimal
bound on the sum.
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i=1
(li )n
1

and similarly for the integral over R|B|d , with the finite volume Steiner diameter replaced
by the standard, infinite volume, one. In view of this manipulation, we bound (H.19) from
above by |V0 |(R1,n + R2,n + R3,n ), where, letting x1 being the first coordinate in the list xB :
X

R1,n =
P

Bi = B
Ai ⊃ Bi

X

R2,n =
P

X

R3,n =
P

Bi = B
Ai ⊃ Bi

Z

1
n!

Z

1
n!

Z

V |A| ,x1 =0

dd xA CV xB

R|A|d ,x1 =0

R|A|d ,x1 =0

n
 Y

|HV (Ai , xAi )| (StV (xA ) > V /4),

i=1

dd xA CV xB

n
 Y

|HV (Ai , xAi )| 1(St(xA ) > V /4), (H.20)

i=1

dd xA CV xB

n
Y

HV (Ai , xAi )

i=1

− C xB

n
Y

H(Ai , xAi ) 1(St(xA ) 6 V /4) ,

i=1

where, in the definition of R3,n , we used the fact that 1(StV (xA ) 6 V /4) is the same as
1(St(xA ) 6 V /4), provided we identify the points of the torus V closer than V /4 to the
origin with the corresponding points in Rd .
In order to bound R1,n we proceed as we did above for (H.12), with only a few differences: consider the analogue of (H.15) that, compared with that equation, has the additional constraint 1(StV (xA ) > V /4) under the integral sign. In the second line, we multiply
and divide each factor MV (x − x0 ) by wV (x, x0 ) and each factor HV (Ai , xAi ) by wV (xAi ),
σ
where wV (x) is the finite volume analogue of w(x), namely wV (x) = w(x) = eCw (StV (x)/γ) .
We collect together all the factors 1/wV (x, x0 ) and 1/wV (xAi ) and note that, on the support
of 1(StV (xA ) > V /4),




Y

(xx0 )∈T

n
Y
1
1

wV (x, x0 )
w
(x
Ai )
i=1 V

!

σ

σ

6 e−Cw (StV (xA )/γ) 6 e−Cw (V /(4γ)) .

(H.21)

Therefore, we can bound the analogue of (H.15) by the analogue of the right side of (H.16),
that is
n
1

(CGH,V ) 2

P

l
i i

σ

NT e−Cw (V /(4γ)) kMV kn−1
wV

Y

kHV,li kwV .

(H.22)

i=1

Note also that, thanks to (H.10) and (H.11), kHV,li kwV 6 kHli kw 6 Aδ min(1,l1 /2−1) . Putting
things together, we get the analogue of (H.18):
R1,n 6 e−Cw (V /(4γ))

σ



Cδ
1 − Cδ

n

,

(H.23)

for a suitable V -independent constant C. Clearly, for δ small enough, the sum over n
of R1,n converges and goes to zero exponentially as V → ∞. Analogous discussion and
bounds are valid for R2,n .62
62

This discussion also makes clear that finite-volume convergence statements in Parts (a) and (b) can be
easily generalized to weighted L1 norm with weight wV .
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Bi = B
Ai ⊃ Bi

1
n!

Let us now consider R3,n . We rewrite the difference
CV xB

n
Y

HV (Ai , xAi ) − C xB

n
Y

i=1

H(Ai , xAi ).

(H.24)

i=1



in telescopic form as the sum of n + 1 terms, in each of which either a difference CV xB −

C xB or HV (Ai , xAi ) − H(Ai , xAi ) appears. The terms with HV − H can be bounded
via an analogue of (H.16), with the important difference that one of the factors kHV,li k1 is
replaced by (denoting xAi = (x1 , . . . , xli ) and r = (r1 , . . . , rli ))
R|Ai |d ,x1 =0

6

X
r ∈ Zdli
r1 = 0, r 6= 0

dd xAi |HV (Ai , xAi ) − H(Ai , xAi )| 1(St(xAi ) 6 V /4)
Z
Rdli ,x1 =0

dd xAi |H(A, xAi + rV )|

(H.25)

w(xAi + rV )
1(St(xAi ) 6 V /4),
w(xAi + rV )

where in passing from the first to the second line we used the definition (H.10) and we
multiplied and divided by w(xAi + rV ). Now, note that, on the support of 1(St(xAi ) 6
V /4), |xAi + rV | > V /2 for any r 6= 0. Therefore, the second line of (H.25) can be
σ
bounded from above by kHli kw /w(V /2), where 1/w(V /2) = e−Cw (V /(2γ)) represents the
desired exponentially small gain as V → ∞.


Consider now the contribution to R3,n associated with the difference CV xB − C xB .
Recall that both C(xB ) and CV (xB ) can be written in terms of the BBF formula that,
see (D.53), can be written as
C(xB ) =

X

0

Y

g(x − x )

Z

dµT (r) det N ,

(H.26)

T (xx0 )∈T

where N = N (r) is a Gram matrix, i.e., with elements represented as a suitable scalar
product. Of course, CV (xB ) admits a representation analogous to (H.26), with g replaced
by gV and N replaced by NV . Using (H.26) and the analogous representation for CV (xB ),


we write the difference CV xB − C xB in telescopic form, as the sum of terms in each of
which either a difference gV (x − x0 ) − g(x − x0 ) or det NV − det N appears. In the former
P
terms, recalling (H.13), we write gV (x) − g(x) = − r6=0 g(x + rV ) and, proceeding as we
did for the bound of the terms with HV − H, we see that they are exponentially small in
V , and their sum over n too.
We are left with the term involving the difference det NV − det N , which we rewrite
once again in telescopic form as
det NV − det N =

s
X

(i,j)

(det NV

(i,j)0

− det NV

),

(H.27)

i,j=1
(i,j)

where s is the linear size of the matrices, NV
is the matrix whose elements with label
smaller or equal to (resp. larger than) (i, j) in the lexicographic order are equal to the
elements of NV (resp. N ), and (i, j)0 is the label immediately preceding (i, j) in the
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Z

(1,1)0

(i,j)

lexicographic order (if (i, j) = (1, 1), we interpret NV
≡ N ). Since NV
differ in only one element, expanding in minors along row i we have
(i,j)

det NV
(i,j)

(i,j)0

− det NV

(i,j)

c
= (−1)i+j ((NV )i,j − Ni,j ) det N
V

,

(i,j)0

and NV

(H.28)

(i,j)

(i,j)

c
Therefore, det N
can be bounded qualitatively in the same way as det NV or det N , so
V
that, using (H.28) into (H.27), and recalling that (NV )i,j −Ni,j is proportional to gV −g, we
find that the term in R3,n involving the difference det NV − det N is bounded qualitatively
as all the other terms, that is, they are exponentially small in V , and their sum over n too.
This concludes the proof of Lemma H.1. 
Consider e.g. H(ψ) corresponding to the fixed point whose existence we proved. By
corollary 6.1, this interaction satisfies bounds (6.43) which for sufficiently small ε are
stronger than (H.11). Therefore, the effective action is indeed given by (5.3) as we assumed all along.

I

Fixed point in a formal power series expansion

In this appendix we will show that eq. (5.32) f (y) = 0 can be solved in a formal power series
expansion in ε. This is rather easy, compared to the proof of the existence of an actual
solution given in section 6. We introduce a positive grading function on the couplings
yi ∈ {ν, λ, u2R , u4R , u6R , (u` )`>8 }:
gr(ν) = gr(λ) = 1,

gr(u2R ) = gr(u4R ) = 2,

gr(u6R ) = 3,

gr(u` ) = k(l) =

l
− 1(l > 8).
2
(I.1)

We also define grading of a product as a sum of gradings. It is then easy to check that
each function eyi is a sum of terms whose grading is > gr(yi ), with strict inequality for ν, λ
(table 1). This motivates the following
Theorem I.1 Equation f (y) = 0 has a unique solution where couplings are formal power
series in ε starting from:
ν=

a
ε + O(ε2 ),
b

1
λ = − ε + O(ε2 ),
b

yi = O(εgr(yi ) )

(yi ∈ {u2R , u4R , u6R , (u` )`>8 }).
(I.2)
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c
where N
denotes the matrix NV with both the i-th row and the j-th column removed.
V
Recall that both NV and N are Gram matrices; in particular, they can be written as
(NV )k,l = (fV,k , hV,l ) and Nk,l = (fk , hl ) for appropriate vectors fV , hV , f, h in two apriori
c(i,j) is in Gram form, that is, for
different Hilbert spaces HV and H. Remarkably, also N
V
c(i,j) )k,l = (Fk , Hl ),
any k ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ {i} and any l ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ {j}, we can write (N
V
where (·, ·) denotes the scalar product in HV ⊕ H, and Fk , Hl are the following vectors in
HV ⊕ H:
(
(fV,k , 0) if k < i
Fk =
and Hl = (hV,l , hl ).
(H.29)
(0, fk ) if k > i

Function Grading
Notable present terms
Notable absent terms
2
eν
>2
λ , νλ, u4R
ν, u2R , λ
2
3
eλ
>3
νλ , λ , νXλ , λXλ , λu4R , u6R
λ, u4R , λ2 , Xλ , νλ, νu4R
e2R
>2
u2R , u4R , λ2
ν, λ
e4R
>2
u4R , λ2
λ
3
2
e6R
>3
u6R , λ , νλ , νXλ , u4R λ, u8
Xλ , λ 2
P
e` , ` > 8 > k(l) u` , λk(l) , l1 +...+ln >l+2(n−1) H`1 · · · H`n

Proof. Parameter ε enters (5.32) through the explicit term ελ. In addition, all the other
coefficients such as a, b and the multilinear kernels from the r.h.s. of (5.29) also depend on
ε. This dependence originates from the fluctuation propagator g(x) defined in (2.10), and
it is nonsingular as ε → 0 in our setup involving the UV and IR cutoffs. Below we will keep
track only of the explicit dependence on ε from the ελ term, which we denote . All other
coefficients will be treated as constants. We will give an algorithm to expand the solution
as a formal power series in . To produce a power series in ε, one would have to set  → ε
and additionally expand all coefficients in ε.
We start by rescaling the couplings yi → gr(yi ) yi . We will abuse notation denoting the
rescaled couplings by the same letters. We have to show that the rescaled couplings have
unique power series expansions starting at O(1). The equations f (y) = 0 in terms of the
rescaled couplings can be written as (the explanations and the definition of eyi ,k are given
after (I.6))
(

couplings of grading 1 :
(

couplings of grading 2 :
(

couplings of grading 3 :

−ν − aλ = k>1 k eν,k
P
−λ − bλ2 = k>1 k eλ,k+1

(I.3)

4R u
k
(1 − D)u2R − R2R
4R =
k>0  e2R,k
P
(1 − D)u4R = k>0 k e4R,k

(I.4)

P

P

8 u =
(1 − D)u6R − R6R
8
P
(1 − D)u8 = k>0 k e8,k

P

couplings of grading > 4 : (1 − D)u` =

X

k e`,k

k>0 

ke

(` > 10),

6R,k

(I.5)
(I.6)

k>0

For each coupling, eyi ,k denotes the part of eyi which contains the terms of grading exactly
4R u
8
gr(yi ) + k. In addition we separated the linear terms Dui as well as R2R
4R and R6R u8
from eui ,0 in (I.4)–(I.6). With this definition the remaining eui ,0 are at least quadratic in
its arguments. Note that the r.h.s. of (I.3) are O(), while the other equations have r.h.s.
O(1). Note also the shift k → k + 1 in eλ,k+1 in (I.3).
Step 1. The O(1) parts of ν and λ known, ν = ab + O(), λ = − 1b + O(), let us solve for
the O(1) parts of the other couplings. Firstly, note that the O(1) parts of the r.h.s. of (I.4)–
(I.6), eui ,0 , having grading exactly gr(ui ) and being at least quadratic, are computable in
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Table 1. Grading of terms in functions eyi . We only show the variables on which the terms depend.
4L,4L
2R
E.g. u2R and λ2 in e2R stand for R2R
(u2R ) = Du2R and R2R
(λ, λ), respectively.

terms of the O(1) parts of the couplings with smaller grading. Secondly, the linear operators
in the l.h.s. of (I.4)–(I.6) are invertible. Indeed, the operator (1 − D) is invertible on each
irrelevant coupling subspace as is clear from definition (5.20).63 eqs. (I.4) and (I.5) involve
a matrix-triangular operator with (1 − D) on the diagonal, hence also invertible. By these
two observations, O(1) parts of all couplings are uniquely determined starting from ν and
λ and going recursively up in grading.

−[ν]N +1 − a[λ]N +1 =

N
+1
X

[eν,k ]N +1−k ,

k=1
N
X

(−1 − 2b[λ]0 )[λ]N +1 = b

[λ]k [λ]N +1−k +

k=1

(I.7)
N
+1
X

[eλ,k+1 ]N +1−k .

(I.8)

k=1

All the terms in the r.h.s. are computable by inductive hypothesis 1. Since −1 − 2b[λ]0 = 1
we can compute first [λ]N +1 and then [ν]N +1 .
Step 2b. The remaining couplings are treated recursively going up in grading as before.
Suppose all couplings of grading lower than ui are already known up to and including
O(N +1 ) (call it “inductive hypothesis 2”). Consider the equation for ui (if there are two
couplings having the same grading we should study their equations together as in Step 1)
and take its N +1 part. In the l.h.s. we have an invertible linear operator, same as in Step
1, acting on [ui ]N +1 , while in the r.h.s. we have
N
+1
X

[eui ,k ]N +1−k .

(I.9)

k=0

For k > 1 this is computable by inductive hypothesis 1, and for k = 0 by inductive hypothesis 2, since eui ,0 has grading gr(ui ) and is at least quadratic, which means it involves only
lower-grading couplings. Therefore, we can compute [ui ]N +1 and continue the induction.64
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Remark I.1 At the level of formal series expansions bosonic and fermionic fixed point
are quite analogous. Consider e.g. the bosonic model (K.1). In perturbation theory, we
could parametrize its fixed point by an interaction written in terms of kernels, like in (4.2).
We could derive a perturbative renormalization map acting on the sequence of kernels
We have (1 − D)−1 = 1 + D + D2 + . . . and the series converges in L1 if γ −Dl −p < 1 which is the
condition for irrelevance.
64
Steps 2a, 2b can be unified, at the price of rendering the argument less explicit, by moving the nonlinear
functions eui ,0 to the l.h.s. and noting that the Jacobian
nonlinear infinite matrix function
 of the resulting

63

of y in the l.h.s. is invertible at the point (ν, λ, ui ) =

(0)
a
, − 1b , ui
b

computed in Step 1.
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Step 2a. Now suppose we computed expansions of all couplings up to and including
O(N ) (call it “inductive hypothesis 1”), and we want to solve for the N +1 terms. For any
P n
quantity α =
 αn we denote by [α]n = αn the n coefficient. We start with (I.3) and
take its N +1 part:

in the trimmed representation, similarly to section 5. We could then find, exactly as in
theorem I.1, a fixed point in a formal power series in ε.
This analogy breaks down beyond perturbation theory. As stated in remark 5.1 and
proved in appendix H, perturbative expansion captures the full fermionic effective action
at small coupling. This does not hold for bosons due to large field effects (“instantons”)
at arbitrarily small couplings. Furthermore, rigorous non-perturbative studies of bosonic
models parametrize irrelevant interactions not by kernels as in (4.2), but by a more complicated “polymer expansion” (see [114] and section 8.1.8).

J

Fixed point via the tree expansion

In the main sections of this paper we provided an explicit rigorous construction of a nontrivial RG fixed point, by finding the appropriate Banach space, which the RG map acts
on, and by proving its contractivity in an appropriate neighborhood of this space. In the
case of fermionic theories, as in the case at hand, the fixed point can also be found by a
different strategy, which bypasses the construction of the Banach space and the contractivity argument, and is based on an expansion in tree diagrams, sometimes referred to
as “Gallavotti-Nicolò” trees [134], see also [51, 71] and [119] for a review in the context
of interacting fermionic theories. While the two constructions build on the same general
foundations from sections 1–5 (trimmed representation of the interaction, weighted norm
k · kw for measuring the size of couplings, and the norm bounds on D and R``1 ,...,`n ), the
tree expansion is closer in spirit to a direct combinatorial proof convergence of the formal
ε-expansion of appendix I. Let us briefly describe here the construction of the fixed point
via trees.
The starting point is the fixed point equation for the irrelevant couplings u` , with
` = 2R, 4R, 6R, 8, 10, . . ., which we rewrite, extracting the term (n; (`1 , · · · , `n )) = (1; `)
explicitly:
(1 − D)u` =

∗
X X

R``1 ,...,`n (H`1 , . . . , H`n ),

(J.1)

n>1 (`i )n
1

where the ∗ on the sum indicates the constraint that, if n = 1, then `1 6= `. We look for
P
(k ,k )
(k ,k )
a solution in power series in ν and λ, u` = k1 ,k2 >0 u` 1 2 ν k1 λk2 , with u` 1 2 = 0 unless
k1 + k2 > |`|/2 − 1 and, moreover, k1 + k2 > 2 for ` = 2R, 4R and k1 + k2 > 3 for ` = 6R.
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Another difference is that for bosons, the formal power series solution in ε is expected
to be only asymptotic, like the -expansion series for the Wilson-Fisher fixed point in
d = 4 −  dimensions [133], necessitating Borel resummations for the critical exponents [5].
The same considerations should apply to the long-range bosonic model (K.1). On the
other hand, for fermions we have established in section 6.5 that the fixed point depends
analytically on ε. This implies that the formal power series solution will be convergent for
small ε. For a direct proof of convergence of the fermionic power series expansion via tree
expansion, see the next appendix.

By plugging this ansatz in (J.1), we get65
(k ,k )
u` 1 2

=

∗
X X

(k1 ,k2 )



(k

(1 − D)−1 R``1 ,...,`n H`1 1,1

X

,k2,1 )

(k

, . . . , H`n 1,n

,k2,n )



,

(J.2)

n>1 (`i )n
1 {k1,i , k2,i }i=1,2

where the third sum runs over integers k1,i , k2,i > 0, with i = 1, . . . , n, such that k1,1 +
(k ,k )
· · · + k1,n = k1 and k2,1 + · · · + k2,n = k2 . Moreover, the arguments H`i 1,i 2,i should be
(k

,k

)

where the vertex labelled v0 in the right side represents the action of (1 − D)−1 R``1 ,...,`n ; we
shall say that the n lines (or “branches”) labelled `1 , . . . , `n “enter the vertex v0 ”; similarly,
we’ll say that the branch to the left of v0 “exits” from v0 : it carries the label ` and its
left endpoint is called root. In the special cases (`i , (k1,i , k2,i )) = (2L, (1, 0)), (4L, (0, 1)),
(6SL, (0, 2)), the big dots in the right side will be reinterpreted as small dots with labels ν,
λ, X∗ , respectively:

Iterating the graphical equation above until the endpoints are all small dots with labels ν,
λ, or X∗ , we obtain an expansion in tree diagrams of the following form:

65

Note that since u` is irrelevant, (1 − D) is an invertable operator, see footnote 63.
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interpreted as being equal to u`i 1,i 2,i if `i 6= 2L, 4L, 6SL, to ν if `i = 2L (in which case
we set (k1,i , k2,i ) = (1, 0)), to λ if `i = 4L (in which case we set (k1,i , k2,i ) = (0, 1)), and
to X∗ if `i = 6SL (in which case we set (k1,i , k2,i ) = (0, 2)). Eq. (J.2) can be graphically
represented as follows:

In this example, the branch labels are left implicit; each vertex vr , with r = 1, . . . , 5, is
associated with the action of an operator (1 − D)−1 R``1 ,...,`n , with ` the label of the line
exiting from vr , n the number of lines entering it, and `1 , . . . , `n their labels. If mν , mλ
and mX are the numbers of endpoints of type ν, λ and X∗ , respectively (in the example,
mν = 2, mλ = 6 and mX = 2), and `0 is the label of the line exiting from v0 , then the tree
(m ,m +2mX )
contributes to u`0 ν λ
.

δ mν +mλ (Bγ δ 2 )mX 6 (Bγ δ)k ,

k = mν + mλ + 2mX ,

(J.3)

times the product over vertices vr (i.e. all vertices v which are not endpoints):
Pnv

dγ Cγnv −1 γ −Dlv C0

Y

i=1

|`i (v)|

,

(J.4)

v not e.p.

where lv = |`v |, with `v the label of the line exiting from v, and `i (v) the label of the i-th line
entering v. Note that `i (v) = `v0 for some v 0 , which may be an endpoint. Therefore, (J.4)
can be equivalently rewritten as
−|`v0 |

C0

×

dγ Cγnv −1 γ −Dlv C0lv ×

Y

Y

C0lv .

(J.5)

v e.p.

v not e.p.

Replacing the first factor by 1, and including the factor (J.3) associated with the endpoints,
the value of a single tree is bounded by
dγ Cγnv −1 γ −Dlv C0lv ,

Y

(Bγ C04 δ)k

(J.6)

v not e.p.

P

where we also used that v e.p. lv = 2mν + 4mλ + 6mX 6 4k.
As the next step we have to sum over all possible values of `i ’s which label tree branches.
We take γ sufficiently large so that γ −(d/4−ε/2) C0 < 1, implying (recall Dl = l(d/4−ε/2)−d)
∞
X

γ −Dl (C0 )l < ∞.

(J.7)

l=2

Then the sum

P

{`v } of

(J.6) is bounded by
d˜γ Cγnv −1 .

(J.8)

(nv − 1) = m − 1,

(J.9)

(Bγ C04 δ)k

Y
v not e.p.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that
X
v not e.p.
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Let us now use the norm bounds on D and R``1 ,...,`n , see sections 5.3 and 5.6, to bound
the value of any such tree in the k · kw norm, assuming |ν|, |λ| 6 δ. The norm bounds on
D imply that the norm of (1 − D)−1 is bounded by some dγ > 1 (uniformly in `). Using
this and eq. (5.35), the norm of the value of a tree is bounded by the product of the norms
of its endpoints, which is bounded by

where m. = mν + mλ + mX 6 k is the total number of the endpoints, and
X

16

v not e.p.

1 X
lv ,
2 v e.p.

(J.10)

as implied by |`| 6 i |`i | − 2 in each vertex v (note the constraint (5.36) for n > 2, and
that for n = 1 the sum in (J.1) starts from l1 = l + 2). Using the last two relations, we can
estimate (J.8) by
(Bγ C04 Cγ de2γ δ)k .
(J.11)
P

d

ν = γ 2 +ε (ν + I1 λ) + e(0)
ν (ν, λ, ε),
(0)

(0)

λ = γ 2ε (λ + I2 λ2 ) + eλ (ν, λ, ε),

(J.12)

(0)

with eν and eλ two analytic functions of ν, λ, ε for |ν|, |λ| 6 δ0 (γ), Re ε < d/6. Moreover,
(0)
(0)
we have eν and eλ of order δ 2 and δ 3 , respectively where δ = max(|ν|, |λ|) and for ε in
any compact subset of Re ε < d/6. I1 and I2 also depend analytically on ε. By the analytic
implicit function theorem, these equations have a unique solution ν∗ (ε), λ∗ (ε) which is
defined in the disk |ε| 6 ε0 (γ) and is analytically
 close to the lowest order approximated

d
+ε
2ε
2
solution λ0 = (1 − γ )/I2 , ν0 = I1 λ0 / 1 − γ
.
Remark J.1 The condition of γ large is not truly required for the tree expansion to converge; in fact it converges for any γ > 1 (for λ, ν sufficiently small). In the proof above, large
γ was needed due to the pessimistic way in which we bounded some combinatorial factors in
the previous sections. Note that the origin of the factor (C0 )l in (J.7) has to be traced back
|` |
to the factors C0 i P
in (5.36). A critical rereading of the proof leading to those
Pfactors shows
that the factor C0

nv
i=1

|`i (v)|

in (J.4) can be replaced by CR
Pnv

The product of the factors C0

i=1

|`i (v)|−lv

Pnv

|` (v)|
i=1 i
lv



C0

nv
i=1

|`i (v)|−lv 66
.

over the vertices v that are not endpoints gives

66

See in particular the first equality in (E.2) and the second one in (E). The factor CR > 1 is the constant
in (5.43); it appears only if lv = 2, 4. In the main text it was absorbed into C0 (footnote 31), but now
we keep it explicit, since it blows up as γ → 1, due to the blowup of constants C1,2,3 from the end of
appendix C.
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Finally we have to sum this expression over all trees subject to the constraint on the
endpoints mν + mλ + 2mX = k. The number of such trees is smaller than 4k (see, e.g.,
Lemma A.1 of [119]). We conclude that the contribution to u` of order k is bounded in
the k · kw norm by (Aγ δ)k , for some γ-dependent constant Aγ . This implies that the tree
expansion for u` is convergent for δ 6 δ0 (γ) small enough. This concludes the construction
of the irrelevant couplings u` in terms of the fixed point relevant couplings ν and λ, which
implies automatically that u` are analytic in ν and λ in the neighborhood |ν|, |λ| 6 δ0 (γ)
of the origin in C2 . The same argument also establishes analyticity of u` in ε as long as it
belongs to the complex half-plane Re ε < d/6 where couplings u` are all irrelevant.
We are left with the beta function equations for the relevant couplings. Via the same
(0)
(0)
strategy, we find that they are given by the first two equations of (5.30), with eν and eλ
expressed in terms of two tree expansions, convergent for δ sufficiently small. In conclusion,
at the fixed point, ν and λ satisfy

P

lv −lv0

C0 v e.p.
, with v0 the vertex attached to the root; this does not need any condition
on γ. The product of CR ’s is bounded by CR2k because of (J.10). Finally, the sum
P over the
nv

|` (v)|

i=1 i
branch labels, given the type of endpoints, reduces to {`v } v not e.p. γ −Dlv
,
lv
which can be bounded as explained in appendix A.6.1 of [119], leading to a factor smaller

P

than



1
1−γ −α

4k

Q

, for some α > 0 and any γ > 1.

The tree expansion can be easily adapted to the construction of the full Wilsonian RG
flow of the effective couplings from the ultraviolet to the infrared, see section J.1 below for
a brief discussion of this fact, and to the computation of correlation functions and critical
exponents. It has been used to construct them in several 1D fermionic theories [28–31] and
2D statistical mechanics models at criticality [32–39], whose nontrivial fixed points are all
in the Luttinger liquid universality class. In these cases, the construction of the fixed point
requires a proof that the beta function for the quartic coupling is asympotically vanishing in
the infrared limit; historically, the proof of vanishing beta functions in these models has first
been proved via a comparison with the Luttinger model exact solution [28], and later via
a combined use of Ward Identities and Schwinger-Dyson equations [30]. We are not aware
of a construction of nontrivial fixed points in the Luttinger liquid universality class via
methods different from the tree expansion; it would be an interesting exercise to reproduce
their construction via a contraction argument in a suitable Banach space of interactions,
as done in this paper for long-range symplectic fermions with quartic interaction.
The fermionic nature of models such as the one studied in this paper makes the approach based on the tree expansion an extremely efficient tool for constructing the RG
fixed point, arguably simpler than the one based on the contraction argument in a Banach
space. However, we do not expect that the tree expansion is as a general scheme as the
other, which is, to date, the only available technique for constructing nontrivial bosonic
fixed points, see appendix K, and it looks the most promising (at least conceptually) for
approaching the non-perturbative problem of constructing very non-Gaussian fixed points
in the vicinity of approximate fixed points (possibly computed via the truncation of some
other alternative scheme, such as numerical FRG). This explains the reason why in the
main sections of this paper we decided to follow the scheme based on the contraction argument in a Banach space: it provides a benchmarch for other approaches, like the Functional
67

To make an analogy with something already seen, consider the construction of the fixed point sextic
semilocal term in section 3: X∗ is the solution to the single step equation (3.11), and its explicit expression
in terms of λ involves a sum over many “levels”, i.e., the integers n in (3.12).
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Remark J.2 In Wilsonian RG, the single RG step contains all the information about the
fixed point, so that we should feel free to forget about what happened in the RG past. The
fact that the tree expansion represents the fixed point kernels by tree diagrams with several
levels may superficially seem to go against this standard idea. This is not the case: the
tree expansion as presented in this appendix is just a way to solve the fixed point equation
for a single RG step.67 In general, trees with several levels are exponentially suppressed, as
compared to “short” ones: this is the so called short-memory property (see e.g. the remark
after (7.26) in [28]).

Renormalization Group (whose conceptual similarity allows for a direct comparison of results), and it displays general features which do not depend on the specific, fermionic,
nature of the problem.
J.1

On the flow of the effective couplings

(h−1)

eHeff

(ψ)

(h)

=

dµg(h) (ψ (h) )eHeff

(ψ+ψ (h) )

,

h 6 0,

(0)

with Heff ≡ H (0) . After appropriate rescaling, we obtain the effective potentials (cf.
with (2.16))
(h)
H (h) (ψ) = Heff (γ h[ψ] ψ(· γ h )),
which satisfy the RG equation
R[H (h) ] = H (h−1) ,
with R = R(ε, γ) the same renormalization map introduced after (2.16). A mild generalization of the construction of this paper allows us to prove that, for λ0 positive and
sufficiently small (we are taking here ε positive and small, as well), there exists a choice
of ν0 such that the whole sequence of effective potentials {H (h) }h60 is well defined, they
all belong to the same Banach space (the same we used to construct the fixed point) and
limh→−∞ H (h) = H∗ , where H∗ is the fixed point constructed above. Correspondingly,
the local part of H (h) is parametrized by two running coupling constants νh , λh , which
interpolate between the bare values ν0 , λ0 and the fixed point values ν = limh→−∞ νh ,
λ = limh→−∞ λh . In particular, the sequence {νh , λh }h60 is small, uniformly in the scale
index h.
Remarkably, the effective potentials H (h) can be expressed in terms of a convergent
tree expansion, analogous to the one described above, with the important difference that
now the endpoints carry a scale label and are, therefore, associated with couplings νk or
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A tree expansion analogous to the one described above for the construction of the fixed
point can be used to compute the whole sequence of effective potentials associated with
the Wilsonian RG flow from the ultraviolet to the infrared scales. Such a generalized
tree expansion was described in several previous reviews on the subject, see in particular [119]. Suppose that we interested in constructing the model formally defined by the
(0)
interacting Grassmann measure Z −1 dµP (ψ)eH (ψ) at all distances (rather than being interested “just” in the construction of its infrared fixed point, as done in this paper), where
dµP (ψ) is the Grassmann Gaussian integration with the propagator P (x) in (2.1) (with
fixed ultraviolet cutoff but without any infrared one) and H (0) is a local interaction like
R
(0)
the one in (2.7), with bare couplings ν0 , λ0 . The partition function dµP (ψ)eH (ψ) and
the closely related generating function of correlations can be computed iteratively, by first
integrating out momenta in the annulus of radii γ −1 and 1, then in the one of radii γ −2 and
P
γ −1 , and so on. In formulae, this means rewriting the propagator P (x) as h60 g (h) (x),
with g (h) (x) = γ h(d/2−ε) g(γ h x) and g(x) the same as in (2.10); correspondingly, the flucP
tuation field ψ is decomposed as ψ = h60 ψ (h) and the Grassmann Gaussian integration
Q
dµP (ψ) as h60 dµg(h) (ψ (h) ) (cf. with (2.11)), in terms of which we define the sequence (cf.
with (2.13)):
Z

K

Rigorously constructed bosonic fixed points

In this appendix we will mention some existing rigorous constructions of non-gaussian
bosonic fixed points. Earlier works not directly focusing on such fixed points, but instrumental for acquiring rigorous RG control in bosonic theories, include [135–139].
In 1998, Brydges, Dimock and Hurd [22] gave the first construction of a fixed point in
a bosonic scalar field theory with a long-range interactions. In analogy to (1.1), their bare
action can be written schematically as
Z

MFT(ϕ) + ν

d d x ϕ2 + λ

Z

d d x ϕ4 ,

(K.1)

i.e. a gaussian scale-invariant Mean Field Theory of a bosonic field ϕ in Rd of dimension
[ϕ] = d/4 − ε/2 with a quadratic and quartic interactions. They considered the model in
R
d = 4, which necessitated adding to (K.1) one more relevant local interaction dd x(∂ϕ)2 .
Contrary to what the title of [22] may suggest, it does not provide a rigorous definition
of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d = 4 − ε. The two models differ already in their
perturbative critical exponents. E.g. the scaling dimension of ϕ gets corrections at O(ε2 )
in the Wilson-Fisher model, while such corrections are absent in the model of [22] at any
order in ε.
In 2000, Mitter and Scoppola [140] studied a different model perturbing MFT by a
δ-function interaction:
Z
MFT(ϕ) + g

dx δ (N ) (ϕ(x)),

(K.2)

where ϕ is an N -component field in Rd=1 . The δ-function penalizes configurations when
ϕ(x) passes through zero, which physically describes repulsion of a polymer from an impurity. The scaling dimension of this interaction is −N [ϕ]. They constructed a fixed point of
this model in the case when [ϕ] is negative and small while N is large so that −N [ϕ] = 1−ε
is close to marginality.
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λk , computed at scales h < k 6 0. From the knowledge of the effective potentials, one
can reconstruct all the observables one is interested in, including the correlation functions
computed at arbitrary finite distance (before any scaling limit is taken): these will be expressed as convergent expansions in the whole sequence of running couplings {νh , λh }h60 .
See, e.g., chapters 12, 13, 14 in [119]. Note that the existence of such a convergent expansion does not imply convergence of the naive perturbation theory in the bare couplings:
schematically, the relation between λh and λ0 has the same features as the one between
λ(t) and λ0 in (1.6); in particular, λh is analytic in λ0 non-uniformly in h, while it is Borel
summable in λ0 uniformly in h. Therefore, pre-scaling-limit observables are expected to
be, at best, Borel summable in λ0 . On the contrary, observables at the fixed point, such
as critical exponents, are expressed as convergent expansions in the fixed point couplings
ν∗ , λ∗ only, and, therefore, recalling that ν∗ and λ∗ are analytic in ε, they can be proved
to be analytic functions of ε, as well.
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